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Abstract 
The ~ur~ose of this study was to determine if a 12-week 
course would result in increased ~arental awareness and 
im~roved ~erce~tions of ~arental behavior. The format 
included child develo~ment information and grou~ ~roolem 
solving of ~arent-child conflict dilemmas. 
A ~re/~ost control grou~ design was used with e~uivalent 
voluntary grou~s. The statistical techni~ues em~loyed to 
analyze the data were the analysis of covariance and the 
t-test for correlated sam~les. The treatment grou~ 
consisted of 11 ~arents and their 16 children while the 
control grou~ com~rised 11 ~arents and their 14 children. 
The Newberger (1977) Parental Awareness Scale (PAS)was 
administered to oath sets of ~arents suose~uent to the 
~rogram and to the treatment grou~ ~arents four months 
later. A modified version of the Schaefer (1965) Children's 
Re~orts of Parental Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) was 
administered to the ~arents and children of oath grou~s. 
iv 
Analysis of the results of the PAS indicated that 
parents in the treatment group significantly increased their 
levels of parental awareness upon termination of the program 
(p<.03) and made further significant gains following a four 
month hiatus (p<.05). 
The results of the modified CRPBI indicated that parents 
perceived themselves as improving in their behavior to a 
significant level (p<.05) upon completion of the program out 
did not make likewise gains when retested four months later. 
The children of the parents of both groups failed to 
perceive improved behavior on the part of their parents. 
These results tentatively indicate that 
cognitive-structural growth can occur over time when the 
original stimulus conditions which facilitated it have been 
removed. It also appears that cognitive-developmentally 
oriented parent intervention is conducive to such growth. 
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There is in every child at every age a 
new miracle of vigorous unfolding which 
constitutes a new hope and a new 
responsibility for all. 
Erik Erikson 
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Chapter I 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
Parent education in America has evolved from informal 
discussion groups into carefully designed and elaborate 
:programs. These :programs are highly structured and 
systematic in :presentation. Such :programs require :parents 
to strictly adhere to :precise techniques which state or 
imply immediate results. Since these :programs are unique 
and bountiful, :parents often do not know which one best 
suits their :particular needs. Also, the 11 do 1 s 11 of one 
:program may be the "don'ts" of another. Compounding this is 
the multitude of magazine articles and :parenting texts which 
:purport to have the "correct" way to raise children or solve 
specific :problems that :parents find troublesome. As a 
result, :parents can easily become confused, frustrated, and 
indecisive. It is almost as if :parents are wrenched from 
blissful ignorance only to be :plunged into the dilemma of 
overchoice. 
On reviewing the literature in :parent education, it 
seems apparent that the focus of many :parent education 
:programs is on specific :parental action in response to a 
:particular child behavior. Although the basic aim of these 
:programs is to improve the lot of both :parents and children, 
·, 
the emphasis may be to remove the discomfort of the :parent. 
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While this goal may have merit, it can result in the 
glorification of techni~ue at the expense of understanding 
the whys and wherefores of child behavior. In contrast, the 
traditional model of parent education can perhaps be rightly 
accused of meandering and having little focus or direction. 
Nevertheless, this new stress on pragmatism, as expressed in 
"whatever works," has overtones of expediency which may 
diminish substantive parent-child interaction and problem 
solving abilities. 
The present study in parent education places emphasis on 
child development theoretical concepts and issues and 
employs a cognitive-developmental approach. That is, it 
adheres to principles set forth in the theories of Jean 
Piaget (1963), Lawrence Kohlberg (1971 ), and Robert Selman 
(1976). In aim, it seeks to enhance the conceptual 
awareness of parents across several dimensions as well as to 
improve perceptions of parental behavior. Thus, the 
improved perceptions of behavior would be a result of 
increased understanding of the parental role and of children 
instead of being tied to instruction in child rearing 
techni~ues. This study is viewed as both a uni~ue form of 
intervention and a new way to assess change. It is intended 
to add an important dimension to the field of parent 
education and not to supplant existing approaches. 
This chapter will be devoted to an overview of parent 
education from past to present. It will provide 
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a rationale for child development programs as well as a 
brief discussion of program content (including child 
development theoretical concepts and issues). Finally, the 
chapter will present the program format which includes the 
parent-child conflict dilemma and stages of Parental 
Awareness, the independent and dependent variables, and the 
hypotheses of the study. 
An Overview of Parent Education: Past to Present 
Parent education is defined by Croake and Glover (1977) 
as " ... the purposive activity of parents who are attempting 
to change their method of interaction with their children 
for the purpose of encouraging positive behavior in their 
children" (p. 151). The pursuit of this activity is not a 
recent phenomenon. According to Auerbach(1968): 
Parent groups have been a mainstay of the 
Association's (Child Study Association of America) 
program since its inception in 1888. At that time 
a small group of mothers came together to get the 
best information they could find to help them 
understand and deal with their children (p. 13). 
Croake and Glover (1977) undertook an historical study of 
the parent education movement in America. A brief 
chronological view of major events will highlight its 
transformation over the years. 
* 1815: In Portland, Maine, groups of mothers 
met regularly for the purpose of 
improving their childrens' moral and 
religious character. These groups were 
called 'maternal associations.' 
* 1832: MOTHER'S MAGAZINE was first published. 
* 1841: MOTHER'S ASSISTANT was published. 
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* 1840-1850: PARENTS' MAGAZINE was in 
:publication. 
* 1888: The Society for the Study of the Child 
Nature was founded. Today it is known 
as the Child Study Association of 
America. 
* 1909: The first White House Conference on 
Child Welfare was held. 
* 1912: The Children's Bureau was created. 
* 1914: The Smith-Lever Act :provided for 2000 
County Home Demonstration agents as :part 
of the Department of Agriculture. 
* 1917: 'Homemaking' was defined as a basic 
vocation for women with corresponding 
educational :provisions instituted. · 
* 1918: Federal support of health oriented 
:programs via the United States Public 
Health Service was given. 
* 1932: The White House Conference formally 
recognized one hundred twenty-six 
organizations :providing :parent education 
(:p:p. 151-152). 
From the 1930's to 1960 the field of :parent education 
has shown steady growth except for some setbacks due to 
World War II. The federal government, various universities, 
and the fields of agriculture, education, mental health, 
social work, and nursing have all contributed to its rise. 
Today parent education is extensive and diversified. 
The participation of :parents in the treatment, 
behavior change, and education of their child has 
received growing impetus since the early 1960's. 
Today, the market is literally bombarded with 
literature, :packaged programs, and media designed 
to teach parents skills in communication, behavior 
modification, and developmental understanding 
(Wilson, 1979, :p. 45). 
I 
. ' 
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At ~resent there are child care courses in high schools, 
hos~ital ~rograms for ~arents of children who attend 
headstart ~rograms, courses for single ~arents, etc. There 
are didactic courses which em~hasize facts, reflective 
courses which stress feelings, and behavioral courses which 
accentuate techniQue. Also, there are ~rograms which 
combine these elements. The most notable current a~~roaches 
in ~arenting include: 
*Parent Effectiveness Training (PET)(Gordon, 
1970) 
* Adlerian Parent/Mother Study Grou~s 
(APS/AMS)(Berrett, 1975) 
* Systematic Training for Effective Parenting 
(STEP)(Dinkmeyer & McKay, 1976) 
*Parent Involvement Program(PIP)(McGuiness & 
Glasser, 1978) 
*Transactional Analysis(TA)(Harris, 1969) 
Behavior modification (BMod)(Carkhuff, 1971) ~rograms are 
also ~rolific. Each of these a~~roaches has its own 
terminology and is reflective of one of the leading 
theoretical view~oints; for exam~le, humanism, behaviorism, 
~sychoanalysis or ego ~sychology. 
In addition to group approaches there is a voluminous 
amount of material reaching ~arents from the mass media. 
There are, for example, 26 million magazines in total 
circulation ~er month which carry articles on child care and 
~arenting (Clark-Stewart, 1978). 
., 1,;· 
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The number and variety of books on how to raise 
children is similarly impressive. BOOKS in 
PRINT(1975) lists over 200 books on popular child 
care - and even this is an underestimate of the 
selection available, since it does not include 
scholarly child development books, developmental 
psychology textbooks, books no longer being 
published but still obtainable from used-book 
stores and libraries, or new arrivals that have 
not yet been catalogued (Clark-Stewart, 1978, p. 
360). 
Developments in parent education which are of more 
permanent nature include The Center for Parenting Studies at 
Wheelock College in Boston, Mass., and the Parent Education 
Resource Center in Montgomery County, Maryland (Edmister, 
1977). In addition to having a Center for Parenting 
Education, Metropolitan State College in Denver, Colorado is 
the first college in the nation to offer an undergraduate 
minor in parenting education. Also, the Y.M.C.A. offers a 
course nationally for parents entitled, Positive Parenting. 
Thus, the field of parent education appears to be 
blossoming. This is a hopeful sign when the difficult task 
of parenting is considered. Parenting, perhaps, is the most 
complex occupation there is with the least amount of 
preparation. Nevertheless, this new influx of materials and 
programs has mixed blessings. One disadvantage may be the 
lack of organization, direction, and coherence that may be 
engendered within parent education. Another is that some 
parent programs may be suited to some parents out not 
others. Some parents may need more than one program or a 
program combined with another form of intervention such as 
individual or group counseling. 
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Despite the proliferation of parenting programs and 
materials, there seems to be a paucity of interventions that 
deal specifically with helping parents to understand 
children from a developmental perspective. Perhaps if 
parents could understand children better, then they could be 
in a better position to foster higher levels of development. 
This would also allow them to be more selective in the types 
of parenting programs they choose and the techni~ues within 
those programs they utilize. In this way, there could be a 
greater connection between understanding and techni~ue. The 
assumption is that the facilitation of full human potential 
can only occur when action is embedded in reason and 
awareness. 
Rationale for Child Development Programs 
Justification for providing child~development 
information to parents has widespread support in the 
literature. Clark-Stewart (1978) expressed concern over the 
deluge of conflicting messages that parents received from 
the popular media: 
Information should ... be responsive to parents' 
interests and concerns rather than the 
preconceived issues of the experts. The data 
reported here suggest that this would mean 
information oriented not to solving specific 
problems but to describing children's development 
and how parents might foster it (p. 368). 
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In response to a ~uestionnaire checklist in a study by 
Clark-Stewart (1978) to ascertain the reasons why parents 
read child care books, 96% of the respondents said they 
wanted to learn more about child development. These parents 
wanted to know about child. development in general 
(perhaps in order to prevent the occurrence of 
later problems) ... the vast majority did not expect 
to learn how to change their own present behavior 
or the child's (except insofar as they might 
stimulate the child's development (74%)). These 
parents were apparently not 'driven 1 to find and 
read a book on child rearing out of a concern for 
an immediate, specific problem with the child or 
family. Their concern was informational and 
educational, relatively remote and abstract 
(p.366). 
Clark-Stewart (1978) referred to this parental stance as 
'forewarned is forearmed. 1 
In support of Clark-Stewart 1 s (1978) findings, Frick 
(1958) asserted that narticles written out of context of the 
basic principles of human growth, behavior, and adjustment 
form little real basis for the development of insight and 
understanding of childrenn (p. 14). Edmister (1977) cited 
an example of this phenomenon involving a parent who was 
also an educator: 
My baby is two weeks old. Although I was a 
teacher before, I really have no idea of what to 
expect of him as he develops - nor do I know if 
what I 1 m doing is right. The more I read in 
books, the more confused I get (p. 122). 
Such criticism is not limited to the media. In 1976, Brown 
conducted an on-site study of the leading parent education 
programs and concluded that: 
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From a practical standpoint, the oiggest 
shortcoming of all parent-training programs is not 
the lack of research on effects out the lack of 
solid, reliable information on the normal course 
of child development (p. 111 ). 
Supporting the need for such information, Callahan (1974) 
stated that 11 There is an ordered developmental 
sequence ... some knowledge of these norms and patterns of 
growth help parents 11 (pp. 151-152). This view has also 
oeen shared oy Aueroach (1968) and Larsen and Seifert 
(1977). 
Thus, one task of the present study is to provide such 
information. Another is to determine which theoretical 
concepts and issues should oe in a child development 
curriculum for parents. 
The Child Development Curriculum 
The curriculum for parents was formulated on the oasis 
of providing parents with a comprehensive view of child 
development and offering them concrete examples and 
practical suggestions to facilitate such development 
(Appendix I). Thus, parents would oe given an opportunity 
to learn aoout theoretical concepts and issues as well as 
parenting implications. Through inferential or direct 
learning, parents could perhaps improve in oath 
understanding of and behavior toward their children. One 
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general way in which this could occur is oy understanding 
that development is a oiomaturational process and an 
experiential one. Ey oeing oetter aole to discern their 
role and the role of nature in the developmental process, 
parents may oe in a more optimal position as developmental 
change agents. 
To accomplish this, several aspects of three major child 
development theories were chosen. These theories include 
the psychosocial theory of Erik H. Erikson (1963), the 
cognitive-developmental (logical thinking) theory of Jean 
Piaget (1963), and the moral-cognitive-developmental theory 
of Lawrence Kohloerg (1971). Age profiles of children from 
oirth to 16 were also provided (Gesell, et al., 1956 and 
Elkind, 1974). In addition, the issues of discipline 
(Larsen, 1979) and the role of play (Butler, et al., 1978; 
Caplan & Caplan, 1974; and Garvey, 1977) in child 
development were included. 
This combination of theoretical concepts and issues 
seemed ideal for the current study. A orief rationale for 
each component appears to oe in order. First, Erikson's 
(1963) psychosocial theory has the potential of offering 
parents a view of the child as a feeling person who makes 
interpretations of self and others on the oasis of 
nurturance and feedoack from significant others. If parents 
understand the stage issues and their prooaole antecedent 
conditions, they may, with proper motivation, oe more likely 
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to promote trust, autonomy, initiative, industry, and 
identity. 
Second, Piaget's (1963) theory £ocuses primarily on the 
thought processes o£ children and how childrens' thinking 
evolves £rom egocentric perceptions at early ages to 
hypothetical and abstract concepts at adolescent and adult 
ages. Aspects o£ this theory can aid parents in their 
awareness o£ childrens' misunderstandings. More 
importantly, parents could be helped to £eel less compelled 
to rush the attainment o£ academic skills in their children, 
particularly at young ages. Third, Kohlberg's (1971) theory 
o£ moral reasoning describes how children interpret notions 
o£ right and wrong as they grow older and are exposed to 
experiences which either maintain or heighten moral 
reasoning. By understanding the "lying" o£ the three year 
old or the 11 disloyalty11 o£ the conscientious dra£t resister, 
parents could become more tolerant and even £acilitative o£ 
moral growth. In general, the inclusion o£ aspects o£ these 
three theories should allow parents to view human growth as 
a developmental process and to be able to perceive common 
childhood problems as being developmental in nature and 
transient in duration. Also, parents should be able to 
understand that social, intellectual, and moral growth are 
interdependent and interactional. Lastly, parents should 
have some notion as to what probable environmental 
conditions promote or retard these areas o£ development. 
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The inclusion of age profiles (Gesell, et al., 1956 and 
Elkind, 1974) was done to not only underscore the fact that 
development is possible and that children do change out also 
to provide a more descriptive account of normative growth 
patterns. To offset the potential for parents to perceive 
such profiles as fixed characteristics, many cautions were 
provided so as not to diminish individual differences among 
children. 
Perhaps more than any other issue, di~cipline may oe the 
one that generates the most concern on the part of parents. 
A developmental view of discipline may help parents to see 
that they must reassess their disciplinary strategies as the 
child grows since what is appropriate for one age may not be 
appropriate for another. Thus, the child's developmental 
age dictates the disciplinary approach and not fixed and 
arbitrary standards. This allows for flexibility, change, 
and growth. Therefore, it appears to warrant inclusion in 
the present study. 
Play is perhaps the most misunderstood phenomenon among 
parents. It is often viewed as frivolity and the antithesis 
of learning. Frequently play is cast aside in favor of 
academic skills at very early ages of child development. 
Thus, play (Butler, et al., 1978; Caplan & Caplan, 1974; and 
Garvey, 1977) has oeen included here to help parents 
appr~ciate its significance and to see it as synonymous with 
learni~g and not in opposition to it. 
________________ ........ 
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Although developmental information is something to which 
parents should oe exposed, such knowledge in isolation may 
not oe sufficient. Also, having cognitive-developmental 
theoretical concepts in parent education program hardly 
constitutes a cognitive- developmental approach to parent 
education. For this study the information presented to 
parents provides an important reference point for the 
resolution of parent-child conflicts as opposed to oeing an 
end in itself. 
A Cognitive-Developmental Approach to Parent Education 
A major assumption of cognitive-developmental theory, 
whether it oe logical thinking (Piaget, 1963), moral 
(Kohloerg, 1970), or social (Selman, 1976), is that there 
are stages of reasoning that are qualitatively distinct 
which form an hierachical and invariant sequence. In other 
words, a person's perspective at one stage is significantly 
more varied and complex than in the preceding stage and that 
one must pass sequentially through the stages. Furthermore, 
each stage provides a comprehensive and systematic oasis for 
interpreting phenomena. One important criterion which 
facilitates stage progression is exposure to individuals who 
represent proximal out higher levels of reasoning. Thus, 
growth is achieved through cognitive restructuring as a 
result of external and internal changes through a process of 
progressive differentiation (Whitoourne & Weinstock, 1979). 
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What this means in the context of the present study is that 
parents who are functioning at higher levels of reasoning 
are potential stimulators for cognitive growth within their 
lower functioning counterparts. Thus, the major assumptions 
of this study are: 
* Parents want and need basic child development 
information. 
* Child development information serves as a 
reference point from which developmentally 
sound child rearing strategies emerge. 
* Parents can and do learn from each other in a 
problem-solving environment. 
* Cognitive-Structural growth is achievable 
during adulthood. 
* Internal conflict generated by parent-child 
conflict dilemmas facilitates cognitive 
restructuring. 
An important consideration for parent education programs 
is whether or not they achieve tangible results. The most 
common measure of effectiveness has been parental attitudes. 
Newberger (1977) and Chilman (1970) conducted literature 
reviews and reported that many studies indicate that 
attitudes were not always related to behavioral outcomes. 
Such studies suggest that attitudinal measures may be 
superficial and that substantive changes in parents may not 
have occured. Newberger (1977) felt that attitudinal 
studies of parents tend to omit mediating cognitive 
variables. Instead, she advocated a medium which would 
stimulate cognitive growth and a means by which such growth 
could be assessed. 
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In Parental Awareness groups, perhaps in 
addition to a traditional emphasis on 
group support and child development 
information, hypothetical parent-child 
conflict dilemmas could oe presented to 
focus and stimulate discussion. The 
dilemmas would present tasks to oe 
resolved concerning such issues as 
trust, authority, conflict resolution, 
and meeting needs. Discussion of 
hypothetical situations might lead to 
sharing and discussion of parents' 
personal dilemmas in their own 
parent-child relationships. Through the 
process of reasoning about tasks in the 
parental role and through hearing and 
considering reasoning at higher levels 
than their own, development of more 
mature conceptions might oe stimulated 
(Newoerger, 1977, p. 66). 
Aueroach (1968) and McKay (1976) voiced related opinions. 
The goal of this study is to enhance the reasoning level 
of parents oy comoining child developmental information with 
group discussion of parent-child conflict dilemmas in a 
lecture/discussion format. The construct utilized to 
represent this increased reasoning capacity is Parental 
Awareness (Newoerger, 1977). 
Parental Awareness and its Stages 
Parental Awareness is defined as: 
an organized knowledge system with which 
the parent makes sense out of the 
child's responses and oehavior and 
formulates policies to guide parental 
action. At successive stages of 
Parental Awareness, parents would 
theoretically oe aware of deeper aspects 
of the child and of more complex 
interactions oetween the child and 
themselves. With greater awareness, 
greater flexioility would evolve in 
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sorting through the dimensions and 
arriving at resolutions of the tasks of 
parenthood (Newberger, 1980, p. 47). 
Parents, therefore, would be able to " .•. unloose the old 
ties of old ideas and feelings and examine them ... (leading 
the way for) new development and effectiveness as parents 
and as people in the community" (Auerbach, 1968, p. 16). 
The stages of Parental Awareness are described as 
follows: 
Level 1. Egoistic orientation: The parent 
understands the child as a projection of 
his or her own experience, and the 
parental role is organized around 
parental wants and needs only. 
Level 2. Conventional orientation: The child is 
understood in terms of externally 
derived (tradition, culture, and 
authority) defi-nitions and explanations 
of children. The parental role is 
organized around socially-defined 
notions of correct practices and 
responsibilities. 
Level 3. Subjective-individualistic orientation: 
The child is viewed as a uniQue 
individual who is understood through the 
parent child relationship rather than by 
external definitions of children. The 
parental role is organized around 
identifying and meeting the needs of 
this child rather than as the 
fulfillment of predetermined role 
obligations. 
Level 4. Process or interactional orientation: 
The parent understands the child as a 
complex and changing psychological 
system. The parent, as well as the 
child, grows in his role, and the parent 
recognizes that the relationship and the 
role are built not only on meeting the 
child's needs but also on finding ways 
of balancing his or her own needs and 
the child's so that each can be 
responsibly met (Newberger, 1980, p. 
50). 
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Major Variables of the Study 
The child development information and the discussion 
aspect of the parent-child conflict dilemma constitute the 
independent variable of the study. Parental Awareness and 
Perceptions of Parental Behavior constitute the two 
dependent variables. The study will seek to determine if a 
12 week course for parents which utilizes a 
lecture/discussion format results in increased parental 
awareness and improved perceptions of parental behavior on 
the part of the participants. 
General Hypotheses 
1 . Parents participating in a 
cognitive-developmentally oriented parent 
education program will significantly increase 
their level of parental awareness in 
comparison to parents participating in the 
no-treatment control group. The dimensions of 
parental awareness include: 
* developmental influences 
/ 
* subjectivity 
* personality 
* communication and trust 
* resolving conflict 
* discipline and authority 
* meeting needs 
* learning and evaluating parenting 
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2. Parents participating in the treatment group 
will significantly increase in improved 
self-perceptions of parental behavior in 
comparison to those in the no-treatment 
control group. 
3. Children whose parents are participating in 
the treatment group will significantly 
increase in improved perceptions of parental 
behavior in comparison to children in the 
no-treatment control group. 
The dimensions of perceptions of parental behavior 
include: 
* autonomy/individuality 
* meeting needs 
* communication and trust 
* discipline and authority 
The following chapter will focus on a review of the 
literature and will include the three basic theoretical 
models of parent education, five current popular approaches 
in parent education, and the related studies of Stanley, 
Grimes, Savage, Cason, and Edmister. 
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Chapter II 
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
In order to gain a perspective of the current study, it 
seems important to be able to view it in the context of 
three dominant theoretical models which form the bases of 
most parent education programs. Sometimes these models are 
integrated and other times they form the single core of a 
given approach. In varying degrees they are interwoven into 
current parent training programs. Thus, the beginning of 
this chapter will be devoted to a discussion of the 
reflective, behavioral, and didactic models and their 
respective approaches. The next section will focus on five 
current popular parent training programs which include: 
*Parent Effectiveness Training (PET) (Gordon, 1970) 
* Adlerian Parent/Mother Study Groups (APS/AMS) 
(Berrett, 1 975) 
* Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (STEP) 
(Dinkmeyer & McKay, 1976) 
* Parent Involvement Program (PIP) (McGuiness & 
Glasser, 1 978) . 
*Transactional Analysis (TA) (Harris, 1969) 
The final section of this chapter will examine five 
related studies. Three of these involve a cognitive-
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developmental approach to parent education while two of them 
are more didactic and deal specifically with the 
dissemination of child development information to parents. 
Theoretical Models in Parent Education 
According to Schultz, Nystul, & Law (1980), nParent 
group education has tended to move away from the 
traditional, nonstructured format of free-flowing discussion 
toward a more structured approach, based on theoretical 
models and clearly specified contentn (p. 17). Parent 
education is moving away from the "reflectiven model 
represented by Auerbach (1968) and Hereford (1963) toward a 
11 behavioral 11 one. A prime mover in this regard has been 
:B.F. Skinner (1953). The "didacticn model represents a 
basic informational approach as exemplified by formal 
academic teaching in which an instructor is imparting 
factual knowledge to students. As such, this model does not 
nbelong 11 to anyone specifically. Also, most approaches have 
some didactic component as a precurser to the ac~uisition of 
specific skills. A careful examination of these models will 
ensue. 
The Reflective Model 
This model perhaps can best be characterized by its 
emphasis on feelings and attitudes. Emotional, cognitive, 
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and attitudinal changes on the part o£ the parent are 
reQuisite to behavior changes in the child. The £ormat o£ 
this model is a give-and-take, problem-solving one involving 
open discussion. Tavormina (1974) listed its salient 
aspects: 
* an exchange of in£ormation between parents 
* development of a group agenda based on interests 
and problems specific to group members 
* encouragement o£ the expression of feelings 
* creation of a climate of trust and sa£ety in which 
all can participate freely and honestly 
(pp.827-828) 
The level of teaching-learning process as described by 
Bigge (1971) in reference to this model involves 
exploration, personal involvement, and con£lict or 
incompatability o£ ideas. The resultant learning is 
expected to include insight, a "tool-usen of ideas, 
generalization of learning, and an 'enhanced scientific 
outlook and instrumental thinking' (Bigge, 1971, p. 343). 
An approach based upon this model is led by what Lippit and 
White (1958) and Dreikurs (1972) describe as a 'democratic' 
leader. 
Research on the reflective model has historically been 
limited to either testimonials on the part of the 
participants or observations on the part o£ the group 
leaders. Recently, Tavormina (1974) conducted an extensive 
literature review of this model and others and concluded 
that there were substantial positive findings sufficient to 
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warrant this model as a viable one. Nevertheless, he did 
recommend further research due to mixed results arising out 
of "the different instruments used to measure attitudes, the 
differences in group content, or the different types of 
group interactions 11 (pp. 828-829). 
The specific approach which best exemplifies the 
reflective model is the Traditional Mother Discussion Group 
(TMD) which is also the early prototype for parent 
education. Hereford (1963), in describing this approach, 
claimed that: 
It is not proposed here that parents should be 
educated in the 'correct' way to bring up 
children, They are not told 'how to do it'. They 
are not provided with a blueprint ... Instead, the 
education program presented here is directed at 
helping the individual parent to grow in his own 
way, the way that is appropriate for him and for 
his relations with his child ... It holds that the 
basic responsibility for growth and· change lies 
within the individual parent, not in the educator. 
There is no 'organization man' among the ranks of 
parents, no pattern of behavior that is 'right', 
no set of attitudes or feelings that are 
universally appropriate. There is only, in the 
last analysis, the individual with his own 
potentials and limitations, his uniQueness, and 
his capacity to grow and develop as a parent 
(p.5). 
Research findings on TMD showed mixed results. Endres 
and Evans (1968) found that parents who participated gained 
greater knowledge in parent education than those who did 
not. They also found that the self-concepts of the 
participants' children were higher than those in the control 
groups. In Auerbach's (1968) study, the parent group 
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members "in rating themselves, felt the experience was more 
than moderately helpful in increasing their knowledge a"bout, 
attitude toward, and "behavior related to parent-child 
relations and also their understanding" (p. 254). Similar 
findings were reported "by Wilson (1979), and Cox and 
Matthews (1977). The latter also found that parepts gained 
greater self-confidence in child rearing practices and used 
fewer controlling techniques. Hereford (1963) conducted a 
comprehensive study of TMD and also reported positive 
results. He concluded that "the discussion group is a 
powerful educational technique for changing attitudes and 
"behavior" (p. 17). Shapiro (1954), in addition to finding 
positive outcomes, admitted that those who had good 
attitudes to "begin with, made greater gains and that 
attendance was a significant factor in producing change. In 
1976, Hale compared two groups to determine the extent to 
which discussion was a significant varia"ble in producing 
change. Both groups read material and viewed pertinent 
films. Only one group, however, had a discussion component. 
The attitudes of the discussion group toward children 
improved significantly over those mem"bers of the group who 
only read material and viewed films. The single parents in 
the discussion group were affected negatively. This study 
addresses the question of how valuable it is to read 
parenting material in isolation - an issue that was raised 
in Chapter I. 
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The TMD approach also has its share of nonsignificant 
findings. Chilman (1970) studied 14 programs with this 
format and concluded that 11 this approach 1 oy itself 1 offers 
little promise for reaching the large numoers of low-income 
parents and oringing aoout important shifts in their 
patterns of living 11 (p. 413). It may oe that a format that 
is too vernally laden is threatening to low-income people 
whose communication skills may oe lacking. Perhaps an 
audio-visual approach with phased-in discussion would oe 
more appropriate. A study oy Daniels (1957) and oy The 
Child Association of America (1959) also found no 
significant changes. In response to the issue of not 
attaining measurable changes through the TMD approach, 
Aueroach (1968) explained that a lack of change 
may mean that parent discussion groups are not 
successful in effecting change ... Second, parent 
education groups may result in change out not on 
the variables which were included in the study. 
Third, even though some changes may have occurred, 
the statistical tests were not sufficiently 
powerful to detect these changes, due to the small 
size of the sample. And, finally 1 the post-tests 
may have teen administered too soon, Defore the 
the content of the discussions and translate them 
into their everyday practices (p. 250). 
The research studies on TMD reported in this section 
appear to have teen conducted with scientific rigor. This 
generally holds true for most reported parent education 
programs from the late 1960s to the present. 
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They have employed pre-post control methods, randomization, 
and standardized measures. For the TMD studies, such 
measures have included the Parent Education Evaluation 
Instrument (PEEI), the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept 
Scale, the Parent Attitude Research Instrument (PARI), the 
Coopersmith Behavior Rating Form (BRF), and the Hereford 
Parent Attitude Survey. 
The strength of TMD would appear to lie in its dynamic 
group interaction and its :fundamental humanistic belief that 
human beings can grow in a facilitative environment. In 
terms of the present study, therefore, the spirit of the 
reflective model reigns. However, unlike the present study, 
the reflective model and its TMD representative lack 
structure and :focus. Another shortcoming may be that it 
uses attitudinal change as the criterion :for success. Also, 
there is little or no information offered to parents about 
the nature and needs of the developing child except, of 
course, what parents glean :from each other. 
The Behavioral Model 
This model is based upon conditioning or reinforcement 
principles. What this means in terms of parent education is 
that parents must follow a systematic procedure in order to 
produce behavioral changes in their children. Unlike TMD, 
the behavioral model measures behavior primarily and 
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attitudes secondarily. Here the parent must count or time a 
specific behavior that he or she wants to reinforce or 
extinguish. Often reinforcement and extinction occur 
together. That is, undesirable behaviors are ignored while 
desirable behaviors are reinforced. 
Basically, the parent must establish a baseline of 
behavior which means that he or she must determine the 
fre~uency or duration of it in order to be able to see its 
increase or decrease when reinforcement procedures are 
applied. Initially, all desirable behavior is reinforced 
through social (secondary) and/or physical (primary) 
rewards. The former may consist of a smile or verbal praise 
while the latter can be something which gratifies a visceral 
need such as food. As the child begins to respond to the 
reinforcements, they become distributed in an intermittent 
manner so as to prevent satiation. Gradually, the 
reinforcements are withdrawn and the child becomes 
"self-programmed 11 as it were. After a time, an old behavior 
may recur causing a brief return to the reinforcement 
schedule. This sudden return of a previously extinguished 
behavior is called "spontaneous recovery." The emphasis in 
behavioral approaches is on consistency of application of 
reinforcements and on reward as opposed to punishment. 
Punishment is seen as either reinforcing undesirable 
behaviors or extinguishing desirable behaviors. For 
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example, a child who is punished for talking back may 
refrain from doing so from that point on, but he or she may 
also abstain from further communication with the parent. A 
major figure in the behavioristic movement is B. F. 
Skinner ( 1 953). 
Mediating cognitive variables are not central to the 
behavioral model. The parent must do the right thing as 
opposed to feel about or perceive the child differently. 
This model represents the most dramatic form of a "how to" 
parent education program. Unless parents follow the 
procedures as directed, reinforcement is viewed as being 
haphazard and unsystematic. The term parent "training" 
aptly fits this model. Although many children have been 
found to respond to their parents' new skills, this model 
has limitations. Whereas the reflective model may not 
provide parents with situation-specific skills, the 
behavioral model may be too great a departure from an 
understanding of self and other. Although skills may be 
important, knowledge and conceptual awareness may be e~ually 
important. Perhaps there are times when knowledge and 
understanding are sufficient in themselves. At other times 
these may need to combine with skill ac~uisition. However, 
skills without knowledge and understanding seem almost 
indefensible. For example, if a parent targets talking back 
as an undesirable behavior and successfully eliminates it, 
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this can be at the expense of autonomy~ initiative, and 
assertiveness 6n the part of the child. The parent can 
unwittingly contribute to submissive and dependent behavior 
by failing to be aware of "developmental defiance" (Redl, 
1955). On the other hand, if the acquisition of specific 
skills were tempered by insight and knowledge, then 
reinforcement principles could be exercised with more 
flexibility and constraint. In the above case, backtalk 
could be kept within tolerable limits so as to leave 
communication lines open. 
One of the best defenses for the behavioral model is 
that it works. Tavormina (1974) saw this approach as almost 
working too well: 
In contrast with the effects of reflective parent 
counseling on resultant child school behavior, the 
generalization of home to school has not been 
reliably demonstrated by behavioral counseling. 
Until the issues of generality across behaviors 
and across settings are suitably addressed, one 
can only conclude that behavioral counseling may 
be limited in scope to dealing with specific 
target behaviors, rather than as a general 
educative tool for parents (p. 831 ). 
In the same article, Tavormina found the behavioral 
model to be limited to only small groups. Also, parents 
used their newly learned techniques on target behaviors 
only, and failed to use them on other troublesome behaviors. 
An important question that Tavormina raised is whether or 
not "particular combinations of the two models mig_ht enhance 
overall counseling effectiveness" (p. 834). 
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The term Behavior Modification (BMod) has come to be 
known synonymously with the behavioral model. In favor of 
this approach, Carkhuff (1971) felt that its virtue was in 
its simplicity, directness, and concreteness. Complex 
psychodynamic issues, for example, did not have to be 
understood by parents in order for this approach to be 
effective. Thus, it was also economical since 
non-credentialed personnel could be trained as parent 
trainers. Wilson (1979) took an opposing view and saw such 
programs as being colorful and simplistic. He added that, 
11 Most of these programs do little in the way of providing 
developmental understanding of the child and the motivation 
for his behavior 11 (p. 48). Thus, BMod might be criticized 
more for what it doesn't do than for what it does. 
There are numerous studies which attest to the 
effectiveness of BMod. Forehand and King (1977), for 
example, were able to reduce noncompliance in children. In 
the same study, parents' attitudes and behaviors also 
improved. Carkhuff (1971) saw BMod as developing skills 
retention. However, Jones and Christenson (1974) conducted 
a time study of BMod and found that deviant behavior of 
children actually increased, whereas upon the immediate 
termination of the program such behavior had been brought 
under control. In support of Carkhuff's (1971) position, 
the parents in this study maintained positive attitudes over 
12 months. 
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Thus, the reliability of attitudes as criteria for the 
effect of program influence is again brought to ~uestion. 
The nature of behavioristic research lends itself to 
scientific control since behavior is defined in terms of 
fre~uency or duration. The studies reported here have 
defined specific behaviors for pre-post test analysis, for 
example, 11 deviant behavior" (Jones & Christenson, 1974). 
These researchers have also done follow-up testing and 
employed attitude measures such as the Hereford Parent 
Attitude Survey.Oriticism has not deterred EMod from being 
applied in a number of settings and with a variety of 
problems. This is particularly true in parent education. 
On the whole ... the resul.ts of behavior change 
projects have been encouraging. With few 
exceptions, parents reported desirable changes in 
their children's behavior -behavior which had 
been a source of family conflicts for years. On 
~uestionnaires completed by parents after they had 
finished the course, nearly all had replied that 
the encouraging results of their intervention had 
provided them with new confidence in their ability 
to deal more effectively wit~ their children 
(Huber & Lynch, 1978, p. 10). 
In comparing E:r.'Iod to the present study, it is perhaps 
the approach which demonstrates the greatest contrast. 
Although structured, organized, and focused, it places too 
much emphasis on techni~ue and too little on insight and 
knowledge. However, its limitations in this regard can be 
compensated if used in conjunction with developmentally 
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oriented programs where the £ocus is on the whole child. 
The present study attempts to strike a oalance oetween the 
re£lective and oehavioral approaches. Its techni~ues are 
grounded in developmental understanding. 
The Didactic Model 
This model is one in which £acts are placed oe£ore 
£eelings or oehavior. It is the one that orings to 
thousands o£ college students throughout the world the 
in£ormation aoout child development that the current program 
orings to parents - iniormation usually only reserved £or 
college students. The exclusive use oi this model in parent 
education is limited to the presentation o£ in£ormation £or 
parents to do with as they see £it. It re~uires no group 
interaction. O£ten it is not used as the primary approach 
out used prior to, or integrated with, other methods. For 
example, Parent E££ectiveness Training (PET) (Gordon, 1970) 
has a child development in£ormation component while 
instructing parents in communication skills. The current 
study has a didactic component interwoven into a 
proolem-solving medium. Even oehavior modi£ication programs 
spend some time introducing parents to the principles o£ 
rein£orcement in order £or parents to see their rationale. 
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When used exclusively, the didactic model reQuires 
parents to take a giant leap from fact or principle to 
inference and then to application. The lecture method and 
the mass media represent this model. Taking exception to 
this model, Hereford (1963) stated: 
Unlike some other areas of education, that of 
parent-child relations is concerned primarily not 
with knowledge, information, and facts, but with 
concepts, ideas, and attitudes. Since the 
ultimate goal in any attempt of educating parents 
in the parental role is to change parents' 
behavior in his relation with his child, merely 
providing the parent with factual information and 
knowledge is not enough (p. ·4). 
The failure of a didactic program to make use of group 
interaction was also pointed out by Kronick (1978) .who felt 
that a series of guest speakers was the least threatening 
way for many educators to undertake parent education. 
Coward (1978), in advocating parent education for high 
school students, insisted that, 11 A firm understanding of the 
principles of child development provides a solid basis for 
interaction with children, but does not provide sufficient 
preparation for the full responsibilities of parentingn 
(p.35). Instead, he called for a more integrative approach 
encompassing the following: 
* discussing the available alternatives for guiding 
children's behavior 
* developing the skills necessary to communicate 
with children 
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* exploring the effects that children have on the 
marital relationship 
* identifying personal value systems and recognlzlng 
their impact on the parent-child relationship 
* appreciating the commitment necessary to be a 
parent 
* experiencing supervised interaction with young 
children (p. 35). 
In a study which compared the effects of three 
approaches to parent education - Parent Effectiveness 
Training (PET) (Gordon, 1970), the Adlerian Parent Study 
Group (APS) (Berrett, 1975), and Behavior Modification 
(BMod) (Carkhuff, 1971 ), Schultz et al (1980) also used a 
didactic program for the purpose of comparison. Their 
finding was that no improvement was evident in parents who 
were exposed only to knowledge and information whereas 
parents in all of the other three programs made significant 
gains. 
Thus, it would appear that each model offers something 
which the other does not. The exclusivity of a given model, 
therefore, could best be described as representing a partial 
truth. Each model is uni~ue and valuable in its 
contribution to parent education but none has a monopoly on 
virtue in this regard. These models have evolved into 
highly systematic and carefully designed programs which have 
much popular appeal. These standardized programs will form 
the basis of discussion for the next section of this 
chapter. 
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Current Popular Approaches in Parent Education 
The most well known standardized programs in parent 
education today include Parent Effectiveness Training (PET), 
Adlerian Parent (Mother) Study Group (APS/AMS), Systematic 
Training for Effective Parenting (STEP), Parent Involvement 
Program (PIP), and Transactional Analysis (TA). This 
section will highlight some of their main features and 
supportive research findings. 
Parent Effectiveness Training (PET). As of 1970, it was 
reported that PET had ngraduated" more than sixty thousand 
parents and had been taught in 11 ••• hundreds of communities 
in forty-seven states and five foreign countries" (from 
publisher's note on cover, Gordon, 1970). PET is taught by 
specially trained instructors and focuses on the development 
of communications skills and ways to handle parent-child 
conflict. It involves eight 3-hour training sessions with 
lectures, role-playing activities, and outside class 
activities. The parent learns skills which are practiced 
routinely by counselors and therapists such as reflective 
listening. Parents are also taught how to avoid the 
pitfalls of authoritarian and permissive behaviors resulting 
in the child or the parent winning or losing in struggles of 
power, hence the term nno-lose method. 11 Gordon (1970), 
explained his approach as follows: 
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PET is perhaps the most popular of the current 
approaches in parent education. It appears to have 
generated the greatest amount of research. Stearn (1971) 
found that parents who completed the PET course improved in 
self-esteem out retained perceptions of low parent 
acceptance. Mitchell and MacManis (1977) also found a 
reduction in authoritarian attitudes by parents out not by 
participants who had no children of their own. This finding 
could suggest that experience with children within the home 
is a prere~uisite to the change process because the testing 
of learned skills with one's own children provides a 
reference point for the applicability of such knowledge. 
This point is corroborated by Newberger (1977) who did not 
find one adult in her study who functioned at the highest 
level of parental awareness unless he or she was a parent. 
Mitchell and MacManis (1977) also found that reading PET was 
not as effective as was direct participation in the program. 
Studies done by Giannotti (1979), Geffen (1977), Hawkins 
(1977), and Lewis (1978) all report favorable results. 
These studies have all employed pre-post control designs. 
Typical measures included Hereford's Parent Attitude Survey, 
the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, the 
Traditional Family Ideology Test, the Barret-Leonard 
Relationship Inventory Scale, and Schaefer's Children's 
Reports of Parental Behavior Inventory (CRPBI). 
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Generally speaking, there appears to be little negative 
evidence with regard to PET. Wilson (1979) however, Iound 
£ault with PET on the grounds that the "expense is 
prohibitive £or many parents. Moreover, there is some 
QUestion as to whether the program's middle-class overtones 
are eiiective when used with socio-economic groups OI 
diiierent values and attitudes" (p. 49). While Gordon's 
text is relatively jargon-£ree it does reQuire an extensive 
use oi language per se by parents who may be more 
action-oriented. For these parents, a phasing in oi 
language-oriented techniQues may be more realistic. In 
defense of PET, no course can do all things £or all people. 
While parent education must meet the needs OI all types o£ 
parents, every course under its umbrella does not 
necessarily have to. 
The greatest weakness oi PET seems to be its 
exclusivity. The adulation it commands is indicative OI its 
potential £or causing parents to view PET as the be-all and 
end-all in parent education, and to overrely on its 
methodology. Gordon does not seem to stress the limitations 
oi his approach or even suggest that there are any. Thus, 
the claim OI PET to have all the answers explicitly or 
implicitly appears to be its greatest weakness. Its 
strength lies in its energy, structure, and practicality. 
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Adlerian Parent (Mother) Study Group (APS/AMS). Based 
upon the theory of Alfred Adler (1964) who originated the 
theory of Individual Psychology, APS/AMS employs the 
traditional group discussion method of the early parent 
education movement. However, unlike this method, APS/AMS 
uses a specific curriculum. Like PET, it is against the use 
of power as a major child control techni~ue. The basic 
format in APS/AMS involves the reading of a text entitled 
CHILDREN: THE CHALLENGE (Dreikurs & Soltz, 1964). This 
book is co-authored by Rudolf Dreikurs, who is Adler's 
contemporary. The tenets of "socioteleoanalysis" are that 
human beings are basically social by nature, that people are 
guided by their perception of the future, and that an 
understanding of human behavior' can only occur by an 
analysis of their motives as inferred from their behavior. 
The aim in APS/AMS 11 ••• is to help parents understand the 
purpose of the children's behavior and learn techni~ues for 
encouraging their children toward responsible participation 
and belonging in the family group" (Croake & Glover, 1977, 
p. 157). Key concepts in this approach include natural and 
logical conse~uences (as substitutes for punishment and 
reward), encouragement, and cooperation. For example, if a 
child writes on the walls with crayons, they are taken away 
from him/her temporarily (logical conse~uences); if a child 
leaves home without his lunch or gloves on a cold day, he 
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will experience hunger or cold hands. Thus, he will 
remember either in the future (natural conseQuences). 
Dreikurs felt that a child should oe encouraged nwhile in 
the process ofn learning a new task, e.g. "It's hard out 
you'll get it" rather than only to oe ~raised for its 
completion, e.g. "Good ooy." The former contributes to the 
courage to fail or take risks while the latter leads to 
either extrinsic forms of motivation, or discouragement for 
the child who must struggle to succeed. 
In APS/AMS, parents meet in small groups of 
approximately eight participants for 1 1/2 hours per week 
for 10 weeks. Each week parents read an assigned section of 
the text and react to it vis-a-vis their own experiences. 
The text thus serves not only to stimulate discussion out 
also to guide it and to indoctrinate parents in the Adlerian 
method. Because of the use of a text, this approach has 
oeen referred to as "oioliotherapy." 
The research findings on APS/AMS show mixed results. 
Berret (1975) found mothers to decrease in authoritarian 
attitudes, and to oe more tolerant of child behaviors 
including those manifested oy hearing impaired children. 
The behavior of the children also showed improvement. In 
1979, Sellick demonstrated that mothers' perceptions of 
children improved. Turral (1975) offered the program to 
parents of underachievers and found that self-esteem in the 
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children was positively related to father participation and 
the simultaneous participation of the children in a 
sensitivity training program. The increase in self-esteem 
of the children did not occur immediately and the program 
had no effect on grade point average or parents' attitudes 
toward child rearing. Freeman (1975) compared APS/AMS with 
TMD (Traditional Mother Discussion Group) and found little 
difference in results between the two approaches but 
concluded that the treatment, more than the type of group 
leader, was important. Finally, Swenson (1970) was not able 
to substantiate any of his hypotheses but found that in a 
number of cases, parents' attitudes improved. These 
controlled studies have employed both attitudinal and 
behavioral measures. These included the Child Rearing 
Practice Scale, the Attitude Toward the Freedom of Children 
Scale, the Maryland Parent Attitude Survey, the Child 
Behavior Checklist, and the Coopersmith Self-Esteem 
Inventory. 
In terms of providing parents with child development 
information, APS/AMS appears more deficient than PET. Its 
exclusivity, however, is similar to that of PET. Parents' 
understanding of children is limited to their motives which 
consist of attention, power, revenge, and confirmation of 
worthlessness. Techniques are used to facilitate feelings 
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of oelongingness in children so that they do not have to 
develop these motives which are contrary to prosocial 
oehavior. Since APS/AMS stresses "less talk and more 
action" especially "q_uiet action," it seems more appealing 
to those who are less veroal in their dealings with 
children. On the other hand, having to read a text may 
present some difficulty for those with deficient reading 
skills. In general this approach is q_uite similar to TMD 
out with a 11 how to and why" component. 
Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (STEP). STEP 
is a more structured version of APS/AMS and is likewise 
oased on Adlerian principles of democratic child rearing. 
It is a nine session multimedia program olending 
communication skills training with Adlerian techniq_ues. Its 
authors are Dinkmeyer and McKay (1976). · In this program, 
parents are given discussion guide cards such as the one 
which reminds them to 'Stay on the topic'. There are 
posters which depict a relevant theme such as 'Listen for 
feelings and meanings'. Each parent is also req_uired to do 
'homework' assignments oy applying learned techniq_ues and 
reporting their conseq_uences oack to the group. 
Hypothetical case examples are provided to test the insights 
and proolem-solving capabilities of the group memoers as 
they oegin to assimilate the material. In addition, parents 
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are re~uired to do outside reading assignments as is the 
case with APS/AMS. 
The most positive aspect of the program is that parents 
have a chance to try and possibly fail in their initial 
attempts at applying skills. Thus, feedback and 
encouragement can be provided to each parent by leaders and 
peers so that a useful strategy is not prematurely abandoned 
for lack of immediate or permanent results. 
The leader of STEP groups can either be a professional 
or a parent trained in the procedure. McKay and Hillman 
(1979) have listed some advantages of the STEP program: 
* The multimedia approach provides for varied 
learning styles and helps maintain interest. 
* Parents who don't read well can gain more from a 
multimedia program that contains visual and audio 
materials. 
* A prepared program takes the counselor out of the 
expert role. The program itself acts as the 
authority. The counselor functions as a 
facilitator, who makes the materials available, 
leads discussions and exercises, and assists the 
parents in applying the new concepts to their own 
families (pp. 33-34). . 
They also stated that counselors are freed from having to 
prepare their own materials and that they can train parents 
as leaders to further maximize exposure of the program. 
Research on STEP appears limited. Since a program is 
well-organized and "packaged" so to speak, it may not occur 
to its providers to test its 
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limitations. Kozlowski (1979) found that any changes which 
did occur as a result of STEP disappeared in an 8-week 
follow-up study. Bellamy (1979) found no significant 
effects of the program as well. In the same year, Miller 
showed that STEP had a positive effect in that parents of 
children with speech problems and learning disabilities 
developed improved attitudes toward their children. 
However, parents in this study did not likewise alter their 
attitudes positively toward their mentally retarded 
children. McKay (1976) reported positive attitudes toward 
children by parents who completed STEP. And in 1979, McKay 
and Hillman utilized the Adlerian Parental Assessment of 
Child Behavior (APACBS) and achieved significant findings. 
They concluded that 11 ••• a multimedia approach can have a 
positive effect in producing changes on mothers' perceptions 
of their target child's behavior 11 (p. 32). These studies 
utilized a pre-post control design. Measures used to 
evaluate outcomes included the Adlerian Parental Assessment 
of Child Behavior Scale (APACBS), the Rokeach Dogmatism 
Scale, the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Scale, the Hereford 
Parent Attitude Survey, the Becker Adjective Checklist, and 
the Mother-Child Interaction Exercise (MCIE). 
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While STEP claims to disavow expert knowledge on the 
part o£ the leader, the expertness is, nevertheless, 
inherent in the materials. In essence, the message is that 
there is a right way to go about the business oi parenting. 
When q_uestioned about a democratic approach in which the 
parents always conq_uer, albeit in a disguised £ashion, 
Robert Powers, an Adlerian counselor and past president o£ 
the American Adlerian Society, answered, 
It may be that parents do. That may be the name 
o£ the game that the child has to come to terms 
with. Democracy doesn't mean that everyone has 
the same number o£ cards or the same amount o£ 
strength. It only means that everyone has the 
same respect, that each one lives his own li£e and 
makes his own contribution. Democracy is eq_uality 
o£ value, not identity o£ £unction. The captain 
stays captain o£ the ship, even in a democracy 
(Brown, 1976, p. 111). 
Parent Involvement Program (PIP). This approach is based 
upon the Reality Therapy model originated by William Glasser 
(1965). Glasser assumes that techniq_ue alone will do little 
to £oster positive parent-child relations. A positive 
relationship must £irst be established be£ore a particular 
strategy can be e££ective. While there does not appear to 
be any research on this approach, there is a related study 
by Vitalo (1970) which corroborates Glasser's assumption. 
Vitalo compared the e££ects o£ two groups o£ teachers on the 
per£ormance o£ students. One group .o£ teachers possessed 
"£acilitative dimensionsn empathy, positive regard, and 
genuineness and the other group did not. Both 
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groups were trained to implement oehavior modification 
procedures with their students. The result was that only 
the teachers who had facilitative dimensions were aole to 
effectively change student oehavior. This led Vitalo to 
conclude that n ... systematic approaches require effective 
relaters to prove successful, and conversely, that effective 
relaters require systematic procedures to achieve concrete 
resultsn (p. 144). Glasser feels that parents must 
oefriend children. Through his nseven steps, 11 a parent can 
oegin to estaolish new ways of dealing with the child which 
will result in more responsible oehavior on the child's part 
and a relinquishment of punishment on the part of the 
parent. McGuiness and Glasser (1978) refer to their 
approach as Reality Guidance as opposed to reality therapy 
so as to emphasize the preventive aspect of their 
orientation. PIP involves cognitive appraisal; it is 
realistic, practical, and concrete. Its authors readily 
acknowledge that it is not a magic cure-all out a set of 
c 
strategies that can oe helpful when preceded oy warmth, 
honesty, and commitment. Through courtesy, humor, and 
communication, positive changes theoretically occur. The 
self-images of the parents are said to oe positively 
affected. PIP, as those discussed aoove, requires outside 
reading and involves didactic instruction and group 
discussion. Due to limited research in this area it is 
difficult to adequately assess its strengths, 
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weaknesses, and limitations. This approach seems to oe 
~uite similar to that of APS/AMS. It is noteworthy to 
mention here that in the past Glasser has deemphasized the 
inclusion of parents in his group work with children. He 
did so oecause he felt that parent involvement was oeing 
used as a prere~uisite to the treatment of children so that 
when parents did not oecome involved, educators could easily 
write the child off as nontreataole. Dreikurs, on the other 
hand, has consistently stressed the importance of parent 
participation. With PIP there is little developmental 
information provided to parents. It also appears more 
flexiole in structure than PET. In principle it resembles 
APS/AMS out there are different do's and don'ts and 
language. A relative newcomer to parent education, PIP has 
yet to oecome established as an effective program. 
Transactional Analysis (TA). TAwas developed oy Eric 
Berne (1964) and has blossomed into a strong movement. His 
work has oeen carried on and extended oy such authors as 
Harris (1969), James and Jongeward (1973), James (1975), 
Ernst (1972, 1976), Freed (1977) and many others. Like PIP, 
there appears to oe little research on TA 1 s effects in 
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parent education. Basically, TA represents an adaptation of 
psychoanalytic theory so that the concepts and applications 
of psychoanalytic theory can be rendered more pallatable and 
practical for laypersons and normal populations. Thus, 
Freud's Id, Ego, and Superego have their e~uivalents in TA's 
Child, Adult, and Parent, respectively. When people 
interact or engage in "transactions," each one of these 
hypothetical structures is inferred from behavior patterns. 
Whether we are an adult or child, for example, when we laugh 
or cry, the Child in us is manifested. When we reason, 
solve problems, or use our intellect in any way, we are 
expressing the Adult. The Parent is shown when we offer 
help to someone in distress or menacingly point our finger 
in a scolding manner at someone. The key to successful 
living and a healthy personality is not to repress any of 
these but to increase the positive sides of the Child and 
the Parent and to strike a balance among all three parts 
which are commonly referred to as P, A, and C. A healthy 
personality, therefore, is one which can express humor, be 
able to complete tasks well, and show compassion and caring 
for others. 
This approach appears to be particularly helpful in 
developing self-analysis as the person attempts to see 
whether or not he/she is always coming from his/her 
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Rebellious Child or Critical Parent. SubseQuent to such 
oehavior, the person, in retrospect, can consider 
alternative behaviors as similar situations arise. TA is 
used in marriage counseling, parent education, and has oeen 
translated into oooks for children, managers, the clergy, 
and others. As a supplement to other approaches, it appears 
to have value. Its effectiveness within parent education 
howeyer, has not oeen determined. 
In conclusion, these programs represent what often are 
referred to as "how to 11 or "packaged 11 programs. They appear 
to have arisen partly in reaction to parent education 
programs of the past which were not only limited in numoer 
out also plagued with vague or general goals, loose 
structure, and poor QUality evaluation. However, the swing 
of the pendulum has orought with it many other problems 
along with a host of critics. One of these was Callahan 
(1973) who stated that: 
Specific programs and detailed rules for parenting 
will always oe inadeQuate for good reasons. What 
is appropriate at one time, in one place, and with 
one set of uniQue persons is thoroughly inadeQuate 
at another time. Good judgement and creative 
initiative cannot oe the result of rote learning 
or indoctrination in a specific 'how to' program 
(:p. 34). 
As far oack as 1958, Frick voiced a similar opposition: 
Many parents cannot do the right things for fear 
of doing the wrong things and spontaneity is oeing 
replaced oy a detached set of techniQues, devoid 
of any genuine emotions save those of fear, guilt, 
and anxiety (p. 12). 
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The irony is that the very success of the "how to" 
program may be its most vulnerable aspect. For example, if 
a parent finds that by following a program to the letter 
results in the immediate eradication of a problem, he/she 
may come to overvalue the expertness of others with a 
corresponding decline in the value of self. The parent may 
become 11 addicted" to a particular approach and not be able 
to deal with problems which arise outside the parameters of 
problems specific to the particular program. It is 
important to acknowledge here that while all ·programs come 
to an end, problems do not. Of course, if a program were 
longitudinal, then parents would always have something to 
fall back on. Unless the learning of specific skills were 
demonstrated to be generalizable and to withstand the test 
of time, the end result of a "packaged" program could be the 
abandonment of the original techniQues by parents. It could 
also lead to an eventual reversion to more short-term 
methods such as yelling or slapping. These seemingly do the 
job, but in the long run fail to produce internal changes in 
children, or in the parents themselves. 
On examining the merits of various models and 
approaches, it is not so easy to separate the "goods'' from 
the 11 bads." Tavormina (1974), and Croake and Glover (1977) 
found that the research does not seem to favor any one model 
or approach over another. Hereford (1963) has taken a 
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compromising position, and advised that the goal of the 
program should be consistent with its methodology. 
Since personal development, skill acquisition, and 
knowledge do not necessarily have to be mutually exclusive, 
it would seem that all are required to some extent in parent 
education. If they cannot be contained in one program, then 
perhaps they should be in close proximity, with one serving 
as a foundation for the other. What appears to be happening 
in the field of parent education is counterproductive.- It 
seems so because " ... each program ... seems to hold itself out 
as the solution to parenting problems and needs" (Wilson, 
1979, p. 48). Perhaps the time·has come to pursue the goal 
of integration in parent education without sacrificing 
pluralism. The richness and diversity of these models and 
programs should be exploited instead of being isolated and 
held out as superior to the rest. Only in this way can the 
many and varied needs that exist be met sanely and 
responsibly. Unlike commercial commodities, competition 
among the service providers may not be a profitable endeavor 
since it can diminish the enlightenment and growth of 
parents. 
The final section of this chapter will be devoted to a 
discussion of related parent education studies and thus will 
serve as further justification for the current study. 
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Related Studies in Parent Education 
There do not appear to be any prototypical studies of 
the present one in the literature. Those studies which will 
be described in this section approximate the current study 
in that they either are cognitive deve~opmental in 
orientation or emphasize the dissemination of child 
development information to parents. 
The Work of Stanley 
Stanley (1979) conducted a parent program in which she 
combined elements of Parent Effectiveness Training (PET) 
(Gordon, 1970), the Adlerian Parent Study (APS) (Berrett, 
1975) and the moral-cognitive-developmental approach of 
Kohlberg (1970). Her project also included parents and 
children together and was aimed at improving the moral 
atmosphere of the family. She specifically focused on the 
development of communication skills, the solving of problems 
through the family council, and the coming to terms over 
dissension regarding·value differences and the establishment 
of rules within the home. She reasoned that: 
Certain experiences have been found to enhance 
moral reasoning in children and adolescents. 
Among these are situations that encourage new ways 
of thinking about morality, such as role-taking 
opportunities, participation in groups perceived 
as fair or just, and exposure to cognitive 
conflict (to contradictions in one 1 s own moral 
views and in their relation to the views of 
others). As one becomes increasingly aware that 
there are points of view and feelings other than 
his own, and as the capacity to look at his own 
behavior from these other perspectives develops, 
so too does his level of moral reasoning (Stanley, 
1979, p. 448). 
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The parallel to the present study becomes increasingly 
clear when parental awareness is substituted for moral 
reasoning. By using this experiential approach, Stanley was 
able to increase egalitarian attitudes in parents toward 
family decision-making, improve parents' ability to make 
decisions with regard to the greatest good for the greatest 
number, and enhance the overall moral reasoning of the 
participating adolescents. 
In her program, Stanley used three groups: one 
consisted of five families (five sets of parents with one 
adolescent per set); another was made up of six sets of 
parents without the direct participation of their six 
adolescents; and the last group served as a no-treatment 
control group. To evaluate the outcome of her program, 
Stanley used a modified version of the Parent Attitude 
Research Instrument to ascertain the parents' authoritarian 
attitudes in child-raising, the Ferreira and Winter 
Questionnaire for Unrevealed Differences to determine the 
extent to which parents listened to their children and 
allowed them to express feelings and opinions, and the 
Kohlberg moral judgement interview to assess moral 
developmental growth on the part of the adolescents. 
Stanley found that parents in the two treatment groups 
became less authoritarian in their child-raising attitudes 
but the changes were significant for the parents in the 
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class for parents only. Another effect of the program was 
that parents in both treatment groups listened more and 
talked less to their children during family meeti.ngs and 
that the parents also did. more to ellci t feelings and 
opinions from their children. A final effect of the program 
was a significant increase in the moral reasoning of the 
adolescents who participated with their parents. No such 
increase was achieved for adolescents whose parents 
participated without them. A year later, the adolescents in 
the mixed group who made gains in moral reasoning maintained 
those gains while those in the other treatment group showed 
no significant gains. 
From this study, Stanley concluded that an experiential 
and interactive curriculum was crucial to the facilitation 
of growth; that a focus on the development of skills through 
a 'supervised practicum' was superior to a lecture and 
discussion format; and that further practice outside of the 
course reinforced skills learned during the program. As to 
why the parents only group showed more growth, Stanley 
reasoned that the absence of the children allowed parents 
more freedom to examine their own attitudes and behavior. 
For her study, Stanley not only had a lower middle class 
sample but also used a time design. She also included 
fathers who traditionally have been omitted in parent 
education programs. 
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Thus, Stanley's study was an integrated, cognitive-
developmental study which also included the teaching of 
specific skills. Although laudable, her program was limited 
to adolescents and their parents and did not seem to offer a 
broader view of the developing child as he or she moves 
through the life cycle. On the other hand, no one program 
should exceed its own defined parameters or it may risk its 
potential effectiveness. This is why more and varied 
programs are beneficial. When such programs are more 
collaborative, they prevent any single one being viewed as 
an all-or-nothing alternative for parents. 
The Work of Grimes 
In 1974 Grimes conducted a study similar to that of 
Stanley (1979) but limited her methodology to the 
presentation of Kohlbergian (1970) moral dilemmas. The 
participants of this study also included parents and 
children together. The moral dilemmas presented were both 
real and hypothetical and were used to promote internal 
conflict. Different levels of moral reasoning among group 
members were considered to be the bases for varied conflict 
solutions. According to Grimes, 
Once exposed to Kohlberg's theory of moral 
development and simultaneously being assisted in 
recognizing the levels of reasoning as they 
manifested themselves in our group discussions it 
was a relatively straight-forward manner to become 
a developmentally-oriented moral agent (1974, 
p.60). 
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Grimes reasoned that an understanding of the children 1 S 
moral developmental needs allowed parents to better meet 
those needs which, in turn, affected the children in a 
positive way. Unlike Stanley 1 s (1979) study, Grimes' did 
not include fathers and had a white upper-middle class 
sample. However, it was similar in that it included a 
supervised practicum experience. Also, those children who 
participated with their parents made greater gains than 
those who did not. Finally, the children who participated 
in the program without their mothers made greater gains than 
those in the no-treatment control group. 
The Work of Savage 
Savage (1981) did a replication of Grimes (1974) study 
using fathers, mothers, couples, and single parents, as well 
as children. Her dependent variables included the moral 
reasoning of the children, the ~uality of parental 
discipline, and the level of parent-child affection. Her 
methodology included the presentation of original and 
hypothetical moral dilemmas and role-taking activities. She 
found that her moral education course resulted in a 
significant increase in the moral reasoning of the students 
thereby extending Grimes 1 (1974) study to apply to another 
population. Those children who participated in the 
parent-child component showed the greatest gains. The type 
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of parent discipline and the level of parent affection 
failed to correlate with the moral development among the 
groups (Parent-Student Program, Students-Only Program, and 
Comparison Group). 
Although few in number, these cognitive-
developmentally-oriented parent programs seem to strongly 
suggest that the posing of problems within a developmentally 
varied group results in cognitive-developmental growth -
growth which cannot be so easily promoted in a discussion or 
lecture-type medium. These dilemmas appear to generate the 
kind of interchange among group members which lead to 
rethinking about customary ways of perceiving parent-child 
interaction. These studies further demonstrate that parents 
do not have to be told what to do and how to do it in order 
for them to improve. They are not empty vessels but instead 
bring something of themselves to the group. The guided 
curriculum merely enhances their levels of awareness and 
functioning. The scarcity of these programs is matched by 
the small number of reported programs providing child 
development information to parents. 
The Work of Cason 
A thorough search of the literature yielded only two 
programs that specifically dealt with child development 
information for parents. One of these is the 
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work of Cason (1947) who saw the need to go beyond crisis 
intervention to meet the needs of parents. 
Our emphasis in interpretation has been on persons 
and families who are having difficulty or 
'problems'. Through this type of interpretation, 
we have been able to reach only part of the 
community population. We have reason to believe 
that a much larger group of people would respond 
to a more educational approach, since they do not 
classify themselves as inadequate persons 
threatened by problems with which they cannot cope 
(p. 137). 
In 1947 Cason, a social worker at the Family Service 
Agency in Miami, Florida, initiated an experimental program 
in preventive casework. She helped prepare outlines 
describing children's growth at different age levels and 
made the outlines readable to parents. Her program involved 
a total of two 1-hour sessions with only three parents per 
session. In all, there were 15 parents including fathers. 
Her intent was to inform the parents about children in such 
a way as to elicit feedback. This would ensure correct 
interpretations of the material presented. For Cason, a 
pure didactic medium had limitations. Her method was to 
compensate for them. What Cason failed to see, however, was 
the potential for mutual learning among group members. If 
she had had a dilemma-solving component, then her study 
would oe a prototype of the current one. Also, Cason used 
no method of evaluation except for personal testimonial. 
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One mother felt that this filled her need for more 
knowledge of social development than she had been 
able to secure from her pediatrician (Cason, 1947, 
p. 143). 
Cason also limited her program to only one aspect of 
child development - the social dimension. Cognitive and 
moral development were either omitted or minimized due in 
part to limited research in these areas at that time. Her 
program was also limited time-wise as current programs 
usually run from 8 to 12 weeks in duration, i.e. 16-24 
hours of total time. Nevertheless, Cason can be credited 
with helping to advance parent education and thus has made a 
significant contribution upon which others have built. 
The Work of Edmister 
A more recent program sponsored by the Maryland State 
Department of Adult Education was described by Edmister 
(1977). It is entitled the Life Cycle Approach to Parent 
Education and is 11 ••• designed to help biological parents and 
other 'parenting persons' learn more about children and 
families, within formats designed to provide developmental 
information and improve cross-generational understanding" 
(Edmister, 1977, p. 124). This approach has specific 
phases. One is the Parent-Infant Development phase in which 
parents meet and share information, learn basics of normal 
growth and development, and meet with resource people such 
as pediatricians, psychologists, nutrition experts, and 
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others. Parents also have the opportunity to see infants at 
various stages of their development which has the effect of 
" ... helping those with very young children to see what lies 
ahead, enabling those with 1 older 1 infants to be important 
conveyors of information on the developmental process" 
(Edmister, 1977, p. 125). The second phase of the program 
is Parent-Child Development and includes children from ages 
2 to 3 and their parents. In this phase there are 
several(but an unspecified number of) 2-hour sessions. 
During the first hour, parents and children play together in 
a room with activities designed to foster enjoyment of play 
and cognitive and motor skills. In the second hour, the 
children remain in the play situation with supervision while 
their parents go to an adjoining room to discuss matters of 
mutual interest and concern relative to children and 
parenting. According to Edmister (1977), 
A complete curriculum guide and training program 
for working with parents, infants, and children 
have been developed, which incorporate infant 
stimulation activities and early identification 
information and procedures to aid parents as 
teachers and observers of their own children 
(p.125). 
This program is not restricted to the two phases previously 
discussed. It also branches out into other specialized 
areas for which there is a particular need such as 1 The 
Single Parent 1 and 1 Parents of Hyperactive Children. 1 
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A description of this program suggests that it is worthy 
of emulation. Unfortunately, there is no reported research 
on its effects. Perhaps there are many reasons for this 
such as low priorities on evaluation of seemingly effective 
programs, lack of availaole personnel or funds, etc. 
Nevertheless, if such programs are not properly evaluated, 
their contrioution to the fund of existing knowledge within 
the field of parent education remains limited. 
? 
This section has examined those studies which have a 
proolem-solving component and those which have an 
informational one. The former offer little in the way of 
suostantive, oroad, and organized information aoout the 
whole developing child. The information they offer appears 
more sketchy and incomplete. Their strength, from the 
perspective of the current study, is the inclusion of a 
proolem-solving component. On the other hand, the 
informational programs do little in the way of introducing 
real and hypothetical dilemmas which form the stimuli for 
cognitive restructuring. The purpose of the current study 
is to oridge this gap oetween content and process. 
In conclusion, these related studies suggest that 
cognitive-developmental approaches and child development 
information can coexist in the same program. There appear 
to oe at least three suostantiating reasons for this. One 
is that parents seem to learn oest and grow 
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developmentally when an interactive and problem-solving 
curriculum is utilized. Second, parents seem to have a 
desire to learn as much about children as they can in order 
to understand their behavior at various ages and stages of 
development. Lastly, child development information may 
provide an important reference point in the ability to solve 
and prevent problems that are basically developmental in 
nature. 
The remaining three chapters will be devoted to the 
current study and will include procedural aspects, results, 
and a discussion of the results with their implications. 
Introduction 
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Chapter III 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter will be devoted to the :procedural aspects 
of the study and will include setting, research design, 
sample and sampling :procedure, instrumentation and testing 
:procedures, treatment, and research hypotheses. 
Setting 
The setting for the study was a small Catholic school in 
a lower middle to middle class neighborhood in an urban city 
approximately 30 miles north of Boston, Massachusetts. This 
city is an historical industrial one which has diverse 
racial and ethnic groups as well as a significant number of 
minority groups living in :public housing. Likewise, there 
is socioeconomic diversity. The :program was slated to occur 
in a :public school in the same vicinity as the :parochial 
school but Proposition 2 1/2, a recent tax cutting measure 
adopted into law in Massachusetts, :placed a level on school 
spending resulting in a termination of custodial overtime. 
Thus, the school could not be used after school hours 
without a custod·ian :present. Since :parochial schools are 
:private, they were not affected by this law. Also, no 
custodian had to be :present because .no such regulations were 
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mandated as is the case with union/school committee 
contractual obligations. 
The room provided was a large classroom which had 
portable chairs that could easily be used to form a large 
circle and for the formation of smaller discussion groups. 
There was also an adjacent room that was used by the 
school 1 s teachers during the day for coffee and class 
preparation time. This room was used by the group for 
refreshments, as a break was given at half-time each week. 
This also served as a socialization period where group 
members became more ac~uainted with one another. This was 
especially important at the beginning of the course as a 
prelude to group problem-solving excercises. Each week, 
different group members took turns bringing refreshments. 
This aspect of the program seemed vital as a means of 
developing greater cohesiveness and interaction. 
Research Design 
The present study has employed an experimental pre and 
post-test control group design using e~uivalent groups. The 
statistical techni~ues employed to analyze the results were 
the analysis of covariance and the t-test for correlated 
samples. The former was used to analyze the pre/post test 
results of the treatment and control groups. The latter was 
employed to analyze the follow-up test results of the 
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treatment group only, since the control group was exposed to 
the treatment in the interim. There were two measures used 
to evaluate the effectiveness of the program. To assess 
Parental Awareness, the Newoerger (1977) Parental Awareness 
Scale (Appendix C) was used. This semi-structured interview 
format was administered to the parents in ooth the treatment 
and control groups prior to the program, immediately 
suose~uent to the program, and to the treatment group alone, 
following a four month hiatus. To assess perceptions of 
parental oehavior, a modified version of the Schaefer (1965) 
Children's Reports of Parental Behavior Inventory (Appendix 
D) was used. This is a 40-item 3-point Likert-type scale 
which was administered to the parents and children of ooth 
groups also on a pre/post test oasis and to the treatment 
group only on a follow-up testing at the end of 4 months. 
The items were similar for ooth parents and children and 
focused on perceptions of parental oehavior as it is 
manifested in various aspects of parent-child interaction. 
The purpose of employing these two measures was to ootain 
ooth a measure of reasoning on the part of the parent and an 
index of perceptions of parental oehavior. The latter was 
viewed from the perspectives of the parents themselves and 
their children who did not directly participate in the 
program. These measures will be descrioed in more detail in 
the section dealing with instrumentation and testing 
procedures. 
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Sample and Sampling Procedure 
Two thousand flyers (Appendix A) were sent home with the 
school children from three public schools and one parochial 
school. These schools were in the same general neighborhood 
and included grade levels from Kindergarten to grade eight. 
It was desirable to enlist parents who had children spanning 
this age range and younger since they would be presented 
with developmental information covering the life cycle from 
birth to adolescence. The flyer which was sent home briefly 
' 
described the program and indicated a meeting time for those 
interested to obtain more information prior to registering 
for the course. These schools were chosen primarily because 
of their familiarity and because one of them normally had a 
night custodian. In other words, most evening activities 
that were to be held city- wide were held at this particular 
school. On the night of the meeting 16 parents attended. 
It seems that a lack of attendance at school-sponsored 
functions was more a rule than the exception in this 
particular community. 
Since there was an insufficient number of participants 
to fill both treatment and control groups 1 the search was 
extended to three other schools representing three different 
sections of the city. Also, a notice was placed on the 
bulletin board of the local YMCA since the nyn is used for a 
number of parent-child activities and, therefore, frequented 
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oy those who may have an interest in learning more aoout 
children. The search yielded a total of 58 volunteers which 
included 11 couples, a grandmother who had custody of her 
two granddaughters~ several single mothers (widows and 
divorcees), and mostly mothers whose husbands did not 
likewise enroll in the program. 
In order to develop incentives for enrolling, all 
members were offered the program. The members of the 
treatment group would receive the program from September to 
December 1981 while the control group would oe offered the 
course from February to May 1982. Parents were chosen for 
each group mostly on a first-come first-served oasis. That 
is, most were selected from those who registered the first 
evening, although there was some random selection used. For 
example, there were six parents who, oy circumstance, could 
have gone into the treatment or control group. A lottery 
selection was used to divide them into the two groups. In 
the September group there was a total of 19 members 
committed to the program which included two couples, 11 
married mothers, two widows, and two single mothers 
(divorcees). In the February group there was a total of 15 
participants which included three married couples, one 
unmarried couple, six married mothers, and one single mother 
(divorcee). Although their ages were not recorded, most of 
the members ranged from the upper 20's to the upper 30's 
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with the exception of the grandmother who appeared to be in 
her early 60's or late 50's. All of the participants were 
white and within the lower middle to middle socioeconomic 
level. Most of these parents came from within the city 
itseli but some came from the surrounding suburbs. The 
latter comprised those who either had children attending the 
targeted parochial school or those who saw the notice at the 
YMCA. 
Those members of each of the above groups were not all 
assessed with the instruments used in this ·study. Since an 
index of perceptions of parental behavior was to be given to 
the children of participants, the children had to be old 
enough to respond to it. Thus, those children between the 
ages of 8 and 11 and their parents were chosen to represent 
the measured treatment and control groups. The remaining 
parents had either older or younger children. In all, 12 
parents and their 17 children constituted the measured 
treatment group (Table I). Through illness, only one parent 
and her child were not posttested (T-10). Likewise, 12 
parents constituted the measured control group along with 
their 15 children (Table II). Here too was a loss of one 
mother and her child (C-3). Because she had secured 
employment, she declined participation in the February 
group. Therefore, she refused participation in the 
measurement aspect as well and thus could not be 
post-tested. 
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Table 1. Treatment Group Demographics 
Subject Sex Occupation Spouse Occup 
T-1 F Bank Teller Shrimp 
Processor 
T-2 F Secretary Fork Lift 
Mechanic 
T-3 F Homemaker Photographer 
T-4 F L.P.Nurse :Blacksmith 
T-5 F Day Care Electronics 
Provider Inspector 
T-6 F Homemaker Deceased 
T-7 F :Bookkeeper Controller 
T-8 F Day Care Deceased 
Provider 
T-9H M Shipper Engineering 
Aide 
T-9W F 
T-11 F Teacher Aide Screening Mgr 
* Children who were administered the PP:SI. 
** Completed PP:SI for each parent. 
Child Age Child Sex 
5 M 
9 * M 
11* F 
10* F 
17 M 
18 F 
2 F 
9 * F 
8* F 
10* M 
11 * F 
3 F 
8* ~I[ 
10* M 
10* F 
11 * F 
11 * F 
8 * F 
10* r1 
11 * F 
7 F 
10** M 
6 M 
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Table 2. Control Group Demographics 
Subject Sex Occupation Spouse Occup Child Age Child Sex 
C-1 F Homemaker Lineman 2 M 
4 M 
6 M 
8* M 
9 * M 
10* M 
C-2 F Homemaker Foreman 3 M 
7 F 
10* F 
C-4 F Secretary Not at home 8* F 
C-5 F Homemaker Railroad 3 F 
Worker 5 M 
8 * F 
11* M 
C-6 F L.P.Nurse Not at home 7 F 
9* M 
C-7 F Teacher Teacher 11 * F 
14 M 
C-8 F Homemaker Printer 8* M 
11 * F 
C-9H M Salesman Homemaker 1 F 
C-9W F 6 F 
10** M 
C-10 F Homemaker Fork Lift 2 F 
Driver 8 * M 
C-11 F School Bus Not at home 8* l!J: 
Driver 
* Children who were administered the PPEI. 
** Completed PPBI for each parent. 
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Instrumentation and Testing Procedure 
The Newberger (1977) Parental Awareness Scale (Appendix 
C) was used to assess the level at which parents reasoned 
about their conceptions of the child as a person, the 
parent-child relationship, and the parental role. This 
scale is a semi-structured reflective interview format that 
11 
••• permits both a standard set of questions to be asked and 
elaboration and expansion by the respondent using the 
respondent's own words and logic" (Newberger, 1980, p. 48). 
The issues for the interview were taken from clinical 
experience with parents and from literature on child rearing 
and parent education. These issues which constitute 
parental awareness include: 
* developmental influences 
* subjectivity 
* personality 
* communication and trust 
* resolving conflict 
* discipline and authority 
* meeting needs 
* learning and evaluating parenting 
The levels of parental awareness are scored on a 4-point 
scale with level 1 representing the lowest level of parental 
awareness and level 4 representing the highest level. The 
four levels are: 
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1. Egoistic orientation: The parent 
understands the child as a projection of 
his or her own experience, and the parental 
role is organized around parental wants and 
needs only. 
2. Conventional Orientation: The child is 
understood in terms of externally derived 
(tradition, culture, and authority) 
definitions and explanations of children. 
The parental role is organized around 
socially-def-ined notions of correct 
practices and responsibilities. 
3. Subjective-individualistic orientation: 
The child is viewed as a unique individual 
who is understood through the parent child 
relationship rather than by external 
definitions of children. The·parental role 
is organized around identifying and meeting 
the needs of this child rather than as the 
fulfillment of predetermined role 
obligations. 
4. Process or interactional orientation: The 
parent understands the child as a complex 
and changing psychological system. The 
parent, as well as the child, grows in his 
role, and the parent recognizes that the 
relationship and the role are built not 
only on meeting the child 1 s needs but also 
on finding ways of balancing his or her own 
needs and the child 1 s so that each can be 
responsibly met (Newberger, 1980, p. 50). 
Most often parents do not represent pure positions but 
1 . 8, 2. 6, and 3. 2. 
transitional ones, for example, an average level score of 
In scoring the interview protocol, the issues are 
and averaged in order to derive an overall issue score. 
assigned both full and half scores. These are then added 
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In order to verify that reasoning could be ordered into 
a seQuence of levels and that the parameters of the 
construct could be defined, Newberger (1977) interviewed 51 
parents across social, family, and racial backgrounds. 
Variations in family size and childrenst ages were also 
included. Ten of the 51 parental interviews were scored by 
independent raters. A Pearson correlation between the two 
raters of .96 was obtained. Three years subseQuent to this, 
in a study of an independent sample of parents, the manual 
was found to discriminate among parents yielding a 
reliability rating of .88 between independent raters 
(Newberger, 1980, pp. 48-53). For the present study, two 
independent raters scored 10 randomly selected interviews. 
The resultant reliability coefficient was .86. Also, a 
nblind 11 scoring method was employed by the researcher who 
scored issue segments from 10 randomly selected interview 
protocols. Scoring in this manner determined whether or not 
the rater was unduly influenced by previous protocols rated 
as unities. Also the coded numbers of the interviews were 
concealed as well as previously assigned issue scores. A 
correlational analysis of the two sets of scores resulted in 
a Pearson r of .85. Validity studies are currently 
underway. 
The interview itself took approximately 45 minutes. In 
addition to specific QUestions and probes designed to elicit 
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the highest level of parental awareness of which a parent 
was capable, a parent-child conflict dilemma (Appendix E) 
was also presented for parent reaction. Since parents were 
also exposed to the dilemmas during the treatment, all the 
interviews were scored without the dilemma scores. This was 
done to control for the effects of practice. The interviews 
were taped and later transcribed. In all, 57 interviews 
were obtained which included pre, post, and follow-up 
testing four months subsequent to the treatment. Reactions 
to being taped varied from initial inhibition to 
indifference. Only one parent maintained discomfort 
throughout the interview. Some seemed more at ease during 
the first interview and less so during later interviews 
while others showed the opposite reaction. In some cases 
the interview was interrupted by curious children or a 
telephone but on the whole they proceeded smoothly. 
Following each interview a modified version of Schaefer's 
(1965) Children's Reports of Parent's Behavior Inventory was 
administered to the parent and targeted children. 
The original Children's Report of Parental Behavior 
Inventory is a 260 item 3-point Likert-type scale which 
measures children's perceptions of parental behavior in 
terms of specific observable behaviors. These behaviors 
represent more intermediate concepts of abstractness and 
generality such as possessiveness, ignoring, and lax 
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discipline. These, in turn, comprise the higher level molar 
dimensions of love versus hostility and autonomy versus 
control. The concepts themselves were chosen on the oasis 
of a conceptual model derived from psychologists' ratings of 
parental behavior. During the development of the 
instrument, three psychologists independently evaluated 520 
specific parental behavior items for clarity of the 
behavioral description, relevance of the item to the 
concept, applicability of the item to oath father and 
mother, and high variance predictability. The scales were 
then administered to a group of white seventh-grade children 
(85 ooys and 80 girls) in a suouroan parochial school and to 
a group of 81 insitutionalized delin~uent ooys from unbroken 
families. The normal ooys and girls ranged in age from 12 
to 14 and the delin~uent sample ranged in age from 12 to 18. 
This latter group included oath olack and white subjects and 
represented a somewhat lower socioeconomic group. 
Intelligence levels, literacy, intactness of families, and 
testing conditions were all controlled. 
Internal-consistency reliaolities computed with the 
Kuder-Richardson Formula for all 26 items revealed scores 
of .84 for love, .78 for hostility, .69 for autonomy, 
and .66 for control. Further, the discriminative power of 
the scales was tested oy a comparison of the differences in 
results between the normal ooys and the delin~uent ooys. 
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The Mann-Whitney test was used to test the significance of 
the differences between distributions of total scores of the 
two groups for each scale. Of the 52 differences, 26 were 
significant beyond the .05 level and 14 were significant 
beyond the .01 level. 
Since this scale was intended for older children to rate 
their perceptions of parental behavior, it had definitive 
limitations for the current study. One limitation is that 
it only allows for the children to rate the parents and not 
for the parents to rate themselves. Another is that the 
large number of items could have an adverse affect on 
younger children whose fatigue threshholds are lower. 
Finally, the sophisticated language may confuse younger 
children even if the items are read to them. 
Thus, Schaefer's (1965) original scale was not deemed 
suitable for children between the ages of 8 and 11 and their 
parents. With permission and suggestions by Schaefer, the 
original scale was modified. For example, he suggested that 
the wording of items for both parents and children be 
e~uivalent, and that the number of items be reduced in 
consideration of the ages of the children. The modified 
scale consisted of 40 items (Appendix D) representing four 
conceptual areas which correspond to concepts and issues in 
the Newberger Parental Awareness Scale and in the child 
·development curriculum. These include: 
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* autonomy/individuality 
* meeting needs 
* communicatio"n and trust 
* discipline and authority 
Each conceptual area was represented by 10 items. The items 
were similar for the parent and child forms. For example, 
under the category of discipline and authority, one item on 
the parent form is "When she/he does something wron,g, I 
explain why it was wrong and what could have happened 
because of it." The eg_uivalent item on the child form reads, 
"Explains to me what I did wrong and why it was wrong." 
Under the category of meeting needs, one item on the parent 
form is, "I forget to help my child when he/she needs 
assistance on something." The child version is, "Forgets to 
help me when I need it." Thus, the language was made 
somewhat simpler for the child without losing its basic 
meaning. In order to clearly distinguish this version from 
the original, it shall be referred to in the study as the 
Perceptions of Parental Behavior Inventory (PPEI). 
Since this measure of perceptions of parental behavior 
is modeled after the Likert scale, it utilizes a 3-point 
scale to which a respondent can circle L (like), SL 
(somewhat like), or NL (not like) to a given item. Parents 
rated themselves while the children rated the parents. The 
children only rated the parent who participated in the 
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program unless both parents did. The highest attainable 
score on this inventory is 120 and the lowest is 40. 
Although there are numerous validity studies attesting 
to the soundness of Schaefer's (1965) original scale, these 
cannot apply here because of the modifications made to it. 
Therefore, its validity assumes content value only. The 
modified version used for this study was tested for 
reliability o~ a randomly selected intact fifth grade class 
of 17 students on a test-retest basis. The reliability 
coefficient was .90. 
As in the case of the Parental Awareness Scale, there 
were no major difficulties in the administration of this 
measure. For the most part, children were able to read the 
items with facility. In other cases the items were read to 
the children, particularly the younger ones and/or those 
with deficient reading skills. 
All parents and children were tested in their homes. 
Although curious about their child's responses, the parents 
were diplomatically discouraged from viewing them since it 
would inhibit the child's frankness. To reiterate, the 
pretesting of both measures was done in July and August; the 
post-testing was done during December and January; and the 
follow-up testing was done during April and May with the 
treatment group only since the control group was exposed to 
the treatment in the interim. The program was conducted 
between September and December. 
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Following the program, a class party was held at which 
time the participants were awarded a certificate of course 
completion (Appendix F). At this time, each memoer also 
completed a course evaluation form. 
The final measure of the course effectiveness was an 
informal one adapted from one used to rate college courses 
and instructors (Appendix G). There are two parts to this 
~uestionnaire. On one side is a 12-item 5-point Likert-type 
scale which assesses three aspects of the course: content, 
presentation, and materials. Other items that are merely 
checked include level of instruction, pace of course, and 
length of course. Finally, there is a space for open 
comments. The reverse side of the evaluation form is 
anecdotal. Thus, parents respond in writing to three 
~uestions: 
* What did you like most aoout the course? 
* What did you like least aoout the course? What 
could oe improved? 
* Do you feel that this course has made any 
difference in the relationship you have with your 
children? Please explain. 
The results of this informal measure as well as those on 
the two formal measures will oe presented in the next 
chapter. 
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Treatment 
The program consisted of 12 2-hour sessions and included 
two basic components. One involved presentation of the 
child development curriculum (Appendix I) and the other 
involved the posing of parent-child conflict dilemmas 
(Appendix E). Three of these dilemmas were taken from 
Newberger's (1977) study and the rest were generated by the 
parents themselves. 
The child development curriculum, described in Chapter 
II, was presented to parents through handouts specifically 
prepared for this study (Appendix I). There were five 
handouts in all totalling 63 pages of material. Each one 
covered a specific age range, e.g., ages birth through 1, 2 
through 3, 4 through 5, 6 through 11, and 12 through 16. 
These handouts outlined theoretical concepts from the 
psychosocial stages of Erikson (1963), the cognitive-
developmental (logical thinking) stages of Piaget (1963), 
and the moral-cognitive-developmental stages of Kohlberg 
(1971 ). They also included age profiles from Gesell, et al. 
(1956) and Elkind (1974), a developmental analysis of play 
(Butler, et al., 1978; Caplan & Caplan, 1974; and Garvey, 
1977), and a developmental view of discipline (Larsen, 
1979). These handouts were given out one at a time as each 
age span was under discussion. For example, handout one 
(ages birth through 1) was completely 
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covered in the first session since the group memoers at this 
point of the course were not ready for much discussion. 
Meetings 2 and 3 were devoted to handout two (ages 2 through 
3), meetings 4 and 5 to handout three (ages 4 through 5), 
meetings 6 to 9 on handout four (ages 6 through 11 ), and 
meetings 10 to 12 on handout five (ages 12 through 16). 
Material from the handouts was selectively chosen for 
presentation to avoid a complete lecture format and to have 
sufficient time for ~uestions and discussion. Thus, no more 
than one hour per session was used for the discussion of 
handouts after the second meeting. At the third meeting the 
first dilemma was introduced. 
The second component of the program was the parent-child 
conflict dilemma. These were offered for parBnt solution as 
a stimulus for parents to contrioute their own. The 
dilemmas were presented after a particular age span had oeen 
discussed and this served to remind parents to consider the 
child's developmental characteristics and needs in solving a 
particular dilemma. In this way their strategies had less 
of a tendency to oe aroitrary or to occur in a vacuum. The 
' dilemmas handed in oy parents were done so anonymously and 
were edited and typed oy the program leader. These, as well 
as the ones offered oy the leader, were copied so that 
smaller groups within the larger group could attempt to 
solve them. At each meeting, the small group composition 
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was altered so as to introduce new ideas and different 
participants to each other. When all the groups (usually 
five) had exhausted their solutions to the dilemma, they 
would return to the large group and all would hear an 
discuss the varied solutions and the reasons which justified 
them. This component of the program consumed the remaining 
hour. Sometimes the weekly session would begin with the 
solution of a dilemma and other times it would come at the 
end. This procedure was helpful in preventing the program 
from becoming mechanical and routine. 
Research Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were tested at the .05 level of 
significance: 
1 . Parents participating in the treatment group will 
significantly increase their levels of parental 
awareness in comparison to parents in the 
no-treatment control group. 
2. Parents participating in the treatment group will 
significantly increase their levels of parental 
awareness over a four month period of time. 
3. Parents participating in the treatment group will 
significantly increase in self-perceptions of 
improved parental behavior in comparison to 
parents in the no-treatment control group. 
4· Parents participating in the treatment group will 
significantly increase in self-perceptions of 
improved parental behavior over a four month 
period of time. 
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5. Children whose parents are participating in the 
treatment group will significantly increase in 
perceptions of improved parental oehavior in 
comparison to children in the no-treatment control 
group. 
6. Children whose parents are participating in the 
treatment group will significantly increase in· 
perceptions of improved parental oehavior over a 
four month period of time. 
The first two hypotheses were measured oy the Newoerger 
(1977) Parental Awareness Scale and the last four oy the 
Perceptions of Parental Behavior Inventory. The analysis of 
covariance was used for the analysis of hypotheses 1, 3, and 
5 while the t-test for correlated samples was used for 
hypotheses 2, 4, and 6. 
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Chapter IV 
RESULTS 
This chapter will include a restatement of the 
hypotheses, a presentation of the test scores, and a 
description of the statistical results. These data are 
displayed in tables 3 through 10. Also included are the 
results of the course evaluation form. The instrumentation 
used, and the testing procedure have been described in 
detail in Chapter Three. 
Immediately following the treatment program, the parents 
of the treatment and control groups were administered the 
Parental Awareness Scale and Perceptions of Parental 
Behavior Inventory. The children of parents of both groups 
were given a child form of the Perceptions of Parental 
Behavior Inventory. These results were analyzed by the 
analysis of covariance for the purpose of determining 
whether or not the treatment group subjects made 
statistically significant gains at alpha level .05 in 
comparison to the control group subjects who received no 
treatment. 
Four months subseQuent to the treatment program, the 
parents of the treatment group and their children were 
retested with the above measures to determine if significant 
gains in parental awareness and perceptions of improved 
parental behavior would be made over time. These results 
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were analyzed by the t-test for correlated samples. The 
control group was not able to be retested on a follow-up 
basis because its members had been exposed to the treatment 
program in the interim. The remaining discussion will be 
devoted to the results of the study. 
Research Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1 : Parents participating in the treatment 
group will significantly increase their levels of parental 
awareness in comparison to parents in the no-treatment 
control group. 
Tables 3 and 4 present the level scores of the Parental 
Awareness Scale for which this analysis applies. The data 
in Table 3 indicate that eight out of eleven parents in the 
treatment group made gains in parental awareness on 
posttesting. Six out of eleven parents in the control group 
also made gains (Table 4). However, it was the magnitude of 
gains and losses which made the difference. The results of 
the analysis of covariance, presented in Table 5, indicate a 
significant effect due to the treatment (p<.03). Thus, 
Hyp?thesis 1 is supported. 
Hypothesis 2: Parents participating in the treatment 
group will significantly increase their levels of parental 
awareness over a four month period of time. 
As table 3 indicates, seven parents in the treatment 
group made gains between posttesting and follow-up testing. 
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The results of the t-test for correlated samples (Table 6) 
indicate a significant difference between posttest and 
follow-up test results (p<.05). These results suggest that 
parents continued to increase their levels of parental 
awareness without subsequent exposure to treatment. 
Hypothesis 2 is therefore supported. The data in Table 3 
further indicate that between pre and follow-up testing - a 
time span of almost one year- 10 out of 11 parents 
increased their levels of parental awareness. 
Hypothesis 3: Parents participating in the treatment 
group will significantly increase in self-perceptions of 
improved parental behavior in comparison to parents in the 
no-treatment control group. 
The data in Table 3 indicate that 8 out of 11 parents 
saw themselves as improving in parental behavior upon 
termination of the treatment program. In the control group 
(Table 4) only four parents reported more favorable 
perceptions of their behavior toward their children. The 
results of the analysis of covariance (Table 7) indicate 
that the treatment program had a significant effect on 
self-perceptions of improved parental behavior (p<.05). 
Hypothesis 4: Parents participating in the treatment 
group will significantly increase in self-perceptions of 
improved parental behavior over a four month period of time. 
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Table 3. Pre, Post and Post-Post Test Comparisons of' 
Parental Awareness Scale and Peceptions of' 
Parental Behavior Inventory - Treatment Group 
Subject Parental Awareness Scale Parent Behavior Inventory 
Pre Post Post-Post Pre Post Post-Post 
T-1 1.30 1.58 1 . 52 99 95 94 
T-2 2.00 2.19 2.28 109 11 3 11 6 
T-3 2-17 1.95 2.33 109 113 11 2 
T-4 1.58 2.00 2.10 96 99 92 
T-5 2.22 2.48 3-19 103 1 01 1 01 
T-6 1.76 1.87 2.48 103 108 108 
T-7 1 • 71 1.78 1. 76 93 107 102 
T-8 2.00 2.38 2.38 107 112 11 5 
T-9H 2.05 2.50 2.38 99 109 111 
T-9W 2.25 2. 21 2.28 11 0 11 0 109 
T-11 3.12 2.62 2.86 11 2 114 11 2 
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Table 4· Pre and Post Test Comparisons of Parental 
Awareness Scale and Perceptions of Parental 
Behavior Inventory - Control Group 
Subject Parental Awareness Scale Parent Behavior Inventory 
Pre Post Pre Post 
C-1 1. 62 1. 71 100 102 
C-2 1. 57 1.52 91 97 
C-4 1. 62 1. 67 11 0 102 
C-5 2.28 2.38 93 88 
C-6 1 . 67 1 . 62 103 103 
C-7 2.38 2.54 104 100 
C-8 2.00 1.87 98 101 
C-9H 1 . 48 1.57 103 95 
C-9W 1.87 1 . 62 100 100 
C-10 1 . 07 1.08 83 73 
C-11 1. 79 1.42 92 100 
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Table 5- Analysis of Covariance and Descriptive Statistics 
of Parental Awareness Scale for Post Tests 
Source of Sum. of Mean Significance Variation Sq_uares DF Sq_uare F of F 
Covariates 
(Pre) 2.649 1 2.649 57-890 . 001 
Main Effects 
(Group) 0.254 0.254 5-542 
-03 
Explained 2.903 2 1 • 451 31 • 71 6 • 001 
Residual 0.869 1 9 0.046 na na 
Total 3-772 21 0.180 na na 
Mean Standard Deviation 
Treatment 
Group 2-142 0.334 
Control 
Group 1. 727 0-414 
--------------------
Table 6. T-Test for Correlated Samples and Descriptive 
Statistics of Parental Awareness Scale 
For Treatment Group Follow-up Tests 
(Difference) Standard Standard 2-Tail T Mean Deviation Error Corr. Prob. Value df 
-. 1 818 
-275 .083 .802 .003 
-2.19 10 
Standard Standard Mean Deviation Error 
Posttest 2.1418 
-334 . 1 01 
Post-Posttest 2-3236 
·457 
-138 
Level of 
Signif 
.05 
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The data in Table 3 indicate that 6 out of 11 parents 
showed decreases in their self-perceptions of improved 
parental behavior when retested. The results of the t-test 
for correlated samples indicate that there is no significant 
difference between the self-perceptions of improved parental 
behavior between the treatment and control group parents 
over time (Table 8). Hypothesis 4 is therefore unsupported. 
Although the parents in the treatment group demonstrated an 
improvement,in parental awareness over time, this gain, 
according to the data, was not accompanied by a 
corresponding gain in self-perceptions of improved parental 
behavior. In other words, their increased understanding of 
children and the parental role was not matched by more 
favorable evaluations of themselves in the parental role. 
Hypothesis 5: Children whose parents are participating 
in the treatment group will significantly increase in 
perceptions of improved parental behavior in comparison to 
children in the no-treatment control group. 
The results of the analysis of covariance (Table 9) 
indicate that the treatment program had no effect on the 
perceptions of improved parental behavior on the part of the 
children. This hypothesis is therefore unsupported. 
Hypothesis 6: Children whose parents are participating 
in the treatment group will significantly increase in 
perceptions of improved parental behavior over a four month 
period of time. 
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The results of the t-test for correlated samples (Table 
10) indicate that this hypothesis is unsupported. There was 
no significant difference between posttest and follow-up 
test performance on the part of the treatment group 
children. Their perceptions of improved parental behavior 
did not increase over time. 
In summary, these results suggest that the treatment 
program had a positive impact on the development of parental 
awareness on the part of the treatment group parents. Not 
only did they show significant increases in parental 
awareness upon termination of the treatment program, they 
also made further significant gains over a four month period 
of time. Also, the treatment group parents made significant 
increases in their self-perceptions of improved parental 
behavior immediately following the treatment program. 
However, when retested four months later, these parents 
showed no significant gains. Thus, increased parental 
awareness over time was not matched by increases in 
self-perceptions of improved parental behavior. The 
children of parents in both treatment and control groups 
showed no signifcant differences in the way they perceived 
their parents' behavior toward them. Finally, children of 
parents in the treatment group did not see their parents' 
behavior toward them any differently over a four month 
period of time. 
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Taole 7· Analysis of Covariance and Descriptive Statistics 
of Perceptions of Parental Behavior Inventory 
(Parent Form) for Post Tests 
Source of Sum of 
Variation Squares DF 
Covariates 
(Pre) 0.124 
Main Effects 
(Group) 0.011 
Explained 0.134 2 
Residual 0.049 19 
Total 0.184 21 
Mean 
Square 
0.124 
0.011 
0.067 
0.003 
o.oo9 
F 
47-573 
4.1 31 
25.852 
na 
na 
Significance 
of F 
. 001 
.05 
.001 
na 
na 
Mean Standard Deviation 
Treatment 
Group 106.5 7.1 
Control 
Group 96-5 8.9 
Taole 8. T-Test for Correlated Samples and Descriptive 
Statistics of Perceptions of Parental Behavior 
Inventory (Parent Form) 
For Treatment Group Follow-up Tests 
(Difference) Standard Standard 2-Tail T Level of 
Mean Deviation Error Carr. Proo. Value df Signif 
-.0009 .032 .. 010 -922 .ooo -0.09 10 ns 
Standard Standard 
Mean Deviation Error 
Posttest 106.45 7.1 2. 1 
Post-Posttest 106.55 8.2 2.5 
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Table 9. Analysis of Covariance and Descriptive Statistics 
of Perceptions of Parental Behavior Inventory 
(Child Form) for Post Tests 
Source of 
Variation 
Covariates 
(Pre) 
Main Effects 
Sum of 
Sq_uares 
0.278 
(Group) 0.011 
Explained 0.289 
Residual 0.151 
Total 0.440 
DF 
1 
2 
29 
31 
Mean 
Sq_uare 
0.278 
0.011 
0.144 
0.005 
0.014 
F 
53.308 
2.108 
27.708 
na 
na 
Significance 
of F 
.001 
ns 
. 001 
na 
na 
Mean Standard Deviation 
Treatment 
Group 
Control 
Group 
1 01 . 4 
89.9 
7.0 
13.5 
Table 10. T-Test for Correlated Samples and Descriptive 
Statistics of Perceptions of Parental Behavior 
Inventory (Child Form) 
For Treatment Group Follow-up Tests 
(Difference) Standard Standard 
Mean Deviation Error Carr. 
-1 .6471 5-979 
Mean 
Posttest 101.41 
Post-Posttest 103.06 
1 .450 .679 
Standard 
Deviation 
6.983 
7.822 
2-Tail T Level of 
Prob. Value df Signif 
.003 -1 .1 4 1 6 ns 
Standard 
Error 
1. 694 
1 .897 
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Analysis of the Course Evaluation Questionnaire was also 
completed (Appendix G). Eighteen of these forms were 
submitted. On the part of this form which has 12 items 
assessing various aspects of the program on a scale from 
to 5, the average score was found to be 4.76. The 
designation of ratings is: 
5 = Excellent 
4 = Good 
3 = Satisfactory 
2 = Fair 
= Poor 
Out of a total of 216 items all but one were 4's and 5's. 
The exception was a 3 on an item listed as Quantity of 
Content Covered. Since there were no ~ualifying statements 
except that the course was too short on this particular 
evaluation, it is assumed that the respondent was suggesting 
that there was slightly too much material for the time 
allotted. 
Seventeen respondents rated the level of instruction as 
average and one saw it as too simple. Fifteen people felt 
that the pace of the course was average while three rated it 
as too fast. Also, 15 parents said the course was too short 
while three reported it as average. 
-~ 
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The anecdotal side of the evaluation form revealed 
responses indicating that all the memoers, with the 
exception of the two widows, shared the material discussed 
in the course with their.spouses or friends. All memoers 
found the handouts to oe helpful. A sample of the group 
participants' reactions to the open-ended ~uestions of the 
~uestionnaire follows. Responses to the ~uestion, "What Did 
You Like Most Aoout The Course?" included: 
(There were) a lot of eye openers in it for me. 
The fact that the things were discussed in a' 
group, orought out more opinions and ideas that 
could oe useful in the future •.. actual 
dilemmas .•. reading and discussing each of the 
handouts ... helpful and informative ••. to oe aole to 
express one's point of view, and at the same time 
get feedoack from other parents ... your personal 
input •.. finding out that other people have the 
same proolems •.. and having different solutions to 
these •.. the help ... knowledge I gained .•. to hear 
aoout proolems, solutions and different life 
styles of other families •.• reinforced many of my 
existing feelings and values, also gave me 
alternative ways of handling certain 
situations ... everything ... the openness of the 
class. The handouts were written in everyday 
language ... knowing I wasn't alone in my 
~uestions .•• it helped me understand people at work 
that I didn't have patients (sic) with ... the 
easiness of oeing aole to talk with 
everyone ... sometimes things look different when 
you hear other views ... talking freely aoout 
anything to do with our parenting ... I can reread 
them (handouts) to help me keep up with the 
changes in my children's development. 
In response to 11 What Did You Like Least Aoout The Course? 
What Could Be Improved?" they said: 
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I don't think there was enough single parent 
situations ... not enough time spent on group's 
dilemmas .•. I would hope that in the future more 
men would get involved ... terminology could oe a 
little simpley (sic) - or explain when the 1 oig 
words' are used ... a lot of material to come in a 
short time .... more time on the teen years and 
preteens ... I enjoyed the course very 
much ..• staying on track ... it could have oeen a 
couple of weeks more ... no proolems ... not long 
enough- split it into two terms ... I hated to see 
it end ... I wouldn't mind going every few years. 
I'd love it! •.. went oy too QUickly. 
Another Question to which they responded was, "Do You 
Feel That This Course Has Made Any Difference In The 
Relationship You Have With Your Children? Please Explain." 
Yes, a little. I will oe more aware of my 
childrens' feelings and needs. Will read more on 
raising children to adulthood •.. more conscious of 
what I say and do ... I try to put myself in my 
children 1 s place ... made progress in copping (sic) 
with the role of parenting ... the course has 
strengthened our love and has opened the doors to 
a more fofilling (sic) relationship ... to think 
oefore acting on a given situation ... allow them to 
help in making family decisions ... understand them 
oetter ... rememoering to oe more patient ... I can 
understand how little proolems to us are a great 
concern to them and how it can affect their 
attitude ... more aware of different changes my 
children are going through or will oe going 
through in the years to come ... am making more of 
an effort to oe more understanding to their 
needs ... gave me some coping tools ... allowed me to 
ignore certain oehavior and pick it up later after 
tempers have cooled ... I think aoout why she does 
things ... Aosolutely, I look at him differently 
oecause of the knowledge I've gained ... 
On an open 11 Comments" section of the evaluation form, 
the parents reacted as follows: 
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I would like to have you recommend books for 
parents to read ... Beleive (sic) it or not the 
handouts were helpful for work related 20-30 year 
olds! ... I really enjoyed the course and looked 
forward to coming each week. You really know how 
to make people feel comfortable ... none comes to 
mind ... the class should be a lot longer ... courses 
are not commonly found that can aid a parent in 
the day to day problems ... I would enjoy a related 
course if and when they are available ... It helped 
me to understand people better and to think how to 
handle them ... I think the child's brain 
development could have been explained more (and) 
reasons for behavior could have been talked about 
more. Also how to handle that behavior. 
The next chapter will be devoted to a discussion of 
these results and their implications. 
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Chapter V 
A DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS 
Introduction 
This final chapter will focus on the statistical 
findings of the study, personal reflections about the 
course, implications for further studies, and limitations of 
the study. 
Analysis of Statistical Results 
Upon immediate termination of the program, the parents 
and children of both the treatment and control groups were 
tested for program effects. The Newberger (1977) Parental 
Awareness Scale (PAS), and the Perceptions of Parental 
Behavior Inventory (PPBI) were used for this purpose. The 
latter was specifically developed for use in the current 
study and was patterned after Schaefer's (1965) Children's 
Reports of Parental Behavior Inventory (CRPBI). Four months 
subsequent to the program, the treatment group parents were 
administered the PAS and PPBI while their children were 
given the PPBI. 
It was found that the parents in the treatment group 
made statistically significant gains in parental awareness. 
These gains were not only made subsequent to the program but 
also four months later on follow-up testing. These results 
suggest that those parents participating in the course 
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increased their levels o£ parental awareness as a result o£ 
the treatment program which involved the presentation o£ 
child development information and group problem solving o£ 
parent-child conflict dilemmas. More importantly, these 
parents continued to increase their levels o£ parental 
awareness while the treatment program was no longer in 
e££ect. One implication derived £rom these findings is that 
cognitive-developmental growth.is a maturational process. 
When such growth is stimulated it transcends the bounds o£ 
its original stimulus conditions. In other words, cognitive 
restructuring occurs independent o£ situations within which 
it was facilitated. This is in marked contrast to other 
types o£ parental intervention which are reported to be less 
enduring with regards to ef£ects. Unlike attitudinal 
changes which o£ten appear short-lived, cognitive-structural 
changes, theoretically, are more likely to be stable and 
long lasting. When one parent in the course ~uestioned the 
need for follow-up testing, she was told that her current 
responses would be compared with the £ormer ones to 
determine the e£fect of time on them. To this she replied, 
"0£ course! It takes time to digest all that material." 
The results of the PPBI with parents were interesting in 
terms o£ how they compared to those o£ the PAS. On 
posttesting, parents in the treatment group made significant 
gains. They reported more favorable perceptions o£ 
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themselves on items which reflect parent-child interactions. 
These more favorable self-perceptions coincided with their 
increased levels of parental awareness. However, when 
retested four months later, they showed no such increases orr 
the PPBI. These results suggest that further 
cognitive-developmental growth may be accompanied by an 
increase in critical self-appraisal. This would be an 
indication of a decline in defensive perceptions. Perhaps 
with greater awareness o:f children and the parental role, 
there is less of a tendency to suppress the awareness of 
one's human imperfections. When these parents were tested 
right after the program ended, they may not have reached the 
higher level of cognitive-developmental growth to make this 
transformation. Posttesting could have "caught" them midway 
in their metamorphosis. 
The results of the PPBI with ohildren indicate no 
significant differences between those in the treatment and 
control groups. Also, when the treatment group children 
were retested four months later, they did not perceive any 
differences in their parents' behavior toward them. There 
are several possible reasons for these findings. One, of 
course, is that no changes in parental behavior occurred. 
Another possible explanation has to do with the nature of 
developmental change itself. Developmental change is a 
gradual process which manifests itself in subtle ways. When 
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intervention is aimed at such development, it too, does not 
require dramatic and immediate changes in participant 
behavior. For example, no parent in the current study was 
required to rush home and construct behavioral charts ~r 
draw up parent-child contracts. These types of behaviors 
would certainly have been more noticeable to children. 
Instead, the current study was more oriented toward a 
process which stressed understanding, problem solving, and 
rethinking about customary ways of viewing and handling 
children. It is not surprising, therefore, that the 
children failed to perceive specific behavioral changes in 
their parents. 
One other aspect of this deserves brief mention and that 
is the age span of the children in this study. The children 
who evaluated their parents' behavior toward them were 
between the ages of 8 and 11. At this age childrens' 
perceptions are most often characterized as being 
11black-and-white. 11 The ability to see phenomena in terms of 
being "gray" comes later in age with further cognitive 
development. For this reason, the children in this study 
may have been limited in their ability to detect subtle 
behavioral changes on the part of their parents. 
One important issue which merits discussion relative to 
the results of this study has to do with individual 
differences. Most often these are assumed. However, these 
are relevant to both individual and statistical outcomes. 
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Although there was statistica~ly significant movement on the 
part of the treatment group parents, both subse~uent to the 
program and four months later, some parents contributed more 
than others to this movement. Others made little or no 
gains. The presence of astute and highly motivated subjects 
or 11 stars 11 can profoundly affect measured outcomes of a 
program. 
The parent who demonstrated the greatest gain in 
parental awareness (T-5, Tables 1 & 3) was a day care 
provider who also had three children of her own. In the 
group, she was the most active participant and apparently 
favored by the other group members. During the three 
interviews at her home, she was very confident and highly 
verbal. Although the ~uantity of her verbalizations 
remained relatively constant on pre, post, and follow-up 
testing, the improved ~uality of her responses became 
progressively evident. On the final interview she offered 
unsolicited information about the usefulness of the program. 
She claimed to reread the handouts fre~uently, to discuss 
them with other day care providers she knew, and further, to 
\ 
study them vis-a-vis the problems she encountered relative 
to particular children for whom she cared. In other words, 
when discussing the problems with her peers, it was 
important not so much to find a solution to a specific 
problem, but to reflect on the characteristics and needs of 
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~reschool age children so that she could create a 
develo~mentally a~~ro~riate strategy. 
Another ~arent who also made suostantial level movement 
was T-6 (Taoles 1 & 3). She was a grandmother who had 
custody of her two granddaughters. Her desire for knowledge 
and understanding was shown in many ways in the course. For 
exam~le, she often conversed individually with the 
researcher during the half-time oreak. Her questions and 
comments were indicative of a ~erson sincerely committed to 
becoming a well-informed ~arent. Two other ~arents (T-7 & 
T-9W, Tables 1 & 3) maintained their originally measured 
levels of ~arental awareness. T-7 was the quietest memoer 
of the grou~ and the most ap~rehensive over the ~resence of 
the ta~e recorder during the interviews. This 
a~~rehensiveness remained unabated through all three 
interviews. This ~erson only missed one class at the 
oeginning. T-9W was also quiet in the grou~ situation while 
her husoand T-9H was a very active ~artici~ant. It is 
difficult to ascertain why T-7 and T-9W failed to make 
substantial level increases in ~arental awareness. 
With regard to s~ecific ~arents making minimal or no 
gains, individual differences notwithstanding, it may oe 
that for them the current ~rogram was insufficient. They 
may require more s~ecific training in such skill areas as 
communication, disci~line, etc. This could be ~rovided oy 
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one or more of the current popular approaches discussed in 
Chapter Two. Some parents may even reQuire individual, 
parent-child, or group counseling to make further gains. In 
earlier versions of the current program, several parents 
sought counseling upon completion of the program. It was as 
if they had reached this conclusion on their own as a result 
of the course. This also relates to the development of 
self-critical perceptions discussed previously. In other 
words, in order for parents to seek out third party 
intervention, their defenses have to be lowered enough to 
admit that they need help in the first place. The denial of 
a need for help is the very thing which maintains or 
exacerbates problematic situations. One parent in a 
previous program was in counseling simultaneously and 
reported that the two modalities were complimentary rather 
than adversarial or conflicting. It may be that 
cognitive-developmental intervention programs can play an 
important role in mental health as well as in parent group 
education. 
The Parent Course: Personal Reflections 
From all appearances the course for parents was 
successful. Attendance was good throughout the program, and 
enthusiasm ran high. There was a great deal of open 
discussion and many parents contributed dilemmas of their 
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own both anonymously in writing and openly through oral 
participation. When the anonymous ones were handed in, they 
were edited and typed with questions listed that might be 
asked in regard to the dilemma. In some cases these were 
signed by the parent. However, names were not included in 
the typed and edited form. When one of these dilemmas was 
being discussed, the parent in question was observed. Since 
no one else knew it was her dilemma, she did not feel 
exposed. At the same time, the group was less inhibited and 
more inclined to freely associate to the dilemma. As usual, 
the comments and questions were very incisive. In this 
particular case, the issue seemed to be with the parent's 
unreasonable expectations of the child given his or her age 
level. As many of the participants were reiterating this 
theme, the parent to whom it applied appeared to be in deep 
contemplation in response to these comments. It seemed as 
if she were experiencing internal conflict without external 
exposure. 
Often parents made unsolicited comments about the impact 
the course was making on some aspect of their parenting. 
These occurred during the class as well as during the 
refreshment break. Almost within moments of each other, two 
parents made opposing comments. The father in the course 
sai~ that he was beginning to see that he was too lenient 
and did not always follow through on what he said. For him, 
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the course was making him "tighten up 11 more. The other 
parent, a mother, related an incident that occurred at home 
during the week. Apparently her daughter spilled some milk 
and she reacted to this in an uncustomary manner. Formerly, 
in such a case, she would scream and lecture. However, this 
time she showed little anger, told her daughter to hurry and 
get something to clean the spill, and said that "accidents 
happen.TI To this her daughter showed a combination o:f 
surprise and delight. 
There was one parent who gave the appearance o:f being 
rigid and per:fectionistic during the early part o:f the 
program. This pattern was also evident in her responses to 
the interview ~uestions on the PAS. Although she was a 
dedicated and caring parent, her commitment seemed to be 
more in terms o:f duty than in the satisfaction o:f inner 
needs. This parent manifested a slow and gradual 
transformation during the program. Toward the end she was 
able to laugh heartily and contribute verbally. Even her 
:facial expressiveness reflected more :flexibility and 
openness. 
This program which has been given in the past to parent 
groups, has gradually undergone improvement. One such 
improvement is the inclusion o:f dilemmas in the current 
study. In the :future, there are several more improvements 
that could be made. One o:f these involves the length o:f the 
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course. This could oe accomplished oy either extending the 
class meeting time to 2 1/2 or 3 hours or increasing the 
numoer of meetings to 15. Most of the participants felt 
that the course was too short. A second improvement could 
oe using pertinent films to enhance understanding of a 
particular concept or issue which is complex such as 
cognitive development. The inclusion of minority group 
memoers and fathers should also oe actively encouraged in 
programs of this type. Finally, pretesting on the PAS 
perhaps should oe done prior to participant selection to 
ensure the representation of all levels of parental 
awareness. In this regard it may also oe necessary to seek 
out those individuals who do function at higher levels. A 
truly mixed group may even oe more powerful in effecting 
growth in a greater numoer of its memoers. The current 
program was dominated oy people represen~ing level 2 
functioning on the PAS. Level 2 is, oy definition, 
Conventional, and more likely to occur in a random sampling 
process. The more homogeneous a group is in terms of 
parental awareness levels, the less opportunity is afforded 
for mutual growth stimulation. In parent intervention 
models which teach specific skills to its memoers, the need 
for variaoility among memoers is less crucial. In 
cognitive-developmentally oriented parent intervention 
programs the expertness of the parent is primary. This is 
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in sharp contrast to programs in which the knowledge or 
expertise resides within the leader or the materials. 
It would appear from the results of this study that a 
guided group discussion is a viable approach in developing 
higher levels of understanding of children and the parental 
role. The problem-solving component, in conjunction with 
child development information, appears to be a sound and 
reasonable way to meet the needs of parents who have or have 
not been exposed to other parent education or training 
programs. This study may, in part, compensate for the 
dramatic shift from programs that involve discussion but 
little information on the one hand, to those which emphasize 
a particular set of techniQues applicable to a specific set 
of behaviors or circumstances. Perhaps no program should 
underestimate the strong positive influence that parents 
have on each other and the strengths, experience, and wisdom 
which they bring to a group experience which, in turn, 
unleashes the potentials of their peers. Such "parent 
power 11 is the basis of a cognitive-developmental approach to 
parent education. 
Implications For Further Studies 
With regard to future research, several thoughts come to 
mind. First, there is a need to replicate the current 
study. The introduction of children into the program at 
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higher age levels may also have merit. For example, perhaps 
parents and their adolescent children could relfect on 
social, cognitive, and moral stages, and discipline with a 
view toward problem solving to facilitate growth in these 
areas. This would oe similar, out not identical to, the 
programs of Grimes (1974), Stanley (1979), and Savage 
(1981 ). The current program could also oe extended to 
special interest groups dealing with children spanning 
specific ages such as day care providers. Also, programs of 
this kind could oe introduced into school systems for mixed 
groups of parents and teachers. This could serve to unite 
parents and teachers around common concerns. Further 
modifications of the program could also oe made such as 
provisions for role-playing, the use of audio-visual 
materials, and the inclusion of a skill-building component 
relative to the needs of a particular group. 
Limitations of the Study 
There are several limiting factors which diminish 
definitive conclusions and generalization. The sample 
itself, besides oeing small, was composed of white, lower-
middle to middle class parents, most of whom were mothers. 
The fact that all members volunteered may have predisposed 
them to change. In addition, ooth measures used are recent 
and have no established validity. The Parental Awareness 
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Scale is in the process of being validated but the 
perceptions of Parental Behavior Inventory is not and may 
re~uire further refinement. While most parents did not have 
difficulty comprehending the complex issues in child 
development, one parent did. If there were more parents who 
had the same difficulty, the course may have had to move at 
a slower pace and employ more audio-visual techni~ues such 
as films. In a mixed group there needs to be sensitivity 
directed to the needs of those at the two ends of the 
spectrum in addition to those of the middle group. 
The course was a rewarding and enriching experience for 
the researcher, and it appeared likewise for the 
participants. The apparent success of this program strongly 
suggests that there is a large number of parents everywhere 
who would welcome the opportunity to participate in a 
comparable program. It behooves those in the helping 
professions to provide such a service and, therefore, to 
devote e~ual time to preventive efforts. Parents seem to 
become more aware of programs only after they are given. 
Also, reluctant parents are more likely to become involved 
in familiar and established programs that have less of a 
mental illness connotation. Perhaps it is not too 
far-reaching to say that it is every child's right to have a 
parent who has reached the level of pare~tal awareness of 
which he or she is capable. 
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Appendix A 
PARENT COURSE ANNOUN.CEMENT 
DEAR PARENT: 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO UNDERSTAND YOUR CHILD 
:S:ETTER? 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW HORE ABOUT HOW 
CHILDREN THINX, FZEI., AND ACT AT DIFFERENT 
AGES AND STAGES? 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO DISCUSS SUCH TOPICS AS 
TRUST, COMMUNICATION, DISCIPLINE, AND 
RESOLVING CONFLICT? 
IF YOU WOULD,THill~ COME TO A MEETING WHERE YOU WILL BE 
GIVEN MORE INFORMATION ABOUT A 12 -WEEK EVENING COURSE 
FOR PARENTS WHICH DEALS WITH THE PSYCHOlOGY OF CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT. THIS COURSE WILL BZGIN IN SEPTZMBER AND 
PARTICIPANTS WILL BE SELECTED ON A FIRST-COI1E JIRST:-
SERVE BASIS. THERE WILL BE NQ CHARGE. 
DATE: 
PLACE: 
TIME: 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 6, 1981 
ROBINSON SCHOOL 
7:00 P.M. 
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Appendix E 
INFORMED CONSENT 
Participant's Name Date 
-----
HProject Title · Teaching Child Development Principles to 
Parent.s: A Cogni ti ve·~Develo:pmental Approach 
Protocol No. ___________ __ 
Description of Study:_ The :purpose of this program is twofold! 
One objective is to eff'ect greater parental awareness which 
invol v~s an· improved abil.i ty on .. ~he part of parents in their 
thinking about raising· .children- -a.nd about children as people. 
Thecseoopd goal is improved parent-child relations. 
Strategies used to accomplish these objectives include 
the verbal and written presentation of child development 
principles and the posing of hypothetical and real parent-
child conflict dilemmas for participant solution. 
The program involves twelve two-hour sessions combining 
leader-presented material and group discussion. Regular 
attendance! and verbal participation are encouraged but not 
re(!uired. Any participant is free to withdraw at any time 
without a stated reason for doing so_and with no repur-
cussions. 
The objectives will be asse.ssed by three instruments .. 
One is an interv~ew questionnaire to be given to the 
parent. Another is a.checklist type of measure to be also 
completed by the parent. 9?he final measure is a checklist 
to be filled out by the school age child. . 
The questionnaire will be taped and transcribed :for 
later analysis. The .identity of each interviewee will 
remain anonymous as I will use only code numbers for ident-
if'ication purposes •. The names will be kept in a separate · 
place by me~- Upon completion of th~ study all_ id·en-tif:;z-ing 
'data w3:ll'8~ destroyed •. This includes erasure of all taJ;?es. 
The content of the questionnaire and. checklists. will 
involve __ questions about your feelings, attitudes, and/or 
behavior '8,$_a parent. _.Again, you and/or your chi·ld may . 
answer some questions and not others __ or none at· all. You 
may also terminate th~ assessment aspect of thestudy and 
still remain in the progr~. .. ·-
Risks and Discomfort.s: Aspects of the program may cause you 
. to experience uneasiness· over past and/or current child rear-
ing practices .•. Also there may be as many as three assessment 
sessions whic4 can involve up to five hours _in total and 
involve questions dealing with personal an~ sensitive issues. 
Since your spouse may not.have direct exposure to the prog~am, 
a discre.pancy may occur in -the·"are~ of· parental awareness. · 
This could lead to increased disagreement. oifer chi_J,d rearing 
practices between you .and -·your spouse. · 
.Potential Een-efi ts:· Parents who nave taken a versi·on o~ this 
progra.m,_in the past have reported j,.mprovecf self-c·onfidence, 
improved. j:>are-nt-cliild .. relationship.s,. l:ncreased understanding. 
of children in general and their own in particular, and. 
peaice~c.j:~ind_. Aside from personal bene:fi ts such as these,. 
this program could ultimately lead to the institution of 
similar p:rograms for parent~ resulting in greater parenting 
·insights and skills and increased-parental involvement in_ 
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~chools. 
"' '/ Consent: I hav:.e· !:f¥llY explained to 
---------------------------
the nature and purpose of·the above descri~:ae~~ocedure_and 
the risks that are involved ;in its per£ormance. I have 
answered ~d will answ_er _all questions to the best o:t my 
ability~ 
lSroJec't 1eader/interv-1ewer 
. .. -, -· . . ., 
l have been satis:factorily- inf'ormed of' the above_ 4-escrib~d 
procedure __ with its possible benefits and risks~ I give 
permi.ssion :for my and my child's partici,pation in the 
;erogr~. I' feel that the. _;pro·j ect leader/interviewer _will 
be availabl.e to answer any quest·ions _that I may have. If', 
at any time, I .:feel that niy questions have not been 
adequately answered, I may request to . speak with <; __ _ 
member of.. the Boston University· Clinical Resear()h _Review 
Committee. I. understand that I am .free to wi'thdraw thi.s · · 
i · eo~·sent· :ai1d _discontinue participation. in. this 'project 
at any·tiine •. I have received a copy of this :for~.. · 
signature of parent}:g:1,1ardian 
witness to l=l~_gn<:tures 
-~~~ 
~ 
·'--...- ... 
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Appendix C 
PARENTAL AWARENESS SCALE INTERVIEW 
1. Can you describe your children for me? 
2. What do you enjoy most about ? 
----~C~h~l~.l~d~o~r~C~h~l~.l~d~_-r_e_n ____ __ 
3. What do you find hardest to put up with? Why is that? 
How do you handle it? Why? How does it seem to work 
out? 
4. Every parent has to find some way to get children to do 
what they want them to do, and not to do what they feel 
they shouldn't do. vfuat do you rely on most to make 
your child(ren) mind you? 
Why do you use this method? 
How does it work out? Why? 
Do you feel that this is the best way? Why (not)? 
5. What do you feel children need most from their parents? 
ltlhy? 
6. What do you feel .is the most important goal of raising 
a child? 
Why? 
7. What should parents be able to expect from their child-
ren do you think? 
8. How have you learned to be a parent; what has been the 
most important influence on the way you are as a parent? 
9. What do you feel is the most .important influence on th.e 
way children turn out as adults? Why do you feel that 
way? 
-1 O'.;. How does someone know if they're a good parent? 
(Newberger, 1977, p. 147) 
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Appendix D 
PARENT BEHAVIOR INVENTORY 
(modi.i'ied) 
:Parent Form 
INSTRUCTIONS ~ 
I am interested in determining how you see yourself' behaving 
in relation to your child in a variety of situations common 
to parenting such as discipline, communication, etc. Please 
read each item and decide i.f the item rei'lects your behavior 
(is like you), shows how you are some of the time (somewhat 
like you), or does not describe you at all ( not like you). 
If you think the item is ~ you, circle L. 
If' you think the item is SOMEWHAT LIKE you, circle~· 
If you think the item is NOT LIKE you, circle ~· 
Please check the following: 
Mother __ _ Father • Other • Occupation. • 
---- ---- -----------------
. Date • Code No • 
--------------------
-----------------
Age of Referrent Child ______ • Sex of Child: M~J:e __ • Female 
Some-
What Not 
Like Like Like 
• 
I 
.. 
'• 
.. 
'• 
• 
I. 
o. 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
I tell my child how to spend his/her ~ree ·time·. . L 
I enjoy talking things over with my child. L 
I show my child physical a~~ection. L 
I let her/him decide how to do things we're L 
working on. 
I hit him/her when he/she misbehaves. L 
My·rules for her/him are ~air. L 
I show understanding o~ my child's problems or L 
worries. 
I spend very little time with my child. L 
I allow my child to choose his/her way of doing L 
things~ 
I am always telling my child to behave. L 
I show my child that I am interested in what L 
she/he is learning at school. 
I always listen to my child's opinions or ideas. L 
I respect my child's pr~£erred ways o~ doing L 
things. 
4. When my child does not obey me, I punish him/her. L 
5. To show how angry I am, I don't talk to my child L 
~or a long period o~ time. 
6. I forget to help my child when he/she needs L 
assistance on something. 
1. I do not allow my child to go very many places L 
because I fear ~or her/his sa~ety. 
8. I allow my child to choose hisiher own clothes L 
to wear. 
9·. I do not enjoy working 'With my child in the house L 
or yard. 
~0. I do things to cheer up my child when she/he is L 
sad. 
; 
~1. I tell my child that his/her ideas are silly. L 
~2. I don't let my child get away with anything. L 
~3. I allow my child to arrange her/his room to her/ L 
his liking. 
~4. I tell my child that he/she gets on my nerves. L 
~5. · I read with my child or discuss with her/him L 
what she/he has read; 
~6. I tend to use severe punishments on my child. 
~7. I do not hesitate to tell my child what is good 
for him/her. 
L 
L 
SL 
8~ 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
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Some-
What Not 
Like Like Like 
28. As a parent I tend to be more friendly than bossy 
to my child. 
· L .. SL 
29. 
30. 
31 • 
32. 
33. 
-
35. 
I do not show pleasure when working with my child. 
I show my child that I can see things from her/his 
point-of-view. 
The punishments I give to him/her are appropriate 
to the offense. 
I always keep after my child. 
When she/he does something wrong, I explain why it 
was wrong and what could have happened because of it. 
I tell my child what a problem or burden he/she 
is to me. . :. 
- ( 
- --
I._t.e.J;l my child how I have suffered in order to 
bring her/him up right. 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
36. I do not allow my child to decide things :for 
himself/herself. - L 
37. I usually give a warning or chance before giving a L 
punishment to her/him. 
38. I do not often talk with my child. . L 
39. I give my child a great deal of care and attention. L 
40. I do things to encourage my child to tell me what L 
may be on his/her mind. 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
L 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
' -~ 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
' 
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PARENT BEHAVIOR INVENTORY 
(modi:fied) 
Child Porm 
INSTRUCTIONS 
I would like to know how you see some o:f the things your 
mother or ~ather do with you. Please read each item and 
decide i:f it tells what your parent is like, somewhat 
like, or not like. 
I:f you think the item is LIKE your __________ , circle L. 
I:f you-think the item is SOMEWHAT LIKE( kind o:f like) your 
-----------' circle ~· 
I:f you think the item is NOT LIKE your ___________ , circle NL. 
Your Age 
---
Boy ____ • Girl ___ _ Code No. 
-------
DQt~----------------
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
1 o. 
1 1 • 
1 2. 
13. 
14. 
1 5. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 • 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
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Tells me how to spend my free time. 
Enjoys talking things over with me. 
Gives me hugs or kisses. 
Lets me help decide how to do things we're 
working on. 
Hits me when I'm bad. 
Has fair rules. 
Understands my problems or worries. 
Spends very little time with me. 
Lets me choose my own way of doing things. 
Always tells me to behave. 
Is interested in what I'm learning at school. 
Always listens to my ideas or opinions. 
Thinks my ways of doing things are good. 
Punishes me when I don't obey. 
Does not talk to me for a long time when angry 
at me. 
?orgets to help me when I need it. 
Doesn't let me go places because something might 
happen to me. 
A~lows me to pick my own clothes to wear. 
Does not like to work with me around the house or 
yard. 
Cheers me up when I'm sad. 
Thinks my ideas are silly. 
Never lets me get away with anything. 
Lets me fix my room the way I like it. 
Says that I get on his/her nerves. 
Reads with me or talks with me about what I read. 
26. Gives hard punishments. 
27. Tells me what is good for me. 
28. Is more friendly than bossy. 
29. Doesn't really enjoy doing things with me. 
30. Tries to understand how I see things. 
31. Gives fair punishments. 
32. Is always checking on me to see what I'm. doing. 
33. Explains to me what I did wrong and why it was 
wrong. 
34. Says that I'm a big problem and make her/his life 
hard. 
Some-
W'hat 
Like Like ~fie 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL lf.L 
L SL 1iL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L SL NL 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
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What Not 
I; ike Like Like 35. Tells me how.much he/she has suffered for me.· L SL NL 36. Doesn't let me dec~de .things for myself. L SL NL 
37. Gives a warning or chance before punishing. L SL NL 
38. Doesn't talk with me very much. L SL NL 
39. Gives me a lot of care and (lttention. L SL NL 
4-0. Is easy to tal.k to. L SL NL 
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.A~~endix E 
PARENT-CHILD CONFLICT DILEMMAS 
New Baby 
Sam is 3 1/2 years old and he has a two month old 
baby brother. At first he was excited about the baby, and 
gentle with him. Lately, he'll be hugging him one minute 
and before you know it, he'll hit him. Sam's:mother wants 
Sam to love his brother, but she doesn't want the baby to 
·be hurt, eith:er. 
1. 1r'lhat do you think Sam's mother should do? Why? 
2. How would you ex~lain Sam's kissing the baby one 
minute and hitting him the next? 
3. Do you feel that what Sam is doing is something a good 
child would do? What are your reasons for how you feel? 
When Sam's mother tried to talk with Sam about why he 
wants to hurt the baby, Sam said, HI don't want to hurt 
him. I love my baby brother. 11 
4. Could Sam be telling the truth, that he loves his baby 
brother, when he seems to want to hurt him? How would 
you ex~lain that? 
5. Could Sam have mixed feelings, or not really know how 
he feels? How would you ex~lain that? 
6. What should Sam's mother be able to ex~ect of Sam, do 
you think? Why? 
1. What should Sam be able to ex~ect of his mother? Why? 
(Newberger, 1977, ~. 152) 
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Working Mother 
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart have a ten year old daughter 
Susan. Mr. Stewart earns a good living, so that Mrs. 
Stewart doesn't have to work, but with Susan in school most 
of the day, Mrs. Stewart has.been feeling unhappy at home 
and wishing she could get out of the house. She decided to 
get a job, and after much looking, she found a wonderful 
secretarial job three days a week. She loves the job and 
feels much happier. The problem is that three days a week, 
Susan comes home to a babysitter. The sitter is a kind 
woman who does nice things with Susan, and whom Susan seems 
to like, but she told her mother that it's not the same as 
coming home to your own mother. Susan says that it's not 
fair for other children to have their mothers home every day 
and not she. Mrs. Stewart doesn't know what to do. She feels 
it isn't fair for her to give up her job when Susan has a 
kind, reliable babysitter, and she is much happier working 
than staying home. But she wants to be a good mother to 
Susan, too. 
1. What do you think a good mother would do? Why? 
2. Do you think Susan is being a good daughter by wanting 
her mother home every afternoon? Why (not)? 
3. Do you think Susan sees her mother working differently 
from how Mrs. Stewart sees·her working? How would you 
explain that? 
4. Do you think Mrs. Stewart might have mixed feelings 
about working? How would you explain that? 
5. Do you think Susan might have mixed feelings about her 
mother working? How would you explain that? 
6. What do you think is more important, that Susan have her 
mother home when she gets home from school, if that makes 
her happier, or that her mother have a job, if that makes 
her mother happier? vvha t are your reasons for the way you 
feel? 
(Newberger, 1977, pp. 150-151) 
.· .. · 
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Jimmy Fox 
Fifteen year old Jimmy· Fox had never been in serious 
trouble before, but one day his father got a call from the 
police station to say that Jimmy had been picked up with 
some other boys who had been caught shoplifting. Mr. Fox 
had to come and get Jimmy, and was told that he faced 
possible charges and would have to appear in court. The 
police officer gave Mr. Fox a lecture on being too 
permissive and on letting his son run around with tough kids 
and get into trouble. Jimmy insisted that he was innocent 
' that the other kids had done the stealing. Mr. Fox didnrt 
know whether to believe Jimmy. 
The next day, Mr. Fox was looking for a pen, and pulled 
opened Jimmy's drawer to see if he had one. He found a 
diary hidden there. He didn't know that Jimmy kept a dnary, 
and he wondered if he would have written inside about 
whether or not he had been stealing. 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
\fhat do you think Mr. Fox should do? Why? 
Could he have mixed feelings about reading the diary? 
How would you explain that? 
If he reads the diary, should he tell Jimmy he's read 
it? Why (not)? 
How would Jimmy feel if he found out his father had 
read his diary? How would it effect their relationship 
do you think? Why? 
Suppose Mr. Fox didnrt read the diary, and didn't tell 
Jimmy he saw it, but sat Jimmy down the next day and 
said, nTell me, did you really do it? 11 Jimmy squirmed 
in his chair and said, 11 Yes, Dad, I did." How would Mr. 
Fox feel and what should he do? Why? 
Why do you think Jimmy told his father that he did it? 
Wouldn't have been easier if he had continued to lie? 
\fuich do you feel is more important, that Jimmy did 
the stealing, or that he told the truth about it later? 
Why? 
Why do you feel itrs important for children to tell 
the truth? 
The police officer said that Mr. Fox was to blame for 
Jimmy's getting into trouble. How do you feel about 
that? 
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Jimmy Fox, cant: 
10. The kids Jimmy runs around with are tough and get into 
trouble, but Jimmy likes them a lot. Should Mr. Fox 
interfere, or does Jimmy have a right to choose his 
own friends? What are your reasons for how you feel? 
11. Could Jimmy see his friends differently from the way 
Mr. Fox does? How would you explain that? 
(Newberger, 1977, pp. 148-149) 
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A:p:pendix G 
PARENT COURSE EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
The :purpose of this questionnaire is to give you an opportunity to 
express your opinions about tl:lis course.This information will 
be very helpful in modifying the course to better meet the needs 
of parents who will be taking this course in the future.You do not 
have to sign this as it is intended to be anonymous in order that 
you may respond ~re~lj~and honestly~Please answer both sides o£ 
the sheet. 
WEre the hand-outs helpful to you and/or your s:pouse? 
:Did you share this info-rmation given and discuss the material 
in the course with your spouse? 
What did you like most about the course? 
What did you like least about the. course? What.could be improved? 
that this course has made an difference in the 
ip you have with your children? Please Explain. 
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:PLR:'\.SE RATE F.ACH ITEM 
5=Excellent 4=Good 3=Satisfactory 2=Fair 
CONTENT: 
I) Quantity of content covered ••••••••••••••• 5 
2) Quality of content covered •••••••••••••••• 5 
3~ Relevancy of content covered •••••••••••••• 5 
:PRESENTATION: 
4-) Course l leaders· knowledge o:! the subject •• 5 
5) Organization of subject matter •.•••••••••• 5 
6) Leader's weekly preparation •••• ~··········5 
7) Leader~ enthusiasm for subject ••••••••••• s 
8) Clarity and effectiveness of presentation.5 
9) . Interest in and understanding of parents •• 5 
0) H.esponsiveness to parents' questions •••••• 5 
MATERIALS: 
1) Clarity in describing course content and 
goals ..•.. ...................................... 5 
2) .Us efulnBss· · o:f:.:.handouts •••••••••••••••••••• 5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
!=Poor 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3) Level of istruction \vas Pace of Course Lengfu11 of Course 
(check one) 
Too simple Too slow Too long 
Too difficult Too fast Too short 
Average Average Average 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~ Comments: Please feel free to comment freely on anything you feBl 
may not have been covered in this questionnaire but 
you feel is worth mentioning. 
l1 
1 
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INTERVIEWS Appendix H 
I'D :LIKE TO START BY HAVING YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREN FOR ME. 
Describe em? Oh, that's kinda hard. How about devils, Really 
That's it. 
WHAT KIND OF J?EOJ?LE ARE THEY? 
That I don 1 t really know. 
CAN YOU TELL HE SOiv'IETHING ABOUT EACH ONE OF THEM? 
Jason likes to draw and that's about it. Andiplay with toys 
all day long. That's it. r1y daughter gets into trouble 
constantly. I don't know. I doh't know how to describe them. 
THE WAY YOU DID DESCRIBE THEM SEEiv'IED TO SUGGEST THEY WERE 
DIFFERENT FROM EACH OTHER. HOW DO YOU EXJ?LAIN THAT? 
He just don't wanna do his work in school. He's smart and he 
just don'.t wanna do it. 
j DO YOU KNOW WHY? 
·Yea, he wants attention. There's no one around here to :play 
with so he wants me all the time. And I can't do that all 
the time. 
, AND YOUR DAUGHTER? 
Lwell, she wants her daddy. 
\'THY DO YOU THINK ONE WANTS YOU AND THE OTHER WANTS YOUR 
HUSBAND? 
I don't know. See I never had anyone either. That's why I'm 
taking yo.ur course. 
YSS, :BUT I'M JUST INTERESTED IN YOUR IDEAS A::SOUT THINGS? 
I don't know! I try. 
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY A::SOUT EACH ONE OF THEf1? 
He sits with me at night and talks to me. I don't know! 
This interview is kinda tough. I don't know. I never really 
sat and thought. 
HOW A::SOUT YOUR DAUGHTER? 
She's little. 
\vHY DO YOU LIKE THAT A::SOUT Hi!JR? 
See, I never learned too much when I was growing u:p. No 
mother, no father, I don't know. I like her cause she's 
little and maybe I can teach her something. I don't know. 
See how I'm saying I don't know, I don't know. That's why 
I didn't want this interview. I didn't think you'd :pick me. 
I 
i 
[ 
1 
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That's why I'm going to see you to get some pointers. I feel 
like an idiot. You .. ~re asking me all these questions and I'm 
having a hard time with them. I need some help that's why 
I thought it(your course) would help me. Instead of giving 
of all the answers to you that I don't know(you should be 
giving them to me). 
~ 
HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR KIDS FEEL ABOUT YOU .AS .A PARENT OR ADUlT? 
They're not too happy with me cauBe I'm always telling them 
to get in here, do this, do that, stay in the yard, don't 
leave the yard. You know what I mean? .And so I don't think 
they're too happy with me.uaddy comes home and buys them ice 
cream and that solves the :problem. I don't know. 
WHAT DO YOU FIND HARDEST TO PUT UP WITH? 
I don't know. Well, they don't listen, for one. I try to talk 
to them and tell them to stay in the yard. They don't listen 
and go right next door. They take· off on me. 
WHY DO YOU THINK THAT IS? 
I discipline them at the wrong times. That's :probab+y it and 
I yell too much. 
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THAT? 
I don'~ know. Sometimes I let things go too easily. Other 
times I'm too hard on them. I don't know. I guess It more or 
less depends on my mood. 
WH:B1N THEY DON'T DO WHAT YOU SAY HOW DO YOU HANDLE IT? 
Sometimes I just smack em in the bum or tell them to go to 
bed. It varies. 
\'lHY DO YOU USE THESE METHODS? 
cause they don't listen to me any other way. I don't know. 
If I just tell em they don't listen. 
HOW DOES IT WORK OUT WHEN YOU DO THAT? 
!For a day or 2 alright. A~ter that, they're immune. Not that 
~ beat them, I don't. 
WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE BEST \YAY TO SOLVE DISAGREEMENTS AJ!IONG 
PARENTS AND CHILDREN? 
I really don't know. If I knew I'd be a genius, huh? 
WHAT SHOULD PARENTS DO WHEN THEY'RE WRONG? 
I don't know. Apologize. Tell them they were wrong. 
WHY? 
Let them know that the mother was wrong for a change. 
)t 
1 
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\'fRAT DO YOU THINK THAT DOES FOR THE KIDS? 
it sets them on the right track, I guess. I don't know. 
I've accused my son. He was in this thing for stealing. 
Just minor things at school and all. One time I did accuse 
him wrongly and I apo~ogized. He felt better. 
HOW J)([J) HE REACT? 
Well, he stopped crying for one. No, because I've had a lot 
of problems with him. taking things. Amn. he's so great at 
lying. Terrific. I even had the teacher down here. 
WHY DO Y011I THINK HE LIES? 
I don't know! 
ANY IDEAS ON IT? 
No I don't. 
HOW DO YOU HANDLE IT WHEN HE LIES? WHAT J)O YOU DO? AND HOW J)O 
YOU TifOW HE'S LYING? 
Punish him. I don't. Most of the time he does(lie) though. 
Sometimes you can see it in his face,~and sometimes you can't. 
I just tell them to go into their room and think about it. 
Eventually if you keep talking to them it comes out. 
HOW DOES THAT HAPPEN? 
Well, I keep talking to them and asking did you do it, did 
you do it. It probably drives them crazy. 
AND THEN WHAT HA:PPENS? 
Finally he admits it after awhile,yes. I'm not the perfect 
mother. 
"EVERY PARENT HAS TO FIND SOME WAY TO GET THEIR CHILDREJ:'.T TO DO 
WHAT THEY WANT THEM TO J)O AND NOT TO DO WHAT THEY FEEL THEY 
SHOULDN'T DO. WHAT J)O YOU RELY ON MOST TO MAKE YOUR KIDS MIND? 
Maybe bed. They don't like to go to bed. 
WHY J)O YOU USE THAT METHOD? 
It's better than slapping them, right? They like to stay out 
in the yard. 
WHY DO YOU THINK THAT IS BETTER THAN SLAPPING THEH? 
Cause I don't like slapping em. 
HOW DOES IT WORK OUT? 
Like I said, it lasts for a few days. Maybe my authority, 
maybe my voice isn't deep enough, I don't know. 
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lDO YOU FEEL THIS IS THE :BEST WAY TO DEAL WITH THEN? I don't know. Just, it works sometimes £or me, that's all. 
"dRAT DO YOU F:SJ:illJ CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR PARENTS? 
Love. 
\vHY IS THAT? 
That's something I never had that I know of. 
WHAT DOES LOVE DO FOR THEM? 
It turns them on the right track. 
WHAT DO YOU rviEKN BY RIGHT TRACK? 
They wouldn't be bad all the time. Sometimes my kids give me 
a hard time. They fight between themselves. 
HOW DO YOU EXPRESS LOVE? 
The things I do: feed em, clean em up, hug em a lot, kiss 
em. That's the way I show em. They eat. 
HOW DO YOUR KIDS SHOW LOVE? 
r1y daughter comes over to me and says, momma I love you. 
She hugs me. 
VIHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST HllPORTANT GOAL IN RAISING A 
CHILD? 
To make em better adults. 
\vHAT DOES THAT I1EAN? 
I sup~ose it's something that they wanna do. They don't get 
in trouble. I don't know. Not go to jail. Someone who does 
what they wanna do. I don't know. I'm stuck here. 
SOHEONE WHO DOES WHAT THEY V/ANT TO DO? 
No I don't mean that. I don't know. I feel like a little 
kid. You know I haven't been to school in years. 
\ 1fHY IS THAT INJ?ORTANT FOR THEM TO BE THAT KIND OF PERSON? 
Well, I don't want to be bad and I don't want my Kids to be 
bad. 
WHAT SHOULD PARENTS BE ABLE TO EXPECT FR01·1 THEIR CHILDREN DO 
YOU THINK? 
Respect? 
WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THAT? 
/ 
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Well, I don't want my son or daughter talking back to me. 
That's one thing I don•t like. 
WHY IS THAT? 
I never could do it when I was a kid. I£ I said shut up I'd 
get a you know. 
WHY DO YOU THINK KIDS TALK BACK? 
Well they're trying to let out their feelings I know but it just 
don't sound right.even £rom a 2 1/2 year old when they stand 
there and tell you know. She tells me to shut up. 
DO YOU KNOW WHY THAT GETS TO YOU? 
I don't know it just does. I guess £rom it 1 s all the times 
that I've been told it 1 s. I don't want to hear it from my, 
I guess it's handed down. I don't know. 
HOW HAVE YOU LEARNED TO BE A PARENT? WHAT'S BEEN THE MOST 
IMPORTANT INFLUENCE ON THE WAY YOU ARE AS A PARENT? 
I haven't. Just being a parent. I don't know. 
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THAT? 
No, I can't. I don't know. I 1 m me. That's it. I can't give 
you all these answers cause I've never sat down and thought 
about them. I just automatically do things that I have to do. 
WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN. YOU"RE NOT SURE HOW TO HANTILE SOMETHING? 
Tell them to go to their room. No. ence or twice. 
WHY? 
Why not? It's easier I guess. 
vlHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IJviPORTANT INFLUENCZ ON THE WAY 
CHILTIREN TURN OUT AS ADULTS? 
Their parents. 
IN WHAT WAY? 
It's how the parents act I guess. 
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THAT? 
Not really. 
SO ARE PARENTS TO BLAME FOR THEIR CHILD GETTING INTO TROUBLE? 
Part o£ it I guess. 
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THAT? 
T'm,heen nutting it ~ftie interview) o££ you know. I just Lion "t Know. 
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HOW D03S SOJVIEON3 KNOW IF THEY,RE A GOOD PARENT? 
Their child turns out right I guess. 
V/HY IS THAT? 
·If he turns out to be a doctur or a lawyer. I don't even 
know if that's the right answer. 
WHAT DID THE PARENT DO TO MAKE THIS HAPPEN? 
They did something right. A lot of love and affection. 
WHAT DO YOU THINK SAM'S HOTHER SHOULD DO? 
ZXplain to Sam or try to keep the baby away. The same 
problem with me. I try to tell him he could help,changing 
the diapers and getting the powaer. 
NHAT WILL THAT DO? 
It can make him feel that he wasn't left out. Part of the 
family and he's getting the same love the baby is getting. 
He dislikes the baby because he was the only one before the 
baby came. 
HOW WOULD YOU EXPLAIN SAM HITTTING THE BABY ONE NINUTE AND 
KISSING HIH THE NEXT? 
Same thing. 
[
, DO YOU FEEL SAM IS DOING SOMETHING A GOOD CHILD WOULD DO? 
A normal child yes. I've heard before they're jealous. 
They were the only one before and now they're not. 
WHEN SAM t S MOTHER TRIED TO TALK \VI TH HD1 ABOUT HURTING THE 
BABY, SAM SAID I :fi!ON'T WANT TO HURT HD1, I LOVE MY BABY 
BROTHER. COULD SAM BE TELLING THE TRUTH? 
He could be loving the baby one minute. He's jealous, about 
what his parents are doing. The little one needs more care 
than the bigger one. I'm having the$me problem. 
COULD SAM HAVE MIXED FEELINGS AND NOT KNOW HOW HE REALLY FEELS? 
Cause he's only a little kid. He can't get all his thoughts 
together at once. 
\'/HAT SHOULD SAM'S MOTHER BE ABLE TO EXPECT OF SAM DO YOU 
THINK? 
Not too much. He's still gonna be jealous.till he got a 
little older to understand. 
WHAT SHOULD SAM BE ABLE TO EXPECT OF HIS IviOTHER? 
If"it was me, grouchy. She should be understanding. 
HOW WOULD SHE SHOW THAT? 
- -' 
c -/tJ PAG]j) - 1J2l., ,. 
\Yell, he could hel:p. That's what they tillld me. 
\'lHO? 
At the hospital. Let him hel:p, get the diapers, you kn?w, 
:powder, whatever you need, the bottle. 
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T-8 :Pretest 
IT'D LIK3 TO START BY HAVING YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREl'T FOR ME. 
The oldest is eleven. She·fs a girl. Her name is Laurie. She's 
a sensitive child. But, very stubborn sometimes.and strong 
willed. Sometimes she doesn't show her feelings much at all. 
She's very helpful around the house when she wants to be. Some-
times ~hen I want her to do something she'll put on the stub-
born act. on the whole she's a bright child. She's very help-
ful to me. I thank God that she is so helpful because my son's 
quite the opposite. MY son is ten years old. He is very af-
fectionate. He is maybe immature for his age. I know he is 
immature for his age. Sometimes he's babyish. Being a single 
parent I sometimes wonder what I can do to help him on that 
score but, I've had him in hockey programs and baseball and 
things like that to have him be more aware of having a man a-
round to look up to. Someone worthwhile to emulate. He's 
not the type to pic~ up behind himself and he could care less 
about his appearance. He likes boyish kinds o£ things. He 
likes fishing, bikeriding and the typical things. He likes 
to do things outside. That's a help to me at his age. I'm 
finally getting some help £rom my kids. I love them both very 
much and I think the feeling is mutual. We're religious, very 
religious to the point we go every week to church. We're 
catholic and we look up to God a lot. We 1 ve got a good hones-
ty, integrity kind o£ thing, between us. 
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT EACH ONE OF THEM? 
They're both lovable, a£f~ctionate, love to be carressed and 
kissed. MY daughter is a great help in the house and I really 
do appreciate that. My son, when he wants to, can be a great 
help outside. He's more o£ an outside person. They're just 
two different ped~le and I love them for themselves. It 1 s hard 
to try and pick out one thing. The whole thing is what I 
love about them. 
HOW DO YOU ACCOUNT FOR THE WAY THEY ARE THAT MAKES YOU :ENJOY 
THEM? OR WHY DO YOU ENJOY THEM BEING THAT WAY? 
I believe in counting my blessings rather than getting on their 
backs. Although I do try to improve their bad habits. I am 
one that if I see something that's good in them I praise them 
about it. A~d Lbring that to the foreground so they can feel 
good about the~selves. MY son is an artist. He's got a pen-
cil and paper in his hand all the time. I'm constantly pr-
aising him for that and he's really gotten good. MY daughter 
is good too although she doesn 1 t like drawing~ That's probably 
his main attribute--being so artistic. Maybe that's why he's 
so sensitive. 
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE PRAISING DOES FOR HIM? 
The difference between being stubborn and being very helpful. 
If I praise him he can do three times as much as if I got on 
his back. I notice the praising and being with him and working 
.with him, I'll get three times as much out of him instead o£ 
\limiting him to do something. 
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WHY DO YOU THINK THAT IS SO? 
It's because we're showing our·love and we're being with them. 
We're giving them our time. I do a lot of that. I try to. 
, My kids know they're wanted and loved· There 1 s times when they 
push me too hard. If they feel loved they feel as though they 
want to do more for you. 
V/HY DO YOU THINK THAT IS? 
To win approval. To make you happy. Things like that. 
HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR KIDS FEEL ABOUT YOU AS A PARENT OR AS 
AN ADUlT? 
Sometimes my daughter thinks that I'm the world's worst parent 
because I'm constantly on her. Then other times when I say 
I'm the worst parent they'll say, 11 0h mommy, mommy, you're the 
best.n I really think they think I'm a good parent but1 I'm 
lacking in a lot of things I'm sure. IJ;j.S'ecu:r~ about being a 
parent and being by myself I lack that support. 
IS THAT WHY YOU THINK TH:EY MIGHT FEEL THAT WAY ABOUT YOU? 
On the whole I think they think I'm a good parent. They love 
me for it. They think I 1 m doing a good job. 
\iffiy IS THAT? 
Because I've shown my love. I've tried to be a go.od example. 
Also a disciplinarian. I'm not totally without discipline. 
I 1 m sensitive towards their needs and I'm here when they need 
me. ( ~J HOW DO YOU EXPRESS YOUR LOVE? HOW IS THAT SHOWN? 
Different ways. I 1 ll go up and hug them if they do something 
super for me. or give them a kiss. I'm not one for not 
giving them any outward affection. I sometimes buy them a 
little thing if I 1 m shopping and I know they really want it. 
If they've been especially good that week I 1 ll take them 
out on a sort of mystery ride to Mac Donald's or something. 
HOW ABOUT DISCIPLINE? WHAT IS THAT? 
The last resort is to use force. That's when I've had the 
total limit and nothing else's worked. I have to use two 
different kinds of discipline because they're so different 
people. I find that my son is one that likes fo'od and TV 
and I'll pull these things away from him. I1Y daughter, I 
just have to use verbal commands with her and she'll get to 
a point where she realizes I'm extremely mad. Most of the 
time I can talk her into doing certain things just in a nor-
mal tone of voice. She's really more understanding than 
he is. she's getting the gist that I really need her help 
about certain things and she's very sensitive in that way. 
nut with my son, its pull the little goodies away, like the 
TV, and pool. 
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WHAT no YOU FINn HARTIEST TO :PUT U:P WITH? 
.Answering oack. saying no when you want them to do something. 
;Untidiness in my son. Those are the basics. 
'VlHY no THESE THINGS BOTHER YOU? 
!Because when they say no, its outright disobeying. and I can't 
'see that. It's disrespect and I don't like that. Not too many 
people do. That's the worse thing. .As £ar as untidiness in 
:my son, I can see where he's coming £rom because I was much like 
1 that as a child. So I sort o£ steer him into better habits. 
1It also builds up. I£ you leave something down today then to-
lmorrow you'll have twice as much. My daughter and I are tired 
jand a£ter ten years it'saoout time he pulls his own weight~ 
iHOW no YOU HANnLE SOME OF THIS TALKING BACK, .ANSWl!JRING l!JTC.? 
I sort o£ just stand my ground and tell them to get the hell 
in here and get busy •. I do have a paddle. I call it a seat 
warmer. I use it very rarely out it does work when everything 
else £ails. But, I just sort of go for it and they get in 
here. 
HOW DOES IT WORK OUT? 
I win out. 
WHY IS THAT? 
Because I'm their mother and I believe that they should do it. 
Then too there's the element o£ religion. Now they're learning 
it~ a sin to be disobedient to your parent. It 1 s one o£ our 
ten commandments. You sometimes have to pull that in and say 
i£ you don'tstart smartening up you'll have to go to con£ess-
ion. That works too because they want to be good in the eyes 
of God too. 
EVERY :PARENT HAS TO FIND SOMEWAY TO GET CHILDREN TO DO WHAT THEY 
WANT THEIYI TO no OR NOT TO no WHAT THEY FEEL THEY SHOULDN 11 T no. 
VJ'H.AT no YOU RELY ON MOST TO MAKE YOUR CHILDREN MINn YOU? 
verbal commands. 
CAN YOU EXPLAIN HOW THAT WORKS? 
I just tell them that they have to do it. It's part o£ being 
part of our £amily. If you want to oe part of our family you 
do it. It's because I'm your mother that I demand you to come 
in here or demand you to do this. Usually it doesn't take 
too much. I really don't have to rely on the paddle too much. 
It's a matter of getting them to realize I'm mad. Sometimes 
I have to count for my son. I give him two seconds and by 
the time two comes he's on his way. 
HY no YOU THINK THAT THAT WORKS? THAT YOU DON"T HAVE TO USS 
HE :PAnnLE MOST OF THE TII1E? 
s a child we had to instill in them as they grew up what the 
/ 
0 
.I 
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lines were. As a baby I always was one that i£ I said no, I 
meant no. I£ they said no to me I gave them a little rat-tat-
tat on their bum. I let them know that I was very upset. 
Showing discipline at an early age so I don't have to use that 
quite as much. Although you get other worries coming along. 
SO THEYlTGENERALLY DO WHAT YOU WANT THEivl TO? 
Pretty much. 
DO YOU F~EL THAT THIS IS THE BEST WAY? 
Sort o£. The reasoning -part is o£ .. my daughter. She's to 
the point I can really reason with her,and explain the way I 
feel and the way she should be feeling. It's really work-
ing very well with her. My son is oblivious to it. 
· VIHY DO YOU THINK THAT THAT WAY IS WORKING \'liTH HER AND NOT 
WITH HIIvl. 
Because she's more mature. For my son, I really do think he's 
very immature. He's like a year behind in his age bracket. 
As a matter of fact I just recently had to make a decision 
that he be retained in the grade that he's in. ] guess it's 
common for boys.. The more I talk to people the more I realize 
that boys are not the same level as girls. She seems to be 
so much more mature. Maybe its because it's the first child 
too. 
DO YOU MEAN BY l'1ATURITY? 
Being able to do things that you sort o£ expect of that age 
bracket. I have a good comparison because my da~ghter is only 
a year different • I see a drastic difference between the 
two. I'm sort o£ using her as the guage £or my son and I can 
see the difference. I look around at her peers and see that 
she is mature £or her age. She's more responsible 1 I think. 
WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED MOST FROM THEIR PARENTS? 
Love first. security. Definite security. To £eel that their 
home is secure. I think love, mainly. 
WHY? 
Without it, it 1 s such a hollow kind of family. tf there's 
nothing showing there, it's very sad. 
WHAT DOES THAT LACK OF LOVE DO? 
They rebel. They don't care. If you don't care why should I 
care? They get rebelious. You know, vandalism, delinquency. 
WHAT DO THOSE THINGS INDICATE? 
Well, they're trying to get back at the parents £or not showing 
anything toward us. They try to hurt them. 
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WHAT .ABOUT SECURITY? HOW TIO YOU GET IT? 
You try to maKe your home as though it's there and it's not 
going to be taken away from you. Money is important but its 
not the end of everything. It has to be part of it but it's 
material and not such a big thing. A lot of people think I'm 
crazy. As long as I have the basics for my children and we 
seem to be getting along fine, the Lord will provide us with 
what we need. And, to have a lot of extra stuff is immaterial 
to me. I tell the kids that money is good but it's not a god 
to worship. 
HOW TIO YOU THINK THEY TIEVELOP THIS FEELING OF SECURITY? 
\l{ell, knowing I'm here all the time. And, knowing I'm there 
when they need me. It is the basic thing. To have me there. 
To have my family, too. My mother and father live down the 
street. The relatives are very close. 
WHAT TIOES LOVE ANTI SECURITY TIO FOR THEM? 
It gives them a sense of well-being and happiness. \•lholeness. 
'WHY ARE THOSE IMPORTANT? 
That's what we live for, I guess. 
WHAT TIO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILTI? 
That they be a good upstanding citizen. Especially religj_ous. 
I'm not to the point were they feel I'm a fanatic. They are 
a part of it and they want to be. I'm the example and they 
sort of try to emulate that a little bit • 
. HOW DOSS THAT HAPPEN? 
BY being a good example and trying to do right. And, not wrong. 
In every way. And not to tolerate any of this stuff that goes 
on out there. In your home it's a safe haven. 
~ WHAT TIOES IT MEAN TO BE AN UPSTANTIING CITIZEN? 
To be respected, to have high integrity. To show people you 
;are intelligent and deal with them compassionately. 
I 
!WHY ARE THOSE THINGS ITviPORTANT? 
:well I think it 1 s the basis of a moral society. And to be other-
~ise is not upstanding. 
i 
\VHAT SHOULD PARENTS BE ABLE TO EXPECT FROM THEIR CHILTIREN? 
Love in return. If they can be helpful along the way and be 
·unselfish towards you and towards the family members, I think 
it 1 s a good start. 
HY? 
ecause to be unselfish and loving is to get it in return. I f 
' / 
' 
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you're like that to one person, they're bound to give it back 
to you. 
HOW HAVE YOU L3ARNE:D TO BE A PARElifT? WHAT 11 S BEEN THE TviOST IJ.VI-
PORTANT INFLUENCE ON THE WAY YOU ARE AS A PARENT? 
, :Definitely the way I was raised. 
l 
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THAT? 
They were terrific parents and I want to be like them. They 
have the highest regard for people. And, they're very re-
ligious people. I'm just trying to do the same thing. 
WHAT :DO YOU :DO WHEN YOU 11 RE NOT SURE HOVl TO HAN:DLE SOM:t.:THING? 
If it's an immediate problem then you just try and hope that 
you make the right decision. 
HOW :DO YOU KNOW IF YOU HAVE? 
Usually you'll find out some way that you did it right or you 
did it wrong. other times I'll consult my parents and my fam-
ily and get sort of a sounding board effect. Like ·the thing 
with my son being retained, there was a lot of opinions about 
that. 
WHAT :DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFLUENCE ON THE WAY 
CHILDREN TUIDif OUT AS A:DULTS? 
:Being a good example as a parent. 
WHY? 
:Because without a good example as a parent, they don't have 
anyone to emulate. They have no role to follow. 
: HOW :DO THEY TURN OUT IF THEY HAVE NO ROLE TO FOLLOW. WHAT 
HAPPENS? 
They sort of bump along and become a product of the envirDnmet 
ARE PARENTS TO :BLAME FOR A CHIL:D GETTING IN TO TROUBLE? 
,In some respects the parents are to blame. :But, then there's 
;the environment, the peers and the pressures involved. So, you 
•try your best and you give them a. good example. You have to 
trust them and give them their respect. 
HO\v :DOES THIS TRUST WORK? WHAT :DO YOU filEAN :BY TRUST? 
You haveto think that you've raised them with good enough morals 
and good enough rules to go by that when they're away from you 
they're going to do the best. 
HOW :DOES THAT \10RK? 
You just sort of hope you did your best and that it works. That 
. ~ .. 
~(~ 
z; ~J 
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they've learned their lessons well. 
H0\1 IlOES SOI'1EOlifE KNOW IF THEYtrRE A GOOil PARENT? 
I don't know i£ we really do know. I QUestion my judgement 
all the time. I am very insecure with this role as a ·parent. 
A single parent is even more o£ a burden to me. But I do 
rely on my religion and strength that I draw .from it. I sort·c 
o.f ask £or help .from them too. I just hope that I am a good 
parent. 
HAVE YOU A1TY IIlEAS ABOUT HOW YOU WOULil Kl\fOW IF YOU ARE A 
GOOil PARENT? 
I.f you have good children who seem to give you back what you 
give them. 
WHAT IlO YOU MEAN BY GOOil? 
Children who are pretty good in doing what you ask and by being 
there when you need their support. 
WHAT IlO YOU THINK MR. FOX SHOULil IlO? 
I wouldn't look at the diary. 
WHY NOT? 
Because it is private. I wouldn't want my children to look 
at things I wrote in privacy. So why should I do that to 
them. 
COULil HE HAVE MIXEil FEELINGS ABOUT REAiliNG THE IliARY? 
You'd be tempted to read it. But, I wouldn't do it. 
HOW WOULil YOU EXPLAIN THE FACT THAT HEns TEMP:EEil Br£l HE IlOESN 11 T? 
I You'd naturally want to know whether he was telling the truth. 
\ Whether to trust your judgment. 
IF HE REA:DS THE :DIARY, SHOUL:D HE TELL JIMMY HE11 S REA:D IT? 
!I.f you're going to read it, be honest enough to admit you've 
:read it. 
WHY? 
Because it's dishonest to do it otherwise. 
-
HOW WOUL:D JIMMY FEEL IF HE FOUN:D OUT HIS FATHER REA:D HIS :DIARY? 
He wouldn't trust him too much .from there on out, I think. 
You don't go into private things. 
HOW WOUL:D THIS AFFECT THEIR RELATIONSHIP? 
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'Probably hurt it for some time to come.The father would have 
to build up that trust again, I think. 
SUPPOSE NR. FOX :DI:DN 11 T REA:D THE :DIARY AN:D :DIJJNUT TELL JIMMY 
HE SAW IT :BUT SAT JIIITI>TY :DOWN THE NEXT :DAY AN:D SAI:D, llTELL MEH 
11 :DI:D YOU :DO IT?tt AN:D JIMIVJ:Y SAI:D, 11 YES, :DA:D, I :DI:D. 11 HOW 
WOUL:D I1R. FOX FEEL AN:D WHAT SHOUL:D HE :DO? 
He'd be glad that the child told him the truth. And, that he 
owned up to the fact that he did something stupid. We all 
do that some time or another. Admonish him and tell him not 
to do it again. It's a record against himself. · 
WHY WOUL:D HE TAKE THAT APPROACH? 
:Because it's good to h ave him be honest with the father in the 
first place. It takes a lot of guts to actually come out and 
say it. And, to give him that credit. 
WHY :DO YOU THINK JIMMY TOLIJ HIS FATHER THAT HE IJIIJ IT? WOULIJNllT 
IT HAVE BEEN EASIER TO LIE? 
He was brought up to tell the truth. And, he's honest enough 
to show his father that he owns up to the fact he did it. 
WOULIJN 11 T IT HAVE BEEN EASIER IF. HE WERE TO LIE? 
Much easier. 
WHICH :DO YOU THIN~ IS MOST IMPORTANT? THAT JIMMY IJI:D THE 
STEALING OR THAT HE TOLIJ THE TRUTH ABOUT IT LATER? 
He shouldn't have done it in the first place. If he was 
brought up properly ma~be he would have resisted that tempta-
tion. That he was honest was second. 
WHY :DO YOU PUT THEIVJ: HT THAT OR:DER? 
' :Because I hold dishonestly and stealing in a high category as 
far as offences. 
WHY :DO YOU FEEL IT 11 S IMPORTANT FOR CHILIJREN TO TELL THE TRUTH? 
Without our word being honest, we're not too much of a person. 
And I try to instill that in the kids. 
THE POLICE OFFICER SAIIJ MR. FOX WAS TO :BLANE FOR Jil'11''1Y 11 S GET 
TING INTO TROUBLE. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT? 
well you raise them as best you can and give them the examples 
' then its up to them to do with what you give them. I wouldn't 
put the blame on the father if he was a good father. 
THE KIIJS JIMivrY RUNS AROUN:D WITH ARE TOUGH ANIJ GET INTO 
TROUBLE :BUT HE LIKES THEN A LOT. :DOES MR. FOX HAVE A RIGHT 
TO INT~RFERE OR :DOES JIMIVJ:Y HAVE A RIGHT TO CHOOSE HIS OWN 
FRI :B)}T:DS? 
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·l/I'm afraid that I would have a lot to say about the children my 
kids hang around with. And, I would pull things away from them 
if they found it necessary to go against my wishes. You can 
only explain to them and hope they see the others as they are. 
COUL:D JU1IviY SEE HIS FRIEN:DS :DIFFERENTLY FROM THE WAY MR. FOX 
:DOES AN:D HOW WOUL:D YOU EXPLAIN THAT? 
They might be more exciting and have more fun in his eyes but 
if he steps back a little and looks at what kind of fun and 
the kind of harm it 1 s doing • If the father points this out 
and gets the child to looK at a different point of view, he 
might get the child to understand what he 1 s trying to tell him. 
HOW :DOES MR. FOX SEE THE KI:DS? 
If they're being Vlelous and harmful to the son, I would prob-
ably feel the same way. 
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T-5 (Post-Post) 
I'D LIKE YOU TO DESCRIBE YOUR CHILDREfif :FDR ME. 
I have three children. Eilly will be 12 in June; Tommy is' 9; and Laura will 
be five in August. They're very different children. :Silly is becoming 
independent in his ••• he 1 s nearly a teenager. He's an emotional child, a 
spontaneous child, rather even tempered. Tommy is agressive and boisterous 
and full of the devil; he's fun, he's a lot of fun. He's the 9-year-old. He's 
bright in school; he's QUick. He's an actor and is fun to be with. Laura, the 
first girl after two boys, is an experience and we get a lot of kicks out of 
her. She's also very verbal and bright and agressive. :Sut they're all very 
different children. 
WHY DO YOU THINK THEY'RE SO DIFFERENT? 
I think they're very different because they were all brought up in our life-times, 
in my husband 1 s and my lifetime, in three different "spots'' for us. :Silly was 
born when I was 19, and I was growing up too. So he was brought up maybe different 
than Tommy was. Tommy was the middle child and you try to correct the mistakes 
you matte with the first child. Laura was born five years after Tommy, so she 
was a real surprise. And you relax so much after each child, and you worry less 
about some things, sometimes you worr y more. :Sut I think they were probably 
all born at different times, and they're individuals foremost. And for that 
reason they're different too. :Sut I think that we try different things with 
each one, and so they grow differently. 
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY IDST AIDUT EACH ONE OF THEM? 
They're funny children. :Silly's a lot like my husband, but emotionally he's 
a lot like me. He's QUick to be emotional. He's the oldest, and I've spent a 
lot of individual time with him. He was mine for 2~ years before Tommy was born, 
so he and I ••• I guess there's a special closeness for your first child. 
Tommy's just like I am, and full of the devil, into all kinds of mischief. But 
he's fun. I have to pull him out of a lot of scrapes, but it's fun. And Laura, 
f course, I'm enjoying tremendously because she's the little girl in the family. 
HOW DO YOU THINK THEY FEEL AI01JII YOU AS A PAREJ\1T OR ADULT? 
I think they have very ambivalent feelings. :Silly's at the point where he 
thinks he's a much better parent than I am and can tell me what to do. I don't 
think he thinks I'm a bad parent. I think all children compare their friend's 
parents to their parents, and they see how nice their friend's parents are cause 
they're not there in the thick of things. So I get that from time to time; 
noh, you're mean, and you don't let me do things so-and-so's llXlther does.u I 
think Laura is four and she thinks I'm terrific. She doesn't realize; she 
hasp't begun to compare. I don't think they think I'm a bad parent; I think 
they think they would like me to change here or there or at one point or another. 
HOW DO YOU ACCOUNT FOR THE DIFFEREfifCES IN THE WAY THAT THEY SEE YOU? 
1 Just in the differences within themselves. They see things through different 
1Jeyes. :Silly and Tommy especially don't view the same situation in the same way, 
.never have ever. So simply for that reason. 
[ 
l 
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WHY no YOU THINK THAT IS? 
I 1 m not sure. I think that they 1 ve been through different experiences with 
me~ each child in their own time. I think Tommy., the middle~on~ is probably 
the most critical, besides the fact that :Billy's begun to get 11 teenager-ish11 
and is critical in that way. :But because he 1 s (Tommy) the middle child, he 
tends to thrive on the fact that he 1 s the 11poor11 middle child.and I never have 
11 any time for him. 11 I I liD not sure why they see me differently other than the 
fact that they 1re so different, they view things in diffenent ways. :Billy is 
more apt to say noh, Tommy, she's tired, so be more understanding.n And then 
at times their roles reverse, and Tommy will take that stand sometimes. I 
think parenthood is a lot of 11 not sure. 11 
WHAT no YOU FIND HA.RBEST TO PUT UP \-liTH? 
The things about them that are most like mei the qualities I wish I didn't have. 
(WHY?) I think I've spent a lot of my life being or feeling responsible for 
other people, and working very hard to make sure everybody else is happy. And 
being a 11 patsy.n And I see that in both of my children. They want very hard 
to belong and they sometimes will get into mischief and get into trouble. 
I've seen both of them at different times take the blame for somebody when they 
had nothing to do with it at all. Part of me is real proud of them, but part 
of me wishes that they were a little more agressive. 
HOvf no YOU HANDLE THAT NOW? 
Well, it's real hard. I think I tell stories about such-and-such happened to 
me and this is how difficult it was for me and I don't want to see that happen 
to them. And then sometimes I just have to allow them to learn their own lesson 
and to be responsible for their own actions. I think especially with the boys. 
They're nine and twelve; they have got to take .responsibility for who they are 
and what they've done. More lately, the last year or so, I 1 ve had to allow them 
to make their mistakes and learn from them. 
WHY \·lOULn YOU HANDLE IT THAT WAY? 
\-fell, obviously I can 1 t live their life for them and I don't want to. I want 
them to be strong and independent. :But I want to be able to share WJ experiences 
with them in so far as they might get a little information from it and learn 
from some of my mistakes. :But I can 1 t possibly hold on to them forever and pull 
, them out of scrapes. And I can 1 t protect them from that kind of atm:J sphere; 
. they have to learn. So I kind of take 50/50, sometimes 60/40. I learned the 
hard way. I think I probably protected them a little more than I should have. 
And as I said, they've grown too, and the older they get I realize that I have 
to let go. :But I do think that they should be able to benefit from my experience 
too. I think that 1 s part of parenthood. 
r WHAT IS THE :BEST VlAY TO SOLVE niSAGREEMENTS? 
I don't know. I've tried everything. nisagreements bet-vreen them and me and 
disagreements between each other is different. There comes a time when I'm the 
authority, like it or not. And I'll listen, I 1 11 even go half way and I'll 
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cooperate. I'll even backdown if I think I 1 m wrong. But sometimes there comes 
a point where that 1 s as far as we go. I listen to the excuses and buts and i'rhys 
and therefores, and that's enough. And I have to be the authority. But I've 
always allowed, maybe more than I shquld have, to let my kids express their 
op1n1ons. Between each other, I've alloi'red, until bloodshed occurs, them to 
settle their own arguments as much as I can. And they do. And they come and 
ask me for help sometimes, but I'm even iaking the tact "well, I have to go the 
batl:rroom now; I have to go away; I can't deal with this. 11 
HOW DO YOU HANJJLE IT BEI'WEElif YOU .AJiiD THEM, SJMETIMES BACKING IlOWN, SJMETIMES 
COMPROIV!ISING, .AJiiD SOME,TIMES YOU MAKING THE IlECISION? At'.ffi :BEI'\-TEEN THEM, ALI.DvfiNG 
THEM TO SOLVE THEIR OWN PROBLEMS? WHY \.fOULil YOU USE THOSE IliFFEmENT JvlEI'HOilS? 
\vell, I don 1 t think any one method is an absolute. I think there has to be 
a little bit of everything. And I take advice and learning from other people. 
I think it 1 s important that I 1m not ·Hitler. I want them to be able to say ni 
don't think you're being fair. 11 And I 1 ll listen, and. sometimes Pll say, 11well, 
okay, maybe you're right. Maybe I'm being a little too stern.• I wouldn't 
want my children to sit there and. say 11yes, Mam. tt I' d. rather have a spunky 
kid.. I'd. rather have a kid who talks back to me (not too much). So I have 
always allowed them to speak their mind.. But there comes a point where I've 
l.istened. and I've heard. their side, and npm sorry, but I 1 m the parent and. 
this is the way it's going to be.n And. as it applies to them working it out 
between themselves, I've tried. to play mediator, and I've tried. to play everything. 
It's not worth it, cause then they're hollering at me. And they 1 ll never learn 
to problem solve anyway if I do all their problem-solving for them. And. I will 
get in the middle if it becomes necessary. :But I do like them to learn to i'Tork 
it out. 
WHAT SHOULil PARENTS IlO WHEN THEY'RE WRONG? 
Admit that they 1 re wrong, most definitely. (WHY?) Then children are never 
going to learn to admit that they're wrong. I honestly believe that children 
learn everything from their parents and. their peers and the people that they're 
exposed. to. And. direct communication between a parent and a child. is necessary 
and. I've been wrong a lot. I've been harsh in a punishment and. five minutes 
later:been awful SOTTY I was. And. I think it's important to go back and. say, 
noh, I'm awful sorry.tt If they don't learn it from me, they 1 ll never be able 
to say they were sorry to one another. That's importa;nt. 
IlO YOU THINK THAT MIGBT AFFECT THEM IN ANY OTHER WAY? 
Well, I think that it 1 s important for children to realize that their parents 
are human beings, and. they make lots of mistakes. And. the only way that they 
can is if their parents admit that they make mistakes. It's tough to be a kid, 
but it's tough to be a parent too. It's a really difficult job. And. I think 
it 1 s easier for them and. easier on me if they understand. that it's hard. on me. 
And. I think they'll learn that when they get into ad.ulthood.,that they're human 
too and. can make mistakes, and. they don't have to live up to this image of 
mother andfather on a pedestal. That' s a falld.S"'J and. that 1 s no way for them 
to have to grow up. 
[ 
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EVERY PAREI:JT HAS TO FINTI SOJ.'IE WAY TO GEl' CHILilREN TO DO WHAT THEY WANT THEM TO 
DO AJ.'ID NOT TO DO WHAT THEY FEEL THEY SHOULDNttT DO. WHAT DO YOU RELY ON J:IIOST 
TO MAKE YOUR KIDS MINTI YOU? 
I don't know. Catch as catch can. Reasoning, I guess. I've tried just about 
everything else, and I have small successes. You can be mean and rotten and 
say that's it, and be the authoritative parent. And it works sometimes. And 
you can discipline harshly, and it works sometimes. But I think that the best 
way is reasoning to make them understand that what they did was wrong and why 
it was wrong. Or why for me I wouldn't accept it; why it was unacceptable 
behavior for me. And it's difficult cause kids will come back to you and say, 
11well, so-and-so can do it. u And that's fine, but I think they then have to 
understand that that's okay in that family maybe, but for me as a parent, for 
me as mysel~, I can't accept that behavior. And so I have to tell them that, 
I have help""them understand. Reasoning doesn't always work either. There's 
lots of times where I can reason till I'm blue in the face, but I think as a 
whole reasoning works more often than anything else. 
WHY DO YOU THD1K SO? 
I don't believe that anything else really gets through. Momently, maybe; for 
a minute. Screaming and hollering doesn't do a blessed bit of good, and I do 
it because I tend to be quick. But if I talk to them, they hear me, they 
listen to me. Yesterday was a perfect example. I was in a terrible rush to 
1 get to the puppet show and Tommy was nowhere to be found. And when we found him, 
he was just filthy, rotten dirty. And I gave him explicit instructions of what 
he was to do and what he was to wear and when he was to be ready. Well, I lost 
him. "I don't want to go; I'm not a baby anymore.n 8o I said, 11Tommy, please go 
up and put that nice green shirt on, and come and be supportive. Come and help 
me. 11 noh, sure, Ma. 11 But instead, I was too quick, and I always learn my 
lessons the hard way. It just doesn't work, with my kids anyway. I've seen 
other people handle their children that way, ani their kids jump to attention 
and do everything. On the surface anyway, they're the most perfectly behaved 
, children I've ever seen. But for the people who our children are, it has 
never, ever worked. They're differnt people; they are who they are. And I'm 
not sure why. It's genes BT chromosomes or environment or parenting ••• I don't 
·know why. 
WHAT DO YOU FEEL CHILDREN NEED IDST FROM THEIR PAREN'J:S? 
Love. And everything else comes after. Serond is understanding and discipline 
and boundaries and good food and a good home and a good education. But love is 
first. 
\•fHY IS THAT ll'IPORTANT? 
Because I just think everything else is secondary. I don't think anything else 
means as much. I could give my kids filet mignoM for the next week and not 
love them. I could buy them clothes from Lord and Taylor and not love them. 
Ther.e's all kinds of love. I guess what I mean is love rolled up with understanding. 
But I just think that all things come after that. I think that you can be 
poor and eat beans, and your kids can turn out fine if they grow up with that 
kind of loving and understanding surrounding them in their childhood. 
r 
-~ 
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H01tl ARE THOSE THINGS EXPRESSED, LOVE Aliffi Ul\1J)ER.STANDING? 
In all those ways. In those boundaries and discipline. I think just stopping 
long enough to listen. One of the things that bothers me is because of the 
busy person that I am, I imnder if I stop long enough11to smell the flowers. 11 
I 1-mnder, I 1vorry about that a lot. And sometimes I see that I don 1 t, and it 
scares me for awhile. Then I do, but I forget again. :But I think children 
see love in all kinds of ways. You don 1 t have to prove it with time all the 
' time; you don't have to prove it with things all the time. I think that despite 
' how angry they can ever be at me, I hope that my children know that above all I i 
love them. 
VIHAT :00 YOU FEEL IS THE HOST IMPORTAllT GOAL OF RAISING A CHILTI? 
For me, all I really care about is that they grow up happy, that whatever they 
do, v.rhatever they turn out to be, they 1 re satisfied in it. I think that 90"/o 
of most people have jobs that they're not too crazy about. :But with themselves, 
with who they are, I want them to be happy and secure in who they are. I 
think that my husband and I have tried hard to insure that they 1 re good, strong 
c~~racters. And I think that 1 s probably why they 1 re so such individuals. We 
stress that individuality in them. Ikdon 1 t care what they are or ·what they dci, 
just as long as they're good people. Just as long as they're socially conscious, 
that care about other people besides themselves, that they learn to share and 
give and just be happy in who they are. 
WHY A.."R.E THOSE THINGS H'IPORTANT? 
vlell, they 1 re important to me, for me, so I guess you carry that dmm into your 
children. 
\<THY TIO YOU THI1TK ITns D'IPORTAti'T :FOR THEM TO :BE SECURE IN THEMSELVES? 
vlell, I don 1 t think they can do anything 1IDless theyal'e. It's like loving; I 
don 1 t think you can love anybody if you detest who you are. You have to learn 
that through yours.e1f. It 1 s terribly important for "me to· know•t that they're 
secure in that.I can 1 t think of anything that comes ahead of that. Course -vre'd 
all love our kids to grow up to be President of the U.S. and doctors and 
'lawyers. :But that 1 s most important to me. Even for them, I can see it in 
!them now. They strive to be Tommy and :Silly and Laura. Tommy is terribly 
insulted if a teacher says 110h, I had your brother in school. 11 And :Silly is 
totally disgusted if anybody calls him TomnDJ. 
WHAT SHOULTI PARENTS BE ABLE TO EXPEGr FRON THEIR CHILTIREN? 
I donrt know. I guess I go from high to low. I have big expectations today 
and next to none tomorrm-r. I don 1 t want to put too much pressure on my 
children with expectations that I choke them up.worrying. :But they have to 
live to a certain level of my expectations too. So I run hot and cold. 
I think I expect a certain amount in their relationship ;;-ri th me. I expect 
them to respect me; I :expect them to be cooperative and polite and to be 
proud of them taking them places. :But I don 1 t want to put a burden on my 
children. My boy9 for instance, one is very bright and one plods along. 
I kill myself and bite my tongue to make sure I never say things like noh, 
you should be more like Tommy." Cause that kind of an expectation for a child 
is very unjust. So I guess I expect very little and v.ery much. :But not too 
much. It 1 s important to let children come along slowly without expecting them 
to be at levels that they just can't attain yet. 
L 
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HOvl HAVE YOU LElffilifED TO :BE A PARENT? WHAT HAS :BEEN THE Y.l08r IMPORTANT 
HTFLUENCE ON THE WAY YOU ARE AS A PARENT? 
I think there' s been an awful lot of influences on me as a parent. My 
own parents, my husband and his parents, my friends, my education. And I 
think Pve probably changed an awful lot in the twelve years I've been a 
parent. I'm not so sure I could pull one out as the most important. I 
guess it has to be a combination of all of the above. I think obviously 
a big thing is your own mother, your own father. I didn't have a father until 
I was 13; my mother remaTTied and I had the most wonderful stepfather in the 
whole world. So in my growing years it was just my mother and my grandmother, 
and one spoiled me rotten. And my mother was a wonderful mother, but you go 
through life saying 11I 1 ll never do those things my mother did. 11 So I guess 
I learned all the good things from her, and my children 1vill learn from all 
the things in me like I learned from all the things my mother did that I 
didn't think she should have done. And in this family we've had to give and 
take a lot, because I was brought up in a very lenient atmosphere and my 
husband was brought up in a tremendously strict atmosphere. So it's been a 
lot of give and take and a lot of come a little this way and go a little that 
way. And it's worked out pretty good, but it took a lot of coming together to 
work it out. 
WHAT J)O YOU J)Q WEEN YOU'RE NOT SURE HOW TO HA1IDLE SOJVJEI'HIJ.'G? 
I ask advice, I call people and ask how they would handle it. Or I call somebody 
who I know has gone through the experience before and ask their advice. 
Instinct, I guess. I kind of go with my feelings. And lots of times it's that 
impulsivity that gets me in trouble. I tend to be harsher than I would have been 
if I'd thought about it. I think I just do as best I can and just go with 
what seems easiest for me, what I'm most comfortable with. It's worked and 
not worked e~ually probably. 
WHAT J)Q YOU FEEL IS THE JV!JST II'IJPORTANT INFL UEtTCE ON THE WAY CHILTIREN TDRN OUT 
AS ATIDLTS? 
I think that's a mixed bag. I think it's me and Arthur, and their brothers and 
sisters, and their schoolmates and their teachers, and their ne±ghborhood- it's 
everything. The largest majority of it is probably family, but not overwhelmingly. 
I used to think that. I used to think if your kid turned out bad, it was all 
in your hands. :But I don't think that way anymore. I think it 1 s even Tv; I 
think it's the media. So I guess it's all of that. 
HOW OOES SOI'OONE Y,.NOW IF THEY'RE A GOOTI PARENT? 
Sometimes you never do. Sometimes you have to wait until your kids are all 
grown up and hope that someday they'll come back to you and say something like 
you were a good mother or you were a good father. It doesn 1 t happen that often 
either. I don't know. I guess sometimes I look at the things they do, at 
isolated instances, and think "oh, my God, somethings gone wrong here. 11 Then 
they do things that get me filled up, and I think I must 1R ve done some thing right. 
So I guess it's not until young adulthood and you see who they've become. 
Hopefully you'll see that you've not done such a bad job after all. :But I 
think it 1 s pretty scary along the 'tray. I'm not so sure there is any distinct 
way to tell whether you're good or bad. 
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ldHAT ro YOU THINK SAl'P S :rviOTHER. SHOUL:D :DO? 
I think that she should work awful hard to make that child knoiv that he hasn~.t 
been displaced. And I think she should allow him to be mean and rotten if he 
wants to be, cause that's a real hard time. I think she should just also wait 
on it. It's not going to last forever. They're going to problably fight 
forever as siblings do. But I think she should work very hard to make him 
understand. He's had her 3~ years and she's still his mother and he's very 
special to her. 
H0\1 \vOUL:D YOU EXPLAIN SAWS KISSING THE BABY ONE MINUTE AJ'.TD HITTING 'HIM THE 
NEXT? 
\Vell, obviously he's very ambivalent. He doesn't know whether he like the 
kid or not. And at this point he probably doesn't like the kids ver>J much at 
all, and that's fine. I think that 1 s normal. I think that the child who 11ooo' s" 
and "ahs11 over the baby all the time ••• I'd be a little worried about that one. 
In rrry own family 1vhen the next one came along, each time ••• I just think it's 
terribly normal and it's to be expected. 
DO YOU FEEL THAT WHAT SAM IS IDING IS SOMEI'HING A GOO:D CHIL:D \VOUL:D ill? 
Yes. He is a good child; of course he is. He's scared. He doesn 1 t ••• he's 
worried that this baby is just going to push right out into the cold. Sure, 
he's very normal. 
V.JHEN S.AJVI' S MOTHER TRIED TO TALK TO SAM A:EOUT WHY HE WANTS TO HURT THE BABY, HE 
SAI:D, 11 I :DON'T VJAI'fr TO HURT HIM. I LOVE MY BABY BR.OTHER.n CDUL:D SAM BE TELLING 
THE TRTJTH ABOUT HIS :BABY BROTHER VJHEN HE SEEMS TO WANT TO RDRT HIM? 
Yes and no. r1aybe he doesn't love that ba:\oy yet. I think that's a growth 
process. Mothers may love a one-second-old baby, but big brothers don't. 
But then again he may love him. And he's probably fighting back and forth 
with one minute yes and one minute no. 
COUL:D SAM HAVE MIXED FEELINGS AN:D NOT REALLY KNOW H0\1 HE FEELS? 
Obviously. He's having big sweeps in emotion; he's not sure how he feels. 
1"' WHAT SHOUL:D SAlvi BE ABLE TO EXPEGr FIDM HIS I"DTHER.? ~ 
I think he should be able to expect that nothing's changed. And that's hard, 
because it has. :Sut I think that he shou 1 d be able to expect that things ••• 
that he's just as much loved, he's just as much needed as before that ba~J 
}vas born. 
WHAT SHOUL:D SAM'S MJTHER BE ABLE TO EXPEar FROM SAM :DO YOU THIJ:..TK? 
V/ell, I think she should have gone into it expecting his jealousy, expecting 
a rivalry, and expecting the loves and the hates. So I don't think she 
should be expecting from Sam anything at all other than that this is normal 
and that it will slowly pass and slowly ease. 
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PARENTA:i.., AWA.KE1i.2SS SCuRING SE~~"":r 
Subject Number: 
Issue 
I. Influences 
£/cc.,rrvr--tc..r 
i:usband Occ. / .2d ~ Z::.tV.J?Ztror 
wife Occ. /ffi; [)~( {tne:. frovrJt 
No. of Children: 3 
Individual Issue Concept Scores Issue Score 
~{,) 3 3 3 
I I . Sub j e ct i vi ty _3__,~jl....· ~3....;;{;_2...:..)~~-'I..J.1 _______ _ 
III.?ersonality 
IV. Communication 
and Trust 
V. Resolving 
Conflict 
VI. Discipline 
and 
Authority 
VII. Meeting 
Needs 
VIII. Parental 
Role 
SummarJ: data 
Highest Reliable 
3 3(2) ~ 3 
) :; 3 (z) , 'I . 
3 
Score ~ 
.Average Issue Score -3~ 17 
Range z-Y 
Global Score 
3 
_3_('1) 
Y' 
3 
3 
1. 
2 . 
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Psychosocial Development/ Stage 1: Trust Vs. Mistrust (0-2) 
Probable origins of a basic 
sense of 
Trust 
-discomforts quickly removed 
Probable origins of a basic 
sense of 
Mistrust 
-left in wet diapers or in hunger 
for prolonged periods 
-cuddled, fondled, played with -ignored and left to stimulate self 
and talked to for too long; rejected 
-held when fed for most part 
-care is consistent 
-child senses that world is 
safe, dependable, with 
people as being positive 
-mother and/or father learns 
baby's cues 
-bottle propped up with little or no 
physical contact 
-care is inconsistent, inadequate 
and/or rejecting 
-world seen as scary or hurtful with 
people as someone not good to be 
around; child develops fear and 
suspicion 
-parent has too much self-doubt and 
over or under-responds to baby; 
misses cues. 
Note: depending upon the degree of harshness and its duration of 
time, good quality care later on can compensate for problems during 
this stage. Likewise, a liarsh environment in later years can 
engender a sense of mistrust. 
Cognitive Development/ Stage 1: Sensori-Motor (0-2) 
-child's world revolves around self and things around him are seen 
as extensions of his own body. At birth there is no sense of self 
as a separate being from surroundings 
-child has only senses to rely on since thoughts and ideas have yet 
to be developed 
-experience is whatever happens in the present, there is no sense 
of time 
-responses are tied to the immediate situation 
-infant can't talk so screams or cries to have needs met 
~children love to watch things move (visual pursuit) which is a 
~eak experience during infancy 
-child gradually forms mental images so that when person or object 
is out of sight the child "knows'' that person or obje~t hasn't 
dematerialized. Once the child knows that she's missing something 
the crying starts. (object permanence) 
-infants and toddlers need "stimulus variety" -not too much to 
frustrate them or too little to bore them but just enough to 
interest them 
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2. Cognitive Development (cont'd) 
-crib toys, peek-a-boo, pat-a-cake, listening to sounds, and being 
allowed mobilityi encouragement to crawl, walk, say words, feed 
self, etc. all contribute greatly to the child's social, emotional, 
cognitive, and physical growth. 
-intelligence = activity 
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3. Age Profile of the 1 year old 
a. 
Characteristic 
beginning to pull himself up to 
an erect position 
a. 
Example 
in a few more months he'll 
be able to become erect 
alone and walk without suppor; 
I b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j . 
k. 
l. 
m. 
n. 
begins to show evidence of grasp-
ing and reaching for things 
develops ability to let go 
beginning to grasp orientation of 
himself and things in space 
is grasping the notion of a 
series of things 
listens intently to adult 
language, learns to imitate 
has some ability to understand 
commands such as "Give it to me." 
uses language to attract others 
much language is still expressive 
jargon - incomprehensible speech 
production that serves as a kind 
of vocal accompaniement ~o action 
very conscious of adult presence 
repeats actions that win her 
adult laughter 
shows wide range of emotions: 
fear, rage, jealousy, love, anger 
fear of strangers is common 
shows signs of independence 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j . 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
reaches for a crib toy or for 
his toes 
drops things out of playpen 
can turn a bottle so that he 
can insert his fingers in to 
get a desired object 
puts things in a row 
repeats adult words she like 
and can echo 
hands object over 
yells a newly learned work 
babbling while engrossed in 
playing 
cries when adult leaves room 
repeats a word 
turns red with rage 
cries if left in room with 
stranger 
wants to feed himself (with 
fingers) and rejects help 
o. is cooperative and sensitive to moods of those around her. 
p. mouth is the center of pleasure p. everything goes in in 
Note: From early childhood to the primary grades, rates of growth and 
development vary greatly among children. Development is also uneven 
within the individual. There are early and late maturers, slow learners, 
and "late bloomers". For this reason, it is necessary when reading these 
profiles to "read between the lines". It is not unusual for a child to 
show characteristics from more than one age level 
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4. Age Profile of the 18 month old 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j • 
k. 
l. 
Characteristic 
growth is very rapid 
has grown about a dozen teeth 
sleeps about 13 hours a day but 
less than before 
stands erect and walks without 
support 
shows new coordination 
small motor control has improved 
but still not fine 
has sharper perceptions 
aware of sequences, that actions 
have beginnings and endings 
language and·action are tied 
closely together 
passive vocabulary increases 
self-concept increases 
still emotionally unstable but 
is making progress at self-
control by imitating adult 
behavior 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j . 
k. 
l. 
Example 
in 6 months baby has gained 
several inches in height and 
is now about 30-33 inches tJlJ 
and birth weight has tripled 
can bite as well as chew 
takes one nap a day 
puffs along at a rapid, 
flat-footed pace 
can aim backside at seat of 
chair and get it there with 
reasonable accuracy 
can get one block to sit on 
another, but is likely to 
knock them over if building 
knows where things are and 
can get toys and books from 
regular places 
when eating puts down spoon 
as if to say, "that's enough" 
every "no" comes with a 
vigorous shaking of the head 
can understand more complex 
commands: "put the ball on 
the chair" 
can tell difference between 
"you" and "me" and makes 
claim on what is "mine" 
when distressed or unhappy 
will unleash tantrum-~ike 
behavior - kicking, lying 
down, etc. 
Leila P. Fagg 
PAGEE 
PLAY TODAY? 
You say you love your children, 
And are concerned they learn today? 
So am I--that's why I'm providing 
A variety of kinds of play. 
You're asking me the value 
Of blocks and other such play? 
Your children are solving problems. 
They will use that skill everyday. 
You're asking what's the value 
Of having your children play? 
Your daughter's creating a tower; 
She may be a builder someday. 
You're saying you don't want your son 
To play in that "sissy" way? 
He's learning to cuddle a doll; 
He may be a father someday. 
You're questioning the interest centers; 
They just look like useless play? 
Your children are making choices; 
They'll be on their own someday. 
You're worried your children aren't learning; 
And later they'll have to pay? 
They're learning a pattern for learning; 
For they'll be learners always. 
Suggested Activities 
Types of Play The Outcomes of Play and Materials General Do's & Don'ts 
I. Sensorimotor play a. 
(ages birth to two) 
Sensori: b. 
a. Sucking and m~uthing 
b. Making sounds and 
listening c. 
c. Gazing ~t and follow-
ing moving objects d, 
visually including 
one's own hands and 
feet. e. 
f . 
Motor: 
d. Control of grasping 
and handling objects. g. 
e. Physical mobility 
from sitting up to h. 
eventual walking i. 
and running. 
f. Production of speech 
sounds. 
g. Exploration and know-
ledge of ones own 
body. 
General: Child 
repeat activities, tries 
new actions, makes sounds, 
imitates sounds made by 
others - "Practice Play". 
the use of senses to 
acquire basic information 
attachment to parenting 
figures and development 
of familiarity with the 
immediate environment 
basic postural control 
and physical mobility 
a core sense of the self 
as a source of desire, 
intention, and action 
hand-eye coordination 
a tendency to explore 
the immediate environment 
and to experiment 
physically with objects 
acquisition of speech 
and simple language 
ability to name objects 
memory 
-The "cough" game (Playful 
parent-infant interaction 
-mothering is the best 
plaything the newborn 
can have. 
-putting parent finger 
into baby's partially 
closed fist. 
-clear fish aquarium 
attached to crib. 
-colorful mobile or 
changeable grid of 
translucent colors 
attached to crib canopy 
-brightly colored infant 
toys hanging on side of 
crib)and change to other 
side occassionally) 
-babies enjoy patterns to 
color, (Bull' s Eye 
booties) 
-different shaped rattles, 
fingering toys, small 
smooth wooden figures. 
(to touch and suck on) 
-put gentle pressure on 
cheek, fingers,and toes 
and sing songs to her. 
-toys that make noise-
. bells,chimes,rattles, 
etc. appeal to infants. 
-a mirror-like crib 
insert for reflection 
-encourage reaching by 
gradually increasing 
distance of object. 
-for the crawling infant 
hideaway areas are 
inviting and exciting. 
-crawling infants like 
toys that roll. 
-Provide a variety of 
sights,sounds, and 
tangibles. 
-Provide transparent 
bolsters for crib 
-Provide canopy on crib 
that can be lowered. 
-Vary textures of material 
that can be felt. 
-Ten minutes after feed-
ing is best time for 
play, socialization, and 
games. (attentiveness is 
sharpest at this time) 
-Make sure toys are 
washable,e.g. the 
Snuggler. ~ 
-When in crib the infant Q 
should have toys that ~ 
he can set in motion by 
0 0 0 ,_,. h1s own act1v1ty. ~ 
(cause-effect) ~ 
-At times place crib 
near window so action 
outside can be seen. 
-Avoid prolonged use of 
crib. 
-some old toys can be 
removed and replaced by 
new ones (challenges) . 
-There is no need to 
smother the baby with 
more toys than he can 
handle (quality over 
quantity). 
-Do not force toddlers 
to socialize, i.e. group 
play. 
-Encourage child to use 
language-name objects, 
etc. 
Suggested. AC1:1Vl1:leS i:illU l'ld.Lt:!L.Ld..Lo ~d.'.::Jt:!b v-L., 
-Jolly Jumper is good for the beginning walker. 
-for standing and walking a low slide and 
small set of stairs should be available. 
-toddlers love freedom to explore, pots and 
pans. 
-infants at 10 months can learn to swim and 
just before they are actually walking can 
learn to rollerskate. 
-a beginning walker needs the support of a 
broad-based push truck or a sturdy doll 
carriage. 
-also peg people, roly-poly, an unbreakable 
crib mirror and mirrors around the room 
during crawling stage. 
-Jack the Giant Teether, the Activator, 
Dolphin crawler. 
-place child on floor on reclining seat, use 
backpack, etc. to enhance world view, i.e. 
life's actions. 
-soothing instrumental music, voice boxes, 
and sound rugs expand child's hearing 
environment. 
-it is important from early ages for the 
parent to label things-dog, book, etc. 
U"Q.l~~..L- L.l...L J-1"-' ,._. \-ll J-1'-'..1..1. \-o..J 
-rocking a baby when he is quiet lessens 
crying episodes. 
-Allow baby to turn himself over in his 
crib when he can do so. 
~ 
t3 
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l. Psychosocial Development/ Stage 2: Autonomy Vs. Doubt and Shame (2-3) 
Probable origins of 
Autonomy 
-parent allows child to do what he is 
capable of doing himself 
-child receives praise for small 
accomplishments 
-child learns to help clean up spills, 
etc. 
-parents acknowledge child's attempts 
at self-control and help her set 
boundaries 
-parents ignore "accidents" and praise 
successes 
-toilet training is viewed as a gradual 
process "sprinkled" with accidents 
-child is encouraged to try new things 
-parents avoid power struggles so that 
child does not get "payoff" by being 
stubborn & negative. He remains 
alone in the battlefield 
-parent models the behavior and values 
she wants child to adopt 
-parent plays with and talks to child 
but allows child free time to explore 
-parent does not become slave to child 
and goes out occassionally to eas:e 
separation issue 
-parent encourages child to use language 
and does not translate grunts 
-parent is consistent and sets limits 
Probable origins of 
Shame and Doubt 
-either everything is done for him or 
too much is expected 
-child receives nonverbal messages that 
he is incompetent 
-parent overeacts to spills and accidents 
during meals and toileting 
-parents either seek perfection for self-
control and coordination, or child rules 
the home 
-parents impatient and expect too much 
too soon. 
-parent follows a book too rigidly or 
competes with a neighbor 
-due to overly tidy parents the child 
developes cautiousness, inhibition, 
and hesitancy 
-parent and child engage in oneupsmanship 
and encourage the revenge motive; nega-
tivism and stubbornness become reinforced 
\, 
-parent says one thing and does another 
uses violence but wants child to be 
sociable 
-parent either ignores child or does not 
allow breathing room 
-parent is guilty or overly dutiful there-
by increasing separation problems 
-parent tells child what he might be 
thinking 
-parent says no and means yes by not 
following through 
-parent uses "quiet action" as disciplinary -parent rants, raves, lectures, or lashes 
technique out physically 
-parent has cooperative tone of voice -parent has voice of command 
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2. Cognitive DevelQpment/ Stage 2: Preoperational Thinking (2 7) 
-child knows now that object out of sight still exists, hence, crying when parent 
is out of sight for too long 
-can store mental images, words, and grammatical structures 
-average 2 year old understands 200-300 words 
-talks in sentences of one or two words 
-language development is depending upon parent or another reading to her, teaching 
nursery rhymes, and just talking 
-child delights in imitating sounds and trying out lots of different words 
-sees size in terms of position - far away mountain is small (up to age 5) 
-not concerned with the consequences of language so that "bathroom" language is 
common and expressed with great delight and glee 
-has rich fantasy life -pretends that couch is bus, etc.; imagination and fantasy 
prevail as well as magical thinking 
-language is not reality-bound so there is little diplomacy - parent may cringe 
when in public and child starts eyeballing person of different race or who has 
physical handicap, etc. 
-child here talks at more than with others. This "collective monologue" is 
frequently seen in sandboxes 
-child thinks that tall thin glass has more in it than short wide one of same 
volume - can't conserve quanti~y 
-child is literal and easily misinterprets, e.g. the republic for which is stands, 
one nation, indivisible becomes "the republic of Richard Stands and one naked 
individual" (age 6) 
-a child hears that someone has "kicked the bucket" and he wants to know where the 
bucket is 
-this stage becomes the foundation of later creativity unless stifled by a humorless, 
stressful, or deprived home environment 
-child engages in "parallel play" - plays_along side but not necessariJ:y with others 
nereby 
Note: Some of these characteristics describe thinking and behavior closer to age 
2 while others are more apparent toward age 7. Also, children who are in-
tellectually limited or gifted will show likewise cognitive development. 
The former will have stage 1 traits beyond age 8 while the latter will begin 
to show stage 3 thinking prior to age 8. Also, much thinking is transitional 
meaning that an 8 or 9 year old could still have traces of stage 1 and a 5 
year old could show some stage 3 functioning. 
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3. Moral Development/ Preconventional Level: Stage 1: Punishment and Obedience 
Orientation (early childhood) 
-obedience and moral decisions are based on physical and material power or 
"might makes right" 
-children obey mainly to escape consequences of not obeying 
-physical actions are of primary concern such as in not breaking things 
-child can't take others ' points of view 
-avoiding physical damage to persons and property is of major concern 
-an act that is bad is one in which the size of an object dictates its worth -
a lost diamond ring just doesn't seem as bad as a broken window 
-satisfying one's personal needs takes precedence over the needs of others 
(natural selfishness) "egocentricity" 
-rewards and punishments are major tools for encouraging obedience as these are 
the things a child of this period relates. to 
-it is not uncommon for children to "lie" during this period but this isn't lying 
in the usual sense. Because children at this age level have not yet developed a 
strong sense of self that would allow self-condemnation, they "deny" or "project" 
(blame someone else like an imaginary friend.) Parents who overreact to these 
"lies" unwittingly can train a child to be a chronic liar, e.g. "Do you have your 
hand in the cookie jar?" This calls for an automatic "no" answer by the way the 
question is phrased and the tone of voice in which it is said 
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4. Age Profile of the 2 year old 
Characteristic 
a. average child stands at 32-35 inches 
tall and weighs 23-30 pounds; still 
sleeps more than 12 hours and requires 
nap of l-2 hours in afternoon 
b. very active and much more motor 
control. A major theme here 
c. uses new motor control to express 
emotions 
d. small muscle control is finer 
e. likes to hold and examine things 
that she is labeling 
f. begins to "internally represent" 
objects and this guides his behavior 
g. begins to show ability to reason 
h. develops memory skills 
i. language skills develop fast 
j. language still tied to actions 
k. child enjoys rhythms of speech 
l. shows increased interest in children of 
own age and imaginary friends as well 
m. most importantly the 2 year old is 
developing sense of self, distiguishing 
himself from others, developing 
individuality 
n. shows negative behavior 
o. messy and may blame others even when 
observed 
Example 
b. anything that can be climed on or 
jumped from is a great challenge 
c. jumps up and down and laughs when 
happy 
d. can hold a glass of juice, stack 
blocks and string beans 
e. looks for hidden toys, is able to 
recall events that happened earlier 
or anticipate events later in the 
day 
f. sees a ball roll behind one chair 
and then behind another he then 
goes immediately to the second 
chair (at earlier age would have 
gone to first chair) 
g. looks for candy in the cupboard; 
if not in one jar, she reasons it 
might be in another, and continues 
to look 
h. learns names for many objects, 
recalls where he left toys, people's 
name, etc. 
i. usually knows about 300 words 
j. parent may have to observe child's 
actions as she speaks to understand 
intention 
k. requests same story over and over 
again 
m. can separate from mother but may 
cling or cry 
n. favorite word is "no" and may 
often do opposite of what is told 
o. smearing food or washing new car 
with mud 
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4. Age Profile of the 2 year old (cont'd) 
Characteristic 
p. has good intentions but is easily 
sidetracked 
q. emotions often polarized and intense 
r. child is very hard on self for mis-
behavior 
s. sucks thumb and/ or curls hair with 
finger 
t. shows fear of the dark 
u. stuttering is normal 
v. has sense of humor 
w. can verbally differentiate facial 
expressions 
x. is possessive about toys 
y. imitates parents, beginning to 
identify with same-sexed parent 
z. resists changes in routine 
@ fluctuates from dependence to 
independence 
Example 
p. fails at several attempts to get 
toys picked up 
q. "hates" his parents one moment 
and "loves" them the next 
r. "falls apart" when scolded 
v. likes to play tricks on adults 
w. says to parents, "You're angry" 
y. gives orders, is bossy, wants to 
sweep floor or jog like daddy 
z. shows stubbornness and has temper 
tantrums 
@. clings one moment and resist help 
the next "me do" 
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5. Age Profile of the 3 year old 
General: At this age the child may experience jealousy, night terrors, or 
animal phobias. However, he begins to use language as well as 
action to express his unhappiness. In general, the 3 year old is 
beginning to coordinate thought, language, and emotion so she 
appears much more stable socially and emotionally than at age 2. 
But her world is still very limited to the here and now and to 
those people immediately around her. 
Characteristic 
a. increased ability in all realms 
b. still enjoys motor play and for longer 
periods of time with more complex tasks 
c. large motor development more advanced 
d. shows more order and direction in 
perceptual-motor skills 
e. markedly increased language 
f. increasingly vocal with language 
g. language is beginning to serve as a 
mediator between action and environment 
.h. no longer has such a strong urge to 
assert individuality as at age 2. 
Now wants to be accepted and liked 
and tries hard to please 
i. socially hesitant with children of 
same age 
j. child may occassionally stutter 
k. increased fine-motor development 
1.
1 
weighs 32-40 pounds and 37-41 inches tall 
m. can put on a coat or dress but not 
necessarily button Uhem 
Example 
b. after succeeding in getting a ball 
out of a puzzle box, he may drop 
it in again to solve the puzzle 
anew 
c. can ride a tricycle and push a 
wagon, more adept at jumping and 
climbing as up a ladder to a slide 
d. can differentiate herself and the 
outside world better 
e. able to reproduce phrases in more 
complex sentences, may question 
incessantly (jargon at 18 months, 
words at 2 years, sentences at 3 
years,) can relate experiences now 
f. talks to self while playing, eating 
or while playing with peers; this 
provides the child with pronuncia-
tion practice 
g. adult verbal command can interrupt 
child's actions 
h. takes great pride in doing little 
errands like getting daddy's 
slippers 
i. in nursery schools it can take 
several months for 3 year olds to 
really play together 
k. can build a 9-10 cube tower, eat 
with a fork, cut with scissors 
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5. 3 year old (cont'd) 
Characteristic 
n. may still throw a tantrum here and there 
and be willful and jealous 
o. can draw a vertical line and make a 
circle, and may approximate a human 
figure 
Example 
o. stick figure drawing 
Note: These profiles and those which follow should not be taken as matters of 
of fact. They merely describe some behaviors that have been found in a 
number of white middle class children. Individual differences among 
children and cultural differences result in much more heterogeneity of 
behavior than is being described in these age profiles. The danger of 
their inclusion with these materials is that they may be interpreted 
too rigidly. The major purpose of their inclusion, which hopefully 
will outweigh their disadvantages, is to demonstrate that such behaviors 
are possible during certain ages and that children do change in the course 
of their development. Often times what parents find intolerable or 
exasperating is a transient but necessary behavior pattern which serves 
a developmental purpose and leads into a higher level aspect of growth. 
These profiles then, should never be taken literally but only viewed in 
the loosest possible terms and as very rough rules of thumb. 
There is perhaps not one single statement in these age profiles for 
which an exception cannot be found. 
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6. DISCIPLINE AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
Larry L. Larsen, Ph.D. 
Discipline changes in approach and technique according to the 
age of the child. For most, this is .a "play it by ear" ex-
perience as we go through adaptation and change in our parenting 
as the youngster grows older. 
Sometimes we are all surprised to discover that what worked at 
one age doesn't work at another. Many times, the teacher is the 
child, and the learner is the parent. This is not only difficult 
for parents but for teachers. Many schools and institutions that 
deal with children frequently function on the basis of an adult's 
view of what a child should be like or want as opposed to what is 
really the case. 
There have been many authorities in the area of child development 
who have written sane, competent work. The three who come most 
readily to mind are Erik Erikson, Jean Piaget and Lawrence Kohlberg. 
Erikson has written a theory of psychosocial development heavily 
based on his observations of maturing youngsters on the psycho-
logical viewpoint. Jean Piaget is well known throughout the world 
for his observations and theorizing regarding the cognitive or 
intellectual and thinking development of children. While his work 
is excellent and precise, it has yet fully to be implemented 
practically in educational and parenting situations. Lawrence 
Kohlberg has done outstanding work in the area of value develop-
ment showing how youngsters change in perceiving and responding 
to the values that surround them. 
What we want to do now, is present a practical, simple notion of 
approaches to disciplining along with what a child asks for or needs 
at different levels of development. The discipline grid suggests 
the characteristics of predictability and appropriateness as being 
key. As a child grows there are different ways to be appropriate. 
This developmental model will hopefully help in describing what is 
appropriate at different ages. Predictability and consistency are 
attributes that each parent must deliberately cultivate in him or 
herself. 
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AGES ONE TO THREE 
a. Basic systems of reward and punishment is doing as opposed to saying. 
Children in this age group generally are not prepared for excessive parental 
rationalizing or dissertating on behavior. Comments such as "Do you 
understand why I'm doing this?" or "You're not listening to me" or "If you 
do not do A, then B will happen to you" are less appropriate: At this age 
what the parent does is more critical - disapproval, reward, limit setting 
or whatever tend to be more primitive, immediate, and clear - if it is to be 
effective. 
b. Physical contact is extraordinarily important. 
During these years, the child learns through the nervous system in such a 
way that the response from the parent both in pleasant and painful ways can 
be effective if it is more physical. Being hugged, held, or spoken to firmly 
with an arm on the shoulder have greater potential for communication than in 
later years of life. 
c. Predictability is communicated in direct physical ways. 
The child learns a great deal about trusting the world from the availability 
in predictable ways of things like food, soothing talk, space, shelter, 
caring 1 and other forms or warm physical contact. 
d. The child is very involved in his or her own internal world and its mastery. 
Therefore, conceptually oriented communication is less desirable and parental 
modeling behavior is less important. 
The tasks for the youngster during these years have to do with basic mastery 
of the world perceptually 1 intellectually, and motorically. The child is 
not conceptually sophisticated, and adult ideas or their expression may well 
pass right over the youngster's head. Parental sermonettes regarding values 
are less likely to make an impression during this age. Moreover, with some 
glaring exceptions, the child is less likely to notice aspects of the model 
presented by the parents. These exceptions have to do with extraordinarily 
difficult home situations, such as the loss of the parent 1 extremely con-
flicted parental relationships, abuse, and so on. 
~of Play 
II. Productive Play: 
(ages 2-4) 
a. Children use simple 
play materials to 
satisfy themselves. 
The Outcomes of Play 
a. autonomy, personal 
preferences, and the 
ability to be assertive 
b. They do not pay mind 
to external standards 
(if it looks like some-
thing to them its okay) 
c. Play is less repeti-
tive now, what the 
child intends to do 
b. sensory discrimination 
in relation to broad 
attributes of objects 
(e.g. color, form, size, 
loudness) 
he now accomplishes. 
d. Attention and concen-
tration are improved. 
e. Will now watch others 
make things, make 
things next to some-
one else, and at times 
make something with 
another child. 
f. Solitary play is 
common. (making 
something alone and 
talking out loud to 
herself) 
Note: Children of all 
c. ability to sort or group 
objects according to 
their broad physical 
attributes 
d. use of a more social form 
of language in relating 
and expressing personal 
ideas and feelings 
e. fine motor control in 
conjunction with planning 
and construction 
f. self-help skills 
g. imitative ability and 
early forms of role playing 
h. understanding the self in 
relation to others in the 
family 
i. imagination 
ofj. social initiative ages engage in all types 
play at different times. 
The approach described here 
is the developmental one 
which suggests that play, 
while being many things, is 
also developmental and 
parallels the child's 
cognitive and physical 
development. 
k. more sure-footed, less 
accident-prone physical 
mobility. 
Suggested Activities and 
Materials 
provide opportunities for 
lifting, handling, comparing, 
grouping, and ordering. 
(3 year old) • 
-an indoor or outdoor log 
cabin or some type of child 
size house provides much 
enjoyment. 
-trikes and wagons, and the 
Irish Mail as well as a 
doorway gym bar provide 
ways to develop physical 
skills. 
-sand, clay, water, paint, 
mud, etc. are the play 
media at this age. 
-simple musical instruments 
can be introduced. 
-fit-together toys, build-
ing blocks, art materials, 
hammer and peg, finger 
puppets, and story books 
with picture and touch ex-
periences are appropriate. 
(objects, animals) 
-movement and dance activi-
ties are helpful. 
General Do's and Don'ts 
-Do not push for perfection too soon 
in any area such as speech pronunci-
ation. 
-Ask yourself, Is what I'm doing 
increasing his self-confidence? 
-At this age adults need to judge 
when to play with child and when 
to allow free play. 
-It is important to read to the 
child often. 
-Your presence and responses during 
your child's play are important 
reinforcers of play even if you 
are not actively playing with the 
child. 
-Durable and safe toys which allow 
the child to exercise creativity ~ 
should be of prime concern. ::r> 
-Do not impose a toy on a child ~ 
who does not find the toy interesting 
-Electrical and mechanical t~ys 
shouls be avoided. ~ 
-Do not emphasize copying activitiesCD 
because child not ready to ~ro­
duce yet he's still creating. 
·i: 
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Handout # 3 
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1. Psychosocial Development/ Stage 3: Initiative Vs. Guilt (4-5) 
Probable origins of Probable origins of 
Initiative 
-child is given freedom and opportunity 
to initiate motor play - running, bike 
riding, sliding, skating, russling, 
and wrestling 
-child is expected to get dirty, bruised, 
and fail in initial attempts at mastering 
skills 
-parent encourages child to help around 
the house and expects that child's 
interest span is short, and that the 
job will be far from adult standards 
·-parent communicates to child that 
getting good at something takes time, 
effort, practice, and failure 
-parent seizes upon opportunities to 
involve child in household chores and 
uses cooperative tone of voice 
-parent answers child's questions 
briefly, directly, and honestly while 
encouraging child to offer his own 
beliefs as a guide 
-parent acknowledges and praises the 
child's efforts to build and make 
things and keeps supplies of crayons, 
paper, blocks, scissors, etc. on hand 
for the child 
-parent communicates to child that her 
help is wanted and needed as a con-
tribution to the family 
-child learns to do things around the 
house when asked as a matter of habit 
and expectation 
-parent makes child feel that his ideas 
are good, his efforts are worth the 
trouble, and his curiosity and 
imagination are enjoyable 
Guilt 
-child is too restricted or has every 
activity planned & structured by parent 
-child is expected to stay clean all day, 
to avoid physical activity, and to be 
perfect in all undertakings 
-parent either demands or outrightly 
rejects help from child and criticizes 
the imperfect task 
-parent demands perfection the first 
time, cannot tolerate mistakes, and 
implies or states that child is 
incompetent 
-parent tells child to "go play", "get 
out of my way" or "do it or else" 
-parent views child's questions as silly, 
bothersome, stupid, or immoral or tells 
child what to believe 
-parent overlooks child's productions 
or brushes then aside; does not supply 
adequate materials or provides too many 
structured materials (coloring books) 
-parent tells child that her help is not 
worth the trouble because it is in-
efficient or messy 
-child will only do things if bribed 
or threatened 
~child feels his ideas are stupid, 
efforts in vain, and curiosity not 
worth the ridicule & frustration 
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2. Moral Development/ Preconventional Level: Stage 2: Instrumental-Relativist 
Orientation (preschool to primary school age) 
-child here "looks out for number one" 
-his actions are primarily aimed at satisfying his own personal needs, e.g. when 
trading cards, etc. he' 11 try to come out ahead on the deal 
-child has some notion of the needs of others but these are secondary to her own -
with giving there is expectation of a return 
-the theme here is "you scratch my back and I' 11 scratch yours" 
-fairness, reciprocity, and equal sharing exist but are interpreted in a very 
physical and practical way 
-loyalty, gratitude, and justice are undeveloped here 
-the orientation is purely materialistic, e.g. if a person steals a car the 
punishment should be determined by the worth of the car 
- at this level it is permissable to use one's influence to fix up wrongdoings 
or avoid responsibility for one's actions 
-rules are followed only if they are to your interests 
-right is what is fair "if you don't bother me I won't bother you" 
-everybody has a right to do their own thing and if one's pursuit of freedom 
runs into someone else's it's a relative issue, e.g. "may the best person win" 
-other people's needs and rights are acknowledged but they are viewed in terms 
of being "necessary evils" 
-"live and let live" is motto so that if person sees someone doing something 
wrong, he looks the other way 
-in school if child tattles on someone it is not so much that the deed is wrong 
but that it puts the tattler in good graces with the teacher 
-if this stage is continued into adult life, then fixing traffic tickets, 
buying one's way out of military service, bribing people, cheating on taxes, 
and stealing from the boss are all okay if you get away with it 
-the main question a person asks himself here in doing things is "what am I 
going to get out of it?" 
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3. Age Profile of the 4 year old 
General: Age 4 has put together many of the social, emotional, and language 
gains that were made during the previous year. He is more at ease 
socially and his language seems quite advanced and often appears 
greater than actual intellectual understanding, i.e. the child seems 
to have understanding than in actuality he does not have. 
Characteristic 
a. has new confidence in motor abilities 
and new willingness to try tricks and 
stunts 
b. new motor abilities reflect coordina-
tion of leg and arm muscles, a budding 
sense of initiative and an interest in 
gaining competence 
c. her drawings reflect new perceptual 
motor skill as well as limitations 
d. can copy single features of an arrange-
ment of objects but cannot coordinate 
them 
e. asks questions continuously, 
larly 11Why 11 • Many questions 
at getting adult attention. 
asks questions in hopes that 
will ask her opinion 
particu-
are aimed 
Often 
adults 
f. shows good control over behavior and 
good balance between independence and 
sociability, more self-reliant 
g. may show unreasonable fears that are 
real to child and not so easily reasoned 
away by adult 
Example 
a. will jump off a low embankment 
or couch and will try climbing 
up a slide the wrong way 
b. can skip and likes to help at 
household tasks 
c. when drawing a person it usually 
consists of a head, arms, legs, and 
eyes. The body is omitted. She 
draws what she thinks is important. 
Can copy square, & cross. Can 
count to 4 
d. when asked if two pictures of 
houses are the same or different, 
he judges by comparing windows or 
doors 
e. when answering question will go on 
and on with answer, can say 6-8 
word sentences 
£. can dress self (without tying 
shoes) and feed self without 
cutting meat) and can go to 
toilet alone. Also can go about 
immediate neighborhood 
g. fear of dark, dogs, etc. 
h. makes up stories, rationalizes accidents, and plays social clown. He needs 
adult approval for sense of self-respect 
i. enjoys playing with peers and is competitive 
j. beginning to show signs of conscience j. shows remorse 
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4. Age Profile of the 5 year old 
General: The 5 year old shows the completion of early childhood in many ways. 
small and large muscle control is quite advanced and independence 
training in dressing, eating, and toileting are about complete. The 
5 year old enjoys the company of children and may have one or two close 
friends. He/she is ready to prepare for formal education, being away 
from home for full days, and for controlling himself/herself without 
parental supervision. 
Characteristic 
a. new grace and coordination in motor 
control 
b. small motor control is not quite as 
advanced but has .improved 
c. is moving toward self-direction and 
self-control and is expressing a 
desire to attend school 
d. still asking questions but are more apt 
to be less rhetorical and parents may 
find them more interesting and easier 
to answer 
e. developing an increased sense of 
practicality. Is moving toward 
realism and comedy and away from 
fantasy 
f. language development is quite rapid, 
although a child of 5 will often 
"mishear" many adult productions 
g. socially age 5 is quite self-
sufficicient and can often be 
taken as a mini-adult 
h. can copy a triangle 
Example 
a. can learn dance steps and ride a 
two-wheeler, skate, and can use 
sled 
b. can use a toothbrush and a hammer 
although without much effective-
ness. Can play table games and 
is preparing to print simple words 
c. persists longer at tasks and works 
until he completes a project. Is 
able to talk meaningfully about 
tomorrow and yesterday. Is more 
careful, more perservering and 
accurate than a year earlier. Can 
accept responsibilities 
e. wants to know what things are for 
and what you do with them, shows 
good sense of humor 
f. youngster singing out in church: 
"Our father who are in New Haven 1 
Harold by thy name" 
g. enjoys his own friends, chooses 
own activities and TV shows and 
is less demanding of parental 
time and attention. Can go to 
school unattended 
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5. Discipline I AGES FOUR TO SIX 
a. Physical contact continues to be important but with increasing autonomy 
to be allowed on the part of the child. 
During this age 1 the child still wants closenes.s and warmth. However 1 
in terms of physical contact the youngster should be given a greater degree 
of latitude in terms of its dosage. The smothering parent communicates 
possessiveness. The parent who will allow the child to come and go but 
being ready to give freely of closeness 1 warmth 1 and love is saying "I'm 
here when you need me and will sustain you". 
b. Modeling behavior increases in importance. 
What the parents do apart form interactions with the child alone becomes 
of greater significance during these years. The child's world is structured 
primarily within the family. Therefore 1 how the child interprets the world 
of social behavior 1 sexuality, communications, aggressiveness 1 and almost 
any other human situation or emotion is within the setting of the family. 
Thus, the family is the world of the child and the model of the parents is 
extraordinarily important. 
c. The ~ of key words and symbols becomes more important. 
While sermons are not especially encouraged at this age, particular words 
that have value and meaning to the family do become important to the child. 
For instance "We are proud of you". "You are a good boy". "You are a fine 
young lady". These often repeated words begin to have meaning to the child. 
More elaborate sermons, such as ---"Now, if you had any pride you would clean 
up your room and take care of things. Taking care of things is the way that 
you show that you're grateful 1 etc., etc. 1 " are not as effective. 
d. Doing continues 1 but saying increases. 
While the child is still very sensitive about the parent's behavior toward 
him, they do become ready to hear the rationale behind particular actions. 
Reward and punishment occurring in a vacuum and without the reasons expressed 
leanly and quickly become less effective. This does not imply that the 
parents should expect the child to be capable of understanding lengthly 
rationales or run on explanations about behavior, reward, punishment 1 etc. 
J.:f.l::·H:::o V.L. .I: ..LU....l 
~~~_Reproductive Play 
(Ages 4-7) 
.... ----..L. 
a. Child uses play a. visual discrimination of 
materials in more finer details, and the 
conventional ways use of touch to guide 
which conform more visual exploration 
to physical reality b. perceiving whole objects 
or cultural prescrip- from their parts 
tion (now a drawing c. perceiving relative 
of something looks positions of objects in 
like what others space 
can recognize) d. practical (intuitive) 
. b. The standards and concepts 
the desire to e. ability to ordinate, 
accomodate to them 
evolve out of the 
child's sharpening 
sense of reality. 
c. Child can work creat-
and subtract smaller 
numbers 
f. use of language to 
sustain private and 
social activities and 
ively along with one to release tensions 
add, 
or two other children g.active memory strategies 
d. Children use their h. increased inhibition of 
imaginations to play 
different social 
roles (Imagine and i. 
take turns saying j. 
and doing what they 
believe adults might 
say and do) k. 
e. Learn to take turns 
and limit behavior 
to rules. 
f. Can play simple games 
with rules. 
g. Use "Dramatic Play"-
social role play 
using cars, dolls, 
blocks, etc. 
l. 
h. Use "Sociodramatic 
Play"(when dramatic 
play involves another 
child. 
i. Become frustrated 
when they can't 
reRroduce thinqs as 
nnnA ri~ rhPV lnnk_ 
action or choice while 
pondering alternatives 
imitative construction 
increased attention, task 
persistence, and directed 
curiosity 
more mature forms of 
attention-getting 
simple understanding 
of natural phenomena 
-Blocks, paper boxes, cans, 
bricks, Tinker Toys, Lego, 
Technik, Flexagons, and 
other put-together toys 
are appropriate. 
-Also painting, clay work, 
string sculpture, wood-
working satisfy urge to 
create and accomplish. 
-Other things include: 
play people & animals 
(zoo and farm), trucks, 
cars, utensils, toy 
dishes, clay, paint, water, 
sand, scissors, paper, 
. paste, lotto games, musical 
rythm band instruments,jig-
saw puzzles, crayons, 
folding easel and black-
board, chalk, etc. 
-Large qnd small pieces of 
wood in various shapes 
including barrels, ladders, 
planks, etc. provide 
challenge and interest. 
-adult tools can be used 
with supervision-hammer, 
nails, saw, etc. 
-skiing can be taught now 
as well as other similar 
skills. 
-trips to the library 
and book store are 
positive experiences 
which evolve into a 
love of learning and a 
continuous curiosity 
motive. 
-The imaginary friend is a healthy way 
for a young child to consolidate and 
gain control over his fears. Do not 
·squelch it. 
-Children who use less realistic toys 
have a greater imagination than children 
who play with toys that "do all the 
work" • Avoid small mechanical toys . 
-large unpainted and unstructured toys 
lead to greater development. 
-Do not buy toys too advanced (a wooden 
push train is better than an electric 
one at this age.) 
-Do not succumb to TV ads when selecting 
toys. 
-Ask yourself, Am I encouraging initiative 
and daring in her? Is she willing to try 
new things and play with ideas? ~ 
-Always display the child's work in open ~ 
view. 
-Remember that joking and humor consti-
tute language play and are important. 
-Do not be overconcerned with good 
grammar as it will inhibit imagination 
and verbalization. 
Q:j 
I-' 
---.J, 
-{:::;'· 
-Learning is inherent in all play materials 
so that "educational" toys is a redun-
dancy, Premature formal learning may be 
the result. 
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Handout # l.J. 
1. Psychosocial Development/ Stage 4: Industry Vs. Inferiority (6-11). 
General: These are the school years from grade 1 to 6 and the child's 
main concern is how things are made, how they work, and what 
they do. This is the "Robinson Crusoe" age. The child's main 
goal is to be competent. Now the child is capable of deductive 
reasoning (if •.•.. then), can play by rules, and "take turns" 
in games. 
Probable origins of 
Industry 
-parents encourage and guide child in 
building and making things; cooking, 
baking, sewing, etc. and acknowledge 
effort and results 
-adults (parents and teachers) 
communicate faith in child's ability 
to do things and improve: "it's hard 
but you' 11 get it". 
-child with learning problems is not 
coddled but is encouraged to compensate 
or overcome handicap 
-school and home have cooperative re-
lationship and employ problem-solving 
orientation 
-parents and teachers ask themselves 
"what can I do to make her/him feel 
successful?", and provide real and 
not token experiences 
-parents and teachers seek appropriate 
help if unable to solve problems 
through own efforts 
-school curriculum, teachers' and 
parents' attitudes and values rein-
force and create situations for child 
to feel successful - class and home 
environment emphasize sharing, 
cooperation, and responsibility 
-homework is suited to child with 
feedback from child that the 
assignment is understood (child 
explains in own words) 
Probable origins of 
Inferiority 
-parents see child's efforts and pro-
ductions as "mischief" or "making a 
mess" 
-~ough the reactions of adults}child 
feels dumb, clumsy, inadequate, and 
develops a poor self-image which he 
"proves" to himself and others, e.g. 
"what do you expect from a jerk?" 
-adults overreact to handicap, do too 
much for child, and/or excuse all forms 
of unrelated inappropriate behavior due 
to "poor child" 
-school and home blame each other for 
child's problems and see the child's 
development as being the sole responsi-
bility of the other 
-parents tell teacher that child is 
school's responsibility during school 
hours and teachers tell parents to punish 
child at home for school misbehavior, or 
fail to inform parents at all 
-parents or teachers not secure enough to 
admit that they need help so they hold 
arms up in· despair or play "blame game" 
-material is too easy or hard, environment 
is too competitive, class too large, adults 
too evaluative and use pressure, and adults 
do not tolerate error and imperfection 
-homework is too frequent, too difficult, 
and in excess with inadequate directions 
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1. Psychosocial Development (cont'd) 
J:ndustry 
-parents help child structure homework 
time, provide space and materials and 
offer genuine help, use patience and 
understanding 
-teachers adopt sensitivity to child's 
learning style, strengths, weaknesses, 
and interests and exploit same on 
child' s behalf 
-teachers and parents are democratic 
in attitude and b~avior 
-parents and teachers understand the 
need for structure and boundaries, 
and use modeling and consistency 
-child is graded on the basis of his 
own ability/achievement ratio; at 
home child is seen as an individual -
different than siblings but not better 
or worse due to such a difference 
-teacher refuses to write child off 
because of adverse home situation 
and sees self as child's second 
chance, parents sympathize and 
empathize with child's'~eacher 
problems" and offer to intervene 
in constructive manner 
-adults amply acknowledge child's 
papers, projects, and verbalizations 
about school 
-reading, knowledge, and education is 
valued in the home 
-child achieves success in a variety 
of ways: sports, school, etc. child 
has diverse interests and spreads 
his time evenly among them 
·Inferiority 
~parents do work for child, offer token 
help, or tell child it's his problem, 
parent helps child grudgingly or through 
double-bind messages, "can't you do any-
thing yourself?" 
-teachers see all children as being the 
same and make no allowances or special 
efforts, child "sinks or swims" 
-adults are either permissive or authori-
tarian (bossy, punitive, power-conscious) 
-adults either run the child's life so 
that she is over-trained and robot-like and 
"addicted" to external control and di-
rection, or allow child complete freedom 
with no set times for things such as meals, 
bedtime, and the studying of specific 
subjects at routine times, i.e. regi-
mentation or chaos 
-child is graded on the basis of peer 
performance; "the good get better and the 
bad get worse"; at home child is typecast, 
e.g. "my slow one". 
-teacher writes child off due to bad home 
situation, parents condone child's school 
failure or misbehavior because of "bad" 
teacher, or brush aside child's concerns 
with "life is tough"; parent may immediately 
side with child and make hostile visit to 
school 
-adults say "that • s nice" and shoo child 
away or say "how come you didn't get all 
A's?" 
-parents jam books down child's throat or 
complain about teachers 
-constructive avenues of success have been 
cut off so child learns to be "good at 
being bad", child's world is narrow and 
purpose singular 
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2. Cognitive Development/ Stage 3: Concrete Thinking (7-11) 
-fantasy, magical thinking, and imagination begin to take a back seat to 
realistic practical thinking 
-logic, facts, and relationships are now of primary concern 
-the child need not completely give up his imagination and creativity but 
he can use his realism and technical skills to produce artworks, music, 
stories, etc. that have form, structure, and communicability 
-child still cannot separate hypothesis (theory) from fact 
./ 
-at this stage the child is very literal-minded: things are either black 
and white or good and bad - no gray areas 
-the child is very conservative and rejects totally anything that contradicts 
his/her absolute beliefs 
-facts rests solely on what "my teacher (mother) said .•• 11 
-child comes to table with hands dripping wet because mother said she couldn't 
wipe her dirty hands on the towel. 
-child paints windows because parent said he could paint anything in the room 
-because child does not consider exceptions to rules, parent and teacher find 
themselves saying, "but I didn't mean ... " 
-rules are understood by child but are seen as fixed and unchangeable - etched 
in stone 
-the danger at this stage is that children can be "brainwashed11 by adults since 
children accept adult teachings as law. Prejudice, racism, sexism, etc. can 
gain a firm foothold at this stage, e.g. Klu Klux Klan Youth Camps, Nazi Youth 
Corps, etc. Table conversations about minority groups in the home are equally 
persuasive in attitude formation 
-too much emphasis in school on understanding the deeper and complex meanings 
of subject matter is disturbing to a child who is at the skills-acquisition 
stage of learning (understanding is a slow and gradual process that unfolds. in 
conjunction with the development of the brain and appropriate learning experiences) 
-in general the school curricula in grades 3-6 appear to be meeting the child's 
cognitive needs because of the good match (grades 1 & 2 may be too abrupt in 
skill acquisition cutting off the child's need for imaginative play while grades 
7-11 may not encourage critical thinking and problem solving, i.e. schools may 
not 'shift gears" so as to stimulate higher level cognitive functioning) 
~at this age rote learning is the manner in which the child learns best with 
understanding concepts gradually being introduced (material should be taught at 
a level slightly higher than child's ability to grasp it. If too easy child gets 
bored and if too hard child gets frustrated) 
-parent may get frustrated with child who insists that "the teachers says we gotta 
do it this way". Parent may see teacher as too picky or teacher may see parent as 
not helpful to child when the real fault is the child's literalmindedness. (when 
in doubt have a conference or call) 
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3. Moral Development I Conventional Level: Stage 3 "Good Boy - Nice Girl" 
Orientation (middle school age) 
-good behavior is that which pleases others and is approved by them 
-conformity and compliance to majority behavior are important 
-intentionality is important for behavior now, "he means well" 
-being "nice" earns one social approval 
-trust, loyalty, respect, gratitude, good motives, and concern for others are 
valued 
-a person's duty is to live up to others' expectation- making mother proud 
of you, etc. 
-being a good person from one's own point-of-view as well as that of others is 
important 
-there is a strong belief in the Golden Rule and a desire to maintain rules 
and authority which support "good" behavior 
-other's rights take precedence over one's own and there is some sense of 
dutifulness and self-sacrificing for others 
-here a person should not steal period even if the theft resulted in the 
saving of a life, e.g. stealing a car to bring an injured person to the 
hospital 
-from this orientation there is no attempt on the person's part to work 
through a decision by looking inward with regard to solving a moral dilemma 
-this person is always looking to others for direction 
-rather than take a personal stand on an issue of moral significance, this 
person merely cites an authoritative source and ends the discussion 
-here a person would "walk a mile" to avoid an argument and attempts to 
please everyone and have superficial harmony when there is underlying tension 
and hostility_"ostrich syndrome" 
Stage 4 The "Law and Order" Orientation (middle school age to high school 
sophomore) 
-"One is not to question why, one is just to do or die" 
-moral judgement are based on fixed and unchanging rules that everyone is 
duty-bound to obey without question 
-authorities are looked to for right and wrong decisions 
-person can justify any act on the basis of "only following orders" so that 
one's individual conscience is relieved 
-in school,questions have only one right answer because truths are fixed 
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3. Moral Development I Conventional Level: Stage 4 (cont'd) 
-if people don't obey absolutely, this person reasons, there would be anarchy 
and chaos 
-one's conscience is more social and less personal, e.g. person feels badly if 
disappoints others 
-person is more concerned with "letter of the law" than with spirit 
-what is right is that which contributes to the society, group, or institution 
-to maintain the social order is important. "If everyone did it" the society 
would break down 
-the individual is important only so far that he/she contributes to the welfare 
of the system 
-patriotism, honor, bravery, and sacrifice are valued because they give evidence 
of one's commitment to the system - they are signs of allegiance and the 
fulfillment of oaths 
-Kohlberg feels that most men function at this stage while most women are at 
stage 3 (Carol Gilligan feels that womens' thinking is not lower, just different) 
-continued moral growth is dependent on continued intellectual growth, exposure 
to models who represent higher moral stages, and participation in discussions 
of moral dilemmas whereby the person has an opportunity to listen to the moral 
reasoning of people in the next moral stage from his/hers 
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4. Age Profile of the 6 year old 
General: The 6 year old is active, outgoing, and basically self-centered. 
His own activities take precedence over anything else. He demonstrates pride 
over things he accomplished himself. He ··s still not fully adapted to school 
but still gets a considerable amount of basic skill learning. 
Characteristic 
a. high activity level, lots of boisterous 
play and verbal aggression, is more 
willing to give it out than take it 
and is sensitive about being called the 
names he calls others 
b. is interested in games with rules where 
more than 2 can play 
c. tends to be clumsy and a dawdler 
d. doesn't understand own limits 
e. always seems to be eating and wanting 
to eat 
f. six needs to be the center of things, 
bossy, assertive, and very sensitive 
to real or imagined slights 
g. begins to differentiate self-concept 
by putting self in opposition to 
mother 
h. shows periods of regression due to 
being in school and exposed to new 
values and standards - child is 
caught in "turmoil of adaptation" 
i. tends to give parents a hard time 
and reacts negatively to criticism 
Example 
a. constant motion of lst graders making 
faces, imitating dances seen on TV, 
always bouncing out of seat, utters 
phrases like "you stink" often 
b. take turn games with spinners or dice 
making things - cookies, play doh 
figures, etc. 
c. parents have to keep after her to get 
dressed for school; child may play 
on way home from school and be late 
d. in play and other activities may not 
know when to stop, exhausting oneself 
and getting angry, or in roughhousing 
may get hurt 
e. insatiable appetite for sweets, eating 
a lot after school 
f. feels she is being treated unfairly 
if a sibling gets a present and she 
doesn't, and gets upset if someone 
gets more of something but does not 
get upset when "shoe is on other foot •: 
is very free with advice whether 
asked for it or not and imposes her 
wants upon parents without any recog-
nition of the fact they may be busy 
g. sometimes calls her "stupid", or says 
"you're mean", "I hate you", etc. 
At other times says "I love you", 
writes her notes, or makes presents 
for her 
h. becomes clingy and babyish 
i. is a know-it-all and tries parents' 
patience 
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4. 6 year old (cont•d) 
j. father is one to whom child shows 
more consistently positive attitude 
k. relates to siblings competitively 
but varies according to birth order 
and age spacing 
l. with a 6 year old 11 two is company 
and three is a crowd 11 with regard 
to play situations, friendships are 
erratic and tattling is frequent 
m. often claims to have 11boyfriend 11 or 
;.'"girlfriend" in school - a person 
they admire, boys and girls play 
together but the movement to separate 
begins now 
j. likes to go places with father and do 
things 
k. if oldest may resent younger ones for 
getting into things and may punch them 
for it, if younger, may want to tag 
along or play games but is not a 
gracious loser so may be discouraged 
from future play with sibling 
n. generally age 6 has a positive attitude toward school 
although this may change by year•s end. He/she may decide 
to stay home on a given day. Being in school for a full day 
is tiring for age 6, especially if the classroom is too 
geared to academics and too little to play-type activities 
o. age 6 does well at sports-type activities 
because they match the activity o. does better at shorter games 
level but he/she does not have 
the persistence that will come 
later. 
p. learns a great deal during lst 
grade 
q. likes to bring papers home for 
parents to praise and display 
p. child comes into school knowing some 
letters and leaves being able to read 
through several primers and doing addition 
and subtraction. While errors are made 
frequently (reversals) , if these are not 
played up, they will disappear of their 
own accord 
q. age six is shattered if parent lightly 
dismisses or has derogatory remarks about 
his/her work (which is far from being 
equivalent to that of adults) 
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5. Age Profile of the 7 year old 
General: 
Children 
quiet in 
Growth shows periods of rapid activity and periods of quiet. 
need time to integrate new experiences and 7 is often a phase 
comparison to 6. 
of 
Characteristic 
a. children begin to assimilate the 
wealth of new experiences they had 
in grade 1 
b. consolidation of reasoning abilities 
c. assimilation of new experience process 
is not smooth so child will show moods 
of brooding, pensiveness, sadness, and 
negativism 
d. child is still active but more of the 
action is going on inside the child 
rather than in external action 
e. there is an increased sense of self 
and heightened sensitivity to the 
reactions of others I 
f. shame is a common emotion at this age 
and often centers around the body 
g. is reluctant to expose self to 
failure or criticism 
h. for 7 thinking and doing are the 
same and sensitivity relates more 
to what peers and adults say and do 
and not so much what they thi:n]'g" 
i. listens better and shows more 
consideration and politeness 
j. while sibling relations may be 
better, it still depends on birth 
order and spacing 
k. still enjoys friends but also 
solitary activities 
l. demonstrates a better understanding 
of situations being faced 
Example 
a. a relatively calmer period 
b. is reflective and serious 
f. may not like to have body exposed 
or touched 
g. seven will leave the scene rather 
than risk disapproval 
h. worries about people liking him/ 
her and complains about being 
treated unfairly. Seven shows 
concern in those areas in which 
he/she can be publicly evaluated: 
reading, paying attention, conduct, 
·_etc. 
i. asks for responsibilities such as 
running errands 
j. generally the closer in age, the 
greater the liklihood of quarrels, 
the further apart the better the 
relations 
k. can stop things before they go 
too far better than at 6 
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5. 7 year old (cont'd) 
m. in school child shows increased concern 
with the teacher and her/his response 
to her/him. Not as con£ident as at 6 
that he/she can do everything well; is 
beginning to grasp the rule of the 
teacher as a model and a guide 
n. more persistent and care£ul in work 
habits 
o. acquired a concern with the adequacy 
o£ his/her per£ormance 
n. likes to know where things begin 
and end and how far he/she is 
supposed to go 
o. wants to know immediately after 
doing something (like reading) 
how well he/she did 
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6. Age Profile of the 8 year old 
Characteristic 
a. begins to seek new experiences; 
mood and style are active and 
expensive 
b. has judgemental attitude as if a 
nlittle parentn and concerned with 
the nwhyn of things 
c. noticeable separation of sexes but 
is not yet complete 
d. has enormous curiosity and wants 
money to barter and bargain with 
e. increased interest in foreign lands 
and earlier times 
f. more self-confident, perhaps because 
of identification with adults and 
greater self-awareness; curious about 
self 
g. child shows distinctive behavior 
patterns 
h. seeks to discover self in many ways 
i. is usually friendly and cooperative 
and wants mature or adult-like jobs 
around the house 
j. particularly concerned with how 
mother thinks and feels about him/ 
her 
184 
Example 
b. this could be child's way of dealing 
with the open evaluations made of 
him/her and experiences which remind 
child of his/her vulnerability - come 
home from dentist office and pokes 
sticks into little brother's mouth 
(a way of coping with anxiety of 
dental chair) 
c. groups of boys may shout and tease 
groups of girls 
d. collects any number of different 
things, as seen when examining con-
tents of pockets and bureau drawers 
e. delights in learning ·that children in 
other lands do similar things; shows 
strong liking for Indians, knights, 
pilgrims, etc. 
f. eight is constantly testing his/her 
behavior on others in order to judge 
their reactions toward him/her 
h. through dramatic play, takes the role 
of characters about whom he/she has 
read about or heard; begins to notice 
the social impact of social status, 
clothing,,and appearance differences 
i. when asked to set the table or pick 
up things eight·may grumble because 
he thinks these jobs are beneath him 
j. may dog her footsteps and hang on 
every word and facial expression·· 
hoping for a clue of her reaction 
to him/her 
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6. 8 year old (cont'd) 
k. discovering that parents are not 
perfect and can make mistakes; 
attitude toward mother is often 
complex and ambivalent - a com-
bination of love, demandingness, 
anger and criticalness; tests 
parents and others 
1. increased sensitivity to the 
nature of friendship 
m. with adults, 8 is often more 
polite to strangers than he is at 
home; knows the social routines 
without prompting; enjoys meeting 
new people 
k. confronts mother with b 
l. basis for relationship is shifting 
from common play to personality -
"Sarah is bossy", etc. 
m. teachers and neighbors tell parents 
how polite and well-behaved child is 
and parents think they have their 
child confused with someone else 
n. most children enjoy going to school although the 
reason may be more social (to see their friends) 
than academic; like the 6 year old, 8 likes to 
bring things home from school and will spon-
taneously tell parents the day's happenings 
o. less concerned with the teacher and 
more with the group 
p. very sensitive and judgemental of own 
school work 
q. information about self is a strong 
theme at this age 
o. may gossip more among themselves 
and begin to send notes to each othe 
p. mentions how many wrong and cri ti-
cizes own art work; sensitive about 
being poor reader or speller 
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7. Age Profile of the 9 year old 
General: There is no sharp separation between characteristics of the 8 
and 9 year old, but rather an increase in the maturity and refinement of 
behaviors exhibited earlier. 
Characteristic 
a. greater objectivity in judgement 
b. the shock of parents not being perfect 
is now past and the 9 year old can 
accept parental mistakes and ignorance 
as a matter of course 
c. bursts of emotion and impatience are 
less frequent and more under control 
d. can become increadibly involved in 
activities of his own choosing 
e. if forced to interupt activity of own 
choosing, will come back to it on his 
own 
f. shows an inner-directed quality; gives 
the impression of calm and responsibi-
lity 
g. can better distinguish between the 
damage done by an act and the in-
tentions which led to it and tends 
to give intentions more weight ~n 
his/her judgements 
h. increased awareness of sex and sex-
appropriate behaviors 
i. self-concept shows a new self-
confidence 
j. is usually involved in a number 
of extra activities 
Example 
a. can say nthat's not so hot, is it?" 
of something he has done without 
feeling guilty; will appraise parents 
calmly 
d. becomes so absorbed in a stamp or 
card collection that he forgets times 
and meals 
f. new maturity seen in his dealing with 
adults and peers where he shows a 
depth of consideration and a sense 
of fairness 
g. better able to accept own failures 
and mistakes and take responsibility 
for his actions 
h. girls may get upset about their 
clothing and appearance - ni hate the 
way I look 11 or ni hate this dress 11 ; 
boys tend to be disdainful of their 
clothes and of cleanliness 
i. perhaps due to better self-control, 
9 is able to budget time (with aid 
of lists and schedules) which adds 
to feelings of self-importance 
j. at this age, parents feel like a 
chaffeur 
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7. 9 year old (cont'd) 
k. less quarreling and demanding of 
parentsi new maturity and con-
fidence shows in his behavior 
l. close friendships strengthen -
usually between members of the 
same sex, and there may be much 
overt verbal hostility between 
the two sexes 
m. friendships and peer groups are 
very powerful force for liking 
school and ~or good school 
attendance 
n. school is getting easier for age 
9 if he/she has mastered those 
skills taught to date 
o. may be hard on the teacher 
p. academic achievement is important 
to the 9 year old 
q. the child who does well but is 
not perfect is the ideal 
k. parents need not bribe or bargain 
with child to do simple chores 
(although will need reminding) 
l. boys, according to girls, are always 
"fighting and yelling" while girls 
are seen by boys as always "giggling 
and laughing" 
m. "poor" students who have friends 
still come to school with regularity 
n. no longer having as much trouble 
getting started in the morning, 
although he may forget his homework 
o. now knows what he/she likes and 
doesn't like to doi less emotionally 
attached to teacher than before, and 
dislike for subject can generalize 
to dislike for teacher 
p. this is because it is the main 
standard of evaluation used by 
children in ranking one another 
(sports is another) 
q. children who are either too "slow" 
or too "bright" are often excluded 
socially 
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8. Age Profile of the lO year old 
General: The ten year old is in many ways the calm before the storm of 
adolescence which varies in qegree among individual pre-teens and teenagers. 
Characteristic 
a. high point of balance and adaptation 
to child's world; usually at peace 
with self and world 
b. boys show little concern for clothes 
c. most lO year olds are pretty good 
about not losing their belongings 
d. girls are more sexually advanced 
than boys and are concerned about 
bodies, menstruation, and sexual 
matters 
e. boys show less ~ked bodily changes 
and concern is much less about the 
body 
f. amazingly stable now 
g. positive self-concept 
h. age ten is a romantic period 
i. really enjoys his/her family 
j. boys tend to move around in loosely 
organized groups of boys who may play 
sports together; they may have particular 
friends within the group but there is 
still much switching around 
Example 
a. home, school, and community do not 
hold many terrors for child anymore; 
child feels proud of ability to 
"fit in" 
b. clothes may be scattered about or 
treated roughly 
d. beginning to manifest the rounding 
of body contours 
f. fears and anxieties are at an all 
time low; relations with friends, 
family, and teachers are at an all 
time high (the exception is younger 
siblings who remind lO what he/she 
once was like) 
g. shows much less interest than 9 in 
self-evaluation~ experiences a 
general feeling of well-being 
h. child looks forward to growing up 
and may idolize parents or famous 
people such as movie stars or 
athletes 
i. enjoys family trips and outings and 
does not resent spending time with 
family rather than friends 
8. 10 year old (cont'd) 
k. girls tend to move in smaller 
groups and are likely to form 
more intense friendships and 
have more serious 11fallings 
out11 with the girls, being 
"mad" at one another as a 
consequence 
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1. emergence of high interest in group 
activities - scouts, brownies, 
little league, etc. 
m. relations with teacher are usually 
positive 
n. 10 enjoys being read to and in 
particular likes mystery and 
adventure books 
o. girls seem to develop interest and 
concern with animals, horses in 
particular 
p. more interested in learning facts 
and memorizing names than finding 
causes or explanations 
l. may even form own groups with secre 
insignia, codes, and passwords (andl 
"no girls allowed 11 ); such groups are 
short-lived, as they belong to the 
whim of the moment and do not meet 
the need for lasting companionship 
upon which long term groups are 
built 
m. accepts teacher's authority, may 
quote her at home, describe her 
appearance at home to parents; they 
like teacher to schedule activities 
and keep to the schedule 
n. Robinson Cruso~, Treasure Island, 
Nancy Drew, Hardy Boys, Cherry Amesf 
Danny Dunn, The Three Investigators 
etc. 
p. appears more interested in soaking 
up knowledge than in integrating it 
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9. Age Profile o£ the ll year old 
General: The pace o£ growth is beginning to increase. Sel£-doubts and 
insecurity are once again present and there is a new defensiveness apparent 
in the young person's willingness to admit mistakes. Relations with parents 
and siblings are once again with conflict, where relations with friends are 
stronger than ever. 
Characteristic 
a. entering into a new phase o£ growth, 
hence, new conflicts 
b. tremendous energy 
c. defiance o£ adult authority 
d. new sensitivity 
e. renewed sel£-doubt and feelings 
about sel£ 
£. needs to be noticed and cannot 
tolerate indi££erence 
g. starting independence £rom 
parental influence 
h. challenges parental authority 
i. choice o£ friendships made on 
mutuality o£ interests and 
temperament 
j. growing interest in opposite sex 
with girls being more vocal about 
this interest 
Example 
a. activity level shows marked increase, 
appetite increases £or both £ood and 
new experiences 
b. can manifest itsel£ in a loud and 
rude manner - in a store or bus will 
shout loudly to friends without con-
sideration o£ other people nereby 
c. likes to argue but not to be argued 
with; is emotional and subject to 
bursts o£ outrage or moodiness, o£ten 
touchy and unpredictable 
d. as a result o£ increased pace o£ growtli 
and recognition o£ being grown up 
e. because o£ child's new activity and 
consequent carelessness he/she is o£ten 
yelled at and disciplined; o£ten resporld: 
with "everything I do is wrong" or 
"you're always picking on me" 
£. eleven may lash out without really 
knowing why since negative reactions 
£rom others are better than none 
g. beginning to make own choices about 
career, etc., o£ten dreams o£ being 
rich and £am.ous 
h. critical o£ mother's judgement and 
£ather's temper 
i. boys tend to have one best £riend and 
a group o£ others who play together; 
girls usually have a small group o£ 
£riends who are close 
j. girls may talk about boys a good deal 
o£ the time; boys show interest by 
teasing and showing o££ 
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9. ll year old (cont'd) 
k. school may become a problem even 
though it can be liked 
l. prefers material that allows an 
exhibition of skills such as rote 
abilities - reading words, spelling, 
math, etc.i still has trouble with 
complex relations 
m. learning often causes fatigue 
k. eleven's high energy level and 
criticalness make it hard to sit 
still and do school worki at this 
age it is better to go to school 
for social reasons 
m. because so much energy is being 
expended everywhere else 
Note: It is almost as if this new growth spurt causes feelings of discomfort 
and inadequacy which makes the child feel vulnerable and on display. 
To counter this he/she may show behavior that is exactly opposite to 
how he/she feels about himsel£/herself in order that others won't see 
and judge them during this metamorphisis. Also, it becomes a little 
easier to become independent if those around you whom you love are 
viewed in negative terms - it makes the eventual departure from the 
nest somewhat more pallatable. 
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10. Discipline AGES SEVEN TO NINE 
a. Looks outside the home at other social roles but requires interpretation of those 
roles from the parents. 
The youngster will begin to admire particular vocations such as the architect, 
the nurse, the doctor or the teacher. Here she will also begin to act out the 
part of particular social roles observed among friends. One day they will come 
up with a new slang expression. They will suddenly want to act like the bad 
kid, the smart kid, the good kid, the tough kid and so on. 
These swings and changes can be surprising to parents b~t the child wants some 
social interpretation. It is important that this interpretation occur without 
attacking the child but with the common understanding that we all have done the 
same thing at the same age. 
b. Modeling behavior increases in importance as it is associated with the direct 
articulation of morals and ideals. 
Because the child is "settling down into latency" - those middle years of life 
before adolescence when the youngster has the time to scrutinize and look at 
a variety of people around them - - he or she will identify with the parent of 
the same sex. The modeling behavior by that parent is very important. Morals 
and ideals become championed at this age. The "good boy" or "bad boy" syndrome 
in the face of authority is very powerful. However, the articulation of the 
standard behaviors for the family and of the major values and ideals within the 
family will be incorporated, listened to, and dealt with seriously by the child 
often to the parent's great surprise. For instance, with no prior feedback, a 
child will suddenly begin to articulate the very thing which the parent has been 
drumming on. The parent will have assumed that he/she has not been successful. 
The child will have heard what the parent was saying. 
c. Reward and punishment begin to assume more of the characteristics of the real 
world. 
While "going to your room" is still an option or a child may still be confronted 
with loud parental decibels or a swat to the gluteus maximus, it becomes more 
important to make the award or the punishment consonant with the real world. 
Retribution, direct apology, work, and so on can be more effective as devices 
for understanding the price for negative behavior. Conversely, time spent with 
the parents, events and interactions can be more important as direct rewards for 
positive behavior. 
d. Autonomy should begin to occur on an arranged basis. 
The child needs to feel that he or she can function outside the family and 
away from the purview of the parents. This is only partly true, and it is 
helpful to arrange autonomous experiences. For instance, the Scouts or Brownies 
afford an opportunity to be away and yet to be in rather close supervision and 
contact with the homes and its norms. The same is true with "overnights" and 
so on. 
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AGES TEN TO TWELVE 
a. Autonomous personal friendships and group relationships occur but with 
continuing parental interpretation and consultation. 
More advanced social behavior and an increasing amount of it away from 
home are the hallmarks of this period of life. However, the youngster 
definitely asks for and requires the parent's interpretation of the people 
and what is happening. At this point, the abstr~cts of interpersonal 
relationships can be talked about. Words such as "leadership" or "follower" 
or "honesty" and so .on can be talked about within the context of the 
successes and failures in interpersonal relationships. Again, the child 
will reject this information if it is presented as an attacking critique 
as opposed to observations, consultations, and interpretations. 
b. Increasing experimentation with various social roles. 
At this age kids are more likely to begin to read novels about Nurse Nancy, 
the Hardy Boys, Heidi, and so on. These are classic books for latency 
age youngsters. They afford the child a chance to experiment with some 
very serious social roles. The youngster is fantasying himself or herself 
as a nurse, a detective, or any other role or occupation. There is in-
creasing interest during this age in sexual roles -- all filled with 
anxiety -- and more so for girls than boys. Boys are more likely to 
continue to be interested in their play and in their own bodies while 
girls are more likely to begin to notice the other person. Group social 
behavior also becomes more powerful albeit at times silly. 
c. Modeling becomes increasingly important in the historical sense and 
according to the sharing of sexual roles. 
During this age young people become increasingly aware of the history of 
their own parents' lives and of the lives of those who have gone before. 
They use this information, especially, to sort out their own role, their 
own place in history, and the nature of their own sexual role. While it 
is by no means developed during this age, the child is fully capable of 
social understanding and does his or her share of thinking in that regard. 
Suggested Activities 
Types of Play The Outcomes of Play and Materials General Do's and Don'ts __ 
IV. Games with Rules 
(Ages 7-12) 
a. Dramatic and Socio-
Dramatic play continue 
to be important. 
b. Making and accepting 
rules are recurring 
themes in play 
c. Children can reflect 
on rules and ask 
questions about them 
d. They learn that they 
are bound by the rules 
they help create for 
themselves. 
a. sustained adaptation to 
routine 
b. conservation, concepts 
proper, and ability to 
measure and tell time 
c. formal academic skills 
d. ability to shift 
perspective 
e. refined fine motor 
skills (e.g. drawing, 
writing, and the use of 
musical instruments) 
f. social problem-solving 
techniques 
g. more reciprocal re-
lations with peers 
h. total integration of 
large and fine motor 
actions 
i. sense of accomplish-
ment 
j. ability to apply rules 
to particular situations 
k. social graces and 
courtesies 
1. deeper feelings for 
others 
m. intersensory integra-
tion 
n. self-iniated activities 
and pursuits which are 
better organized and 
attentive to greater 
detail 
-Cement mixers, cranes, der-
ricks, and moon missles now 
replace simpler toys. 
-They like to be read stories 
about heroes of the workaday 
world (6-9 years old) 
-They enjoy trips to the market, 
construction sites, docks, 
aquarium, zoo, firehouse, 
police station,etc. 
-Girls are avid doll house 
players and handle well the 
tiny components. 
-Old props and clothing should 
be available for them to dress 
up to portray varied roles. 
-Discussion of vocations can 
occur between 6 and 9. 
-Games of skill and chance, 
collecting, building models, 
etc. are appropriate. 
-A child now needs a good 
sized desk (30"x60") and 
plenty of paper, pencils, 
crayons, etc. 
-Hobby crafts, science labs, 
model-building kits, etc, 
are good year round activities. 
-Scouts, Campfire Girls, Little 
League, etc. are good to 
encourage participation in 
groups. 
-Anagrams, Scrabble, MadLibs, 
dominoes, checkers, pick-up 
sticks, ringtoss, darts, 
jackstraws, tiddlywinks, 
Chinese Checkers, etc. are 
ideal toys appropriate to 
their growing proximity to 
adults. Can begin to take 
formal music lessons. 
-Avoid overbuying toys with too 
few uses, i.e. single purpose 
toys, e.g. a puzzle. 
-Do not indulge your child with too 
many expensive toys because you 
did not have them. 
-Beware of sex-typing toys and 
activities - girls can be truck 
drivers and boys can be nurses. 
A boy who gently feeds a doll may 
make a good father. 
-Do not allow the child to get into 
situations where intense rivalry 
and competitiveness are emphasized. 
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1. Psychosocial Development I Stage 5: Identity Vs. Role Confusion (12-18) 
General: The young person is in a very transitional state at this time 
in his/her life. He/she is part child and part adult and the behavior of 
teenagers during this period shows elements of both childhood and adulthood 
which causes perplexity on the part of parents and teachers, e.g. "how can 
you be so mature one minute and so immature the next?" (transitional periods 
of any kind are not known for their smoothness) 
a. in America the teen years are particularly troublesome. Although there is 
agreement on when adolescence begins, it is not so clear when it terminates 
and many 20 and 30 year old "teenagers" can be found ( transadul ts) 
b. in our culture, unlike many primitive cultures, there are few, if any, man-
hood rites ("rites de passage") which clearly separate children from adults, 
i.e. no bears to kill or eagle's feather to capture 
c. American children this age are chided for acting young and silly on one hand 
and shunned from meaningful participation. in the society on the other, i.e. 
"go away kid" 
d. rapid changes in technology, values, attitudes, and beliefs coupled with 
economic isolation help to create in young people a sense of confusion and 
uncertainty 
e. the teenager because of his egocentricity and greater intellectual awareness 
is an impatient idealist giving rise to the need to find causes to give his/ 
her life meaning and direction. The child part of them seeks immediacy while 
the adult part sees clearly the imperfection and injustices in the world 
(this period is particularly troublesome for wealthy young people who must 
carry the burden of guilt for having so much) 
f. the adolescent's task now is to find out who he/she is, where he/she has been, 
and where he/she is going. This is truly the crossroads of life 
g. mental and physical changes occur in dramatic and uneven ways 
h. the parents influence is less direct now 
i. while preparation for a successful adolescence begins in the cradle, the 
behavior of adults at this time can aid tremendously in the young person's 
ability to weather the storm (however, parents must not believe that they can 
experience the pain and discomfort for their child because it is only through 
such discomfort that growth is achieved) 
j. there is ambivalence over independence 
is freedom but responsibility and with 
but irresponsibility, e.g. "get off my 
and dependence; with the former there 
the latter there is restrictiveness 
back ma ..• do you know where my pants are?" 
k. the tendency for young people to form into groups readily can be the concept 
of safety in numbers. Alone they may feel isolated and weak but together they 
feel less vulnerable 
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l. Psychosocial Development/ Stage 5 (cont'd) 
l. the teenager is apt to demonstrate "developmental defiance" - everything 
is "dumb" and parents are "mean". This is a necessary step to the development 
of individuality. The next step is to become free of the group and its 
pressures to conformity. This paves the way for intimate relationships -
having a few close friends, a heterosexual relationship, and an eventual 
closer and deeper relationship with his/her own parents 
m. another issue is that of inferiority Vs. superiority. Often the adolescent 
gives the impression of be¢ng a know-it-all. This behavior is actually a 
mask for their real feelings of intellectual inadequacy 
n. the young person's behavior, dress, etc. - adult-baiting, loud music, shocking 
statements, etc. - are ways he/she has of saying to adults, "I'm just as 
important as you are so take notice" 
o. this "child inside an adult's body" is often erratic and contradictory and 
sets up the very reactions in others that he/she hopes will not be forthcoming. 
When they do come, feelings of inferiority are heightened and with them, 
arrogant behavior tomasKthem 
"There is in every child at every age a 
new miracle of vigorous unfolding which 
constitutes a new hope and a new 
responsibility for all." I Erikson 
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1. Psychosocial Development I Stage 5 (cont'd) 
Probable origins of 
Identity 
a. child is included in decision-making 
role at home and school, e.g. helps 
make rules and consequences govern-
ing own behavior 
b. both school and home take an active 
role in helping teen to make career 
choices by laying out alternatives 
and discussing pros and cons of various 
jobs while leaving ultimate choice to 
the young person 
c. adults see teenager as being an 
individual with his own unique 
traits, values, etc. 
d. adults encourage child to earn own 
money and finance own wants 
e. parents let child accept conse-
quences of own behavior, decisions, 
and actions. Mistakes are seen as 
learning experiences. If things 
turn out well child accepts credit, 
if not, parents don't accept blame 
. 
f. parents and teachers help child 
learn decision-making process, 
critical thinking, and problem-
solving 
g. adults learn to gradually give up 
power and control 
Probable origins of 
Role Confusion or Negative Identity 
a. adults disregard or downgrade young 
persons ideas and capacity to 
participate meaningfully in those 
aspects of life that directly 
affect him/her 
b. adults either pass child off with 
"be whatever you want to be" (but 
don't bother me) or tell child that 
he must be what they want him to be 
through the use of guilt or coercion -
"so you want to be the first one in 
five generations not to be a police 
officer" 
c. adults lump all teenagers together 
and stereotype them in negative terms, 
especially by press, and police 
(this increases their defensiveness 
and strengthens group unity) 
d. parents provide all financial assis-
tance and make child economic slave 
(keep child dependent) 
e. parents always bail out 
tickets, cover up, etc. 
tell young person what's 
not good for him/her 
child - fix 
Also, they 
good and 
f. parents and teachers are too per-
missive or controlling 
g. adults hold on too long or let go 
too soon 
Note: If you think of the teenager as the citizen of a country and the parents 
as the ruling government, then you can understand why some countries run 
so smoothly and others have frequent revolutions. Democratic principles 
that apply to citizens are the same ones that apply to a family. Parents 
are leaders by definition. 
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2. Cognitive Development I Stage 4: Formal Operations (l2-adult) 
-providing that experiences have been favorable, the young person can now be 
able to attain logical, rational, and abstract thinking strategies 
-symbolic meanings, metaphors, and similes can now be understood and stories 
with a moral can be generalized 
-games and simulations can be presented so that pupils understand their 
implications 
-viewing movies and film clips, and participating in art forms such as 
painting, drama, dance, and music provide excellent learning opportunities 
to stimulate abstract thinking 
-at this stage the student gets more out of writing poems than reading them, 
making films more than viewing them, and taking part in improvisational drama 
more than observing 
-hypothetical (if .... then) problems can now be solved and scientific reasoning 
has begun 
-the idealistic crisis results from the gap between what is known and its lack 
of implementation -"why can't we •.. ?" (egocentrism inhibits objectivity) 
-the adolescent does not become an adult until he/she can philosophically 
accept what is and work toward changing what can be changed, i.e. criticism 
must be replaced by constructive effort 
-the teenager now "understands 11 what "kicked the bucket" means 
-because many children do not have experiences which will stimulate this 
highest level of thinking ability, almost half of the young people between 
l6 and 20 will remain in the previous stage. Ages l2-l8 only become the 
occassion for such development to occur. Educational experiences must 
activate this potentiality 
-one of the best ways to stimulate high level thinking is through the pre-
sentation of controversial subjects - abortion, premarital sex, homosexuality, 
etc. - but the classroom is the last place that these issues are discussed 
-an emphasis on right and wrong answers, memorization, and rote passive 
learning at age l2 and beyond are the surest ways to inhibit thinking 
potential; also competitive grading which detracts from learning for its 
own sake 
-during this period creativity and imagination can return and be exquisitely 
joined with the newly emerged thinking ability to create products of depth, 
uniqueness, and wholeness (the adult years that follow will add refinement) 
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2. _ Cognitive Development I Stage 4: Formal Operations (12-adult) 
-providing that experiences have been favorable, the young person can now be 
able to attain logical, rationalr and abstract thinking strategies 
-symbolic meanings, metaphors, and similes can now be understood and stories 
with a moral can be generalized 
-games and simulations can be presented so that pupils understand their 
implications 
-viewing movies and film clips, and participating in art forms such as 
painting, drama, dance, and music provide excellent learning opportunities 
to stimulate abstract thinking 
-at this stage the student gets more out of writing poems than reading them, 
making films more than viewing them, and taking part in improvisational drama 
more than observing 
-hypothetical (if .... then) problems can now be solved and scientific reasoning 
has begun 
-the idealistic crisis results from the gap between what is kno\vn and its lack 
of implementation -"why can't we ... ?" (egocentrism inhibits objectivity) 
-the adolescent does not become an adult until he/she can philosophically 
accept what is and work to>vard changing what can be changed, i.e. criticism 
must be replaced by constructive effort 
-the teenager now "understands" ~vhat "kicked the bucket" means 
-because many children do not have experiences which will stimulate this 
highest level of thinking ability, almost half of the young people between 
16 and 20 will remain in the previous stage. Ages 12-18 only become the 
occassion for such development to occur. Educational experiences must 
activate this potentiality 
-one of the best ways to stimulate high level thinking is through the pre-
sentation of controversial subjects - abortion, premarital sex, homosexuality, 
etc. - but the classroom is the last place that these issues are discussed 
-an emphasis on right and wrong answers, memorization, and rote passive 
learning at age 12 and beyond are the surest ways to inhibit thinking 
potential; also competitive grading which detracts from learning for its 
o~,<m sake 
-during this period creativity and imagination can return and be exquisitely 
joined with the newly emerged thinking ability to create products of depth, 
uniqueness, and wholeness (the adult years that follow will add refinement) 
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The principal goal of education is to create men who are capable 
of doing new things, not simply of repeating what other generations 
have done - men who are creative, inventive, and discovers. The 
second goal of education is to form minds which can be critical, 
can verify, and not accept everything they are offered. The great 
danger today is of slogans, collective opinions, ready-made trends 
of thought. We have to be able to resist individually, to criticize, 
to distinguish between what is proven and what is not. Therefore, 
we need pupils who learn early to find out by themselves, partly 
by their own spontaneous activity and partly through material we 
set up for them; who learn early to tell what is verifiable and 
what is simply the first idea to come to them. I Piaget 
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3. Moral Development / Postconventional Level: (High school age +) 
stage 5: The Social-Contract, Legalistic Orientation 
-at this level the moral perspective goes beyond what a particular group 
dictates, and moral values and principles have greater scope and validity 
-what is right and good involves general individual rights and standards which 
have been carefully looked at an formulated and agreed upon by the whole 
society 
-people are seen as having their own values and opinions 
-laws are made and changed with respect to the maintaining of individual free-
doms which do not conflict with the rights and freedoms of others 
-consensus on matters of general concern are democratically and constitution-
ally agreed upon through due process 
-this is the "official" morality of the American government and constitution 
'-values and rights such as life and liberty cannot be compromised regardless 
of majority opinion 
-one obeys the law because of social utility - laws are made for the welfare 
of all and for the protection of people's rights 
-laws and duties have th~ir origin in the "greatest good for the greatest 
number" and should be obeyed on the basis of their practical usefulness 
-free agreement and contract are the binding elements of obligation 
Stage 6: Universal Ethical Principles Orientation 
-right is defined by the decision of conscience in accord with self-chosen 
ethical principles which appea! to logical comprehensiveness, universality, 
and consistency; they are abstract (the Golden Rule) 
-a person here refrains from commiting wrong acts because of self-condemnation -
he can live with the condemnation of others but in the last analysis he/she 
must live with himself/herself 
-these universal principles involve justice, the reciprocity and equality 
of human rights, and respect for the dignity of human beings as "individual 
persons" 
-if a law violates a universal principle, then it is permissable to violate 
that law (hiding slaves, standing for a black woman on a bus during pre-civil 
rights, stealing a high-priced drug to save a life, refusing to kill women and 
children in a wartime situation, going to prison for draft refusal, etc.) 
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3. Morai Development I Stage 6 (cant' d) 
-the belief in universal principles is rational and the commitment to them 
is personal 
-people are seen as being ends in themselves and must be treated as such 
-race, creed, and color are seen as insignificant and the differences among 
people are not only tolerated but encouraged - people are people period 
-being at this stage can be discomforting because taking a moral stand has 
often dire consequences, e.g. Jesus Christ, Martin Luther King, Mahatma 
Ghandi, Sir Thomas Moore, Henry David Thoreau, Alexander Solhzenitzn, etc. 
In other words one must go all the way for their beliefs even to death 
(again this is self-chosen) 
-Kohlberg feels that moral growth is irreversible and the best time for its 
development is prior to age 25. 
"You have to be cognitively mature to reason 
at the level of principled morality, but you 
can be smart and never reason morally" I Kohlberg 
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4. Age Profile of the 12 year old 
Characteristic 
a. tends to be outgoing, enthusiastic, 
and generous 
b. emotions tend to be in the extremes 
c. is open, friendly, and shows a good 
sense of humor 
d. self-concept is expanding; asserts 
that he/she is no longer a child 
e. just beginning to get outside self 
and look at self objectively as 
well as family 
f. less self-centered but behavior may 
be erratic and show rapid shifts from 
maturity to childishness 
g. critical of own appearance and has 
difficulty accepting praise 
h. participates less in family activities 
i. aware of parental criticism of them so, 
in turn, make joking criticisms of their 
parents 
j. shows competitiveness with parents in 
sports or intellectual games 
k. girls show great deal of interest in 
boys 
1. still an eager friend-maker; great 
interest in best friends and also 
complaining about friends 
m. boys beginning to show interest in girls 
and girlfriends, even though the dominant 
mode of interaction between the sexes is 
still "play" 
n. boys have many friends and take pride in 
the number of best friends; may be con-
siderable amount of shifting around of 
friends 
Example 
b. someone or something is either 
really liked or really hated 
c. is able to. laugh at self and to 
give and take in humorous insults 
and practical jokes 
d. tries to find and define self by 
forming friendships and in this way 
discovers that he/she can be liked 
by someone other than family 
g. may squirm or clown when praised 
i. may tease father about bald spot 
or paunch 
k. demonstrated through conversation 
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4. 12 year old (cont'd) 
o. reading preferences at this age tend 
to be sports, adventures, and classics 
p. T.V. watching may be less extensive 
that a year ago 
q. with regard to school, age 12 usually 
takes a strong stand - either likes 
it or hates it 
r. very interested in expressing self 
q. shows a lot of restlessness, 
daydreaming, and fooling 
~onnd 
r. is difficult to get a 7th 
or 8th grade class to work 
well together because of this 
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5. Age Profile of the 13 year old 
General: Thirteen 
perhaps because at 
imagined slights. 
is a constructive 
a certain freedom 
appears to be the least happy of the adolescent years, 
this age young people are more sensitive to real or 
It is important to realize that thirteen's reclusiveness 
and necessary period of inner consolidation that requires 
from external intrusions. 
Characteristic 
a. gradual turning inward and pre-
occupatio~ with self 
b. often enjoys the mistakes of others 
c. tends to have more worries than fears; 
very sensitive to real or imagined 
slights 
d. there is a search for a personal self 
and self-understanding 
e. very concerned about being like other 
children their age in dress and 
behavior 
f. also emphasize inner qualities like 
"brains" and "personality" 
g. like to keep to themselves 
h. see attempts of adults to talk with 
them as prying; siblings also 
i. close friendships are diminishing 
and interest in friends may vary 
from day to day and are seen as 
mainly someone to share secrets with 
j. some girls may begin dating but this 
is the exception more than the rule; 
most girls are romantically interested 
in boys while still not yet "boy crazy" 
k. size is a problem in boy-girl 
relationships 
1. boys tend to show less interest in 
girls than at 12' show childish be-
havior toward girls 
m. reading tends to increase 
Example 
a. frequently "touchy"; likely to 
go in room and sulk when angry 
or upset 
d. agonizes over being too fat, too 
short, or too weak 
g. discovering privacy of own thoughts 
i. girls tend to form threesomes and 
two will gossip about the other one 
k. girls are usually larger than boys 
1. may grab a girl's hat or tease 
m. books are read and reread 
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5. 13 year old (cont'd) 
n. T.V. watching is even less while movie 
going and telephoning are on the upswing 
o. in school, 13 is more settled than 12; 
makes better use of time and better 
organized 
p. concern shown over their individuality 
q. may be shy and unwilling to perform 
in front of classmates 
r. adolescents can be critical of the teacher 
but they still want and need direction; 
beginning to distinguish a teacher's 
ability to teach and their own like or 
dislike of the teacher as a person 
p. appreciates special projects and 
activities that reflect their 
unique personalities 
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6. Age Profile of the 14 year old 
General: The fourteen year old wants to learn on his/her own, to try out, 
and to explore. He/she can tolerate failure if it is not coupled with 
criticism. The fourteen year old may begin to show signs of wanting to 
express himself/herself publicly - by giving reports, dramatics, or public 
speaking. At this age it is the adult's problem to exercise restraint and 
to keep reigns on and channel the fourteen year old's energy into productive 
pursuits. The theme here is exhuberance. There is a celebration of the 
establishment of a personal self and self-acceptance which is the first 
stage toward true independence. 
b. 
c. 
Characteristic 
a. there is a resurgence of being happy 
and outgoing 
has, for the most part, worked out 
many growing up anxieties and rushes 
into it with enthusiasm 
more often happy than sad 
d. more open about expressing feelings 
e. fears and worries are fewer and 
more specific 
f. doesn't take growing up with such 
diehard seriousness as before 
g. new degree of self-evaluation and 
self-acceptance 
h. friendships blossom but on a new and 
different basis 
Example 
a. less sensitive and touchy than at 
l3i gets along better with parents, 
sibs, and orher adults betteri 
seems more mature and confident 
c. occassional intense emotional 
upsets but has ability to pull out 
of them with greater ease 
d. not afraid to show anger or 
affection 
e. may have "pet" worries and fears 
f. shows light humorous touch in 
gifts and remarks 
g. still admires and wants to be like 
certain idols but also discovers 
much to like about selfi takes 
pride in athletic prowess, good 
grades, and sense of humor 
h. among girls the groups become all 
importanti interpersonal qualities 
("she' s fun" or "she 's kind") form 
the basis for friendshipsi a lot of 
phone conversation centering on 
friend's personalities and social 
issuesi girls left out of these 
groups feel terribly lonely and work 
very hard at being accepted. Among 
boys, more loosely knit groups are 
important rather than cliqU.e. Friends 
are often chosen on personal qualitieJ 
as with girls although boys may not b~ 
aware of this. Boys who are popular 
or "in" .may give support to boys who 
are left out. 
6. 14 year old (cont'd) PAGE 
i. boys and girls interact at this 
age more; are better able to mix 
and carry on a meaningful con-
versation 
j. girls are beginning to take a 
subordinate or socially-defined 
position 
k. girls mature more rapidly than 
boys 
l. tendency to think and plan out 
activities not only for the day 
but for the next year 
m. socializing is the most important 
activity for 14 
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n. boys start to show interest in cars -
owning and driving one will be a pre-
occupation which increases over the 
next two years 
o. sociability is most apparent in 
school 
i. parties, dances, and dates 
j. wait to be asked for date or dance 
k. 14 year old girls prefer "older" 
boys; for l4 year old girls, boys 
their age "horse around" too much 
while older boys are more intereste· 
in dancing and talking 
m. spends majority of free time in 
social gatherings 
o. works well as a grou:p member and 
takes pride in being part of par-
ticular classes; has more respect 
for teachers; sociability may get 
in the way, as he/she gets over-
involved in extracurricular activi-
ties - school work may not receive 
enough attention 
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7. Age Profile of the l5 year old 
General: The main theme of l5 is extremes and exaggerations. 
Characteristic 
a. more somber and quiet demeanor - the 
"sophomore slump" 
b. a new stage of development which 
highlights separation from parents 
and adults 
c. frequent periods of low mood is 
accompanied often by a sort of 
apathy and lethargy 
d. is very complex and difficult to 
understand 
e. rather guarded about self and 
uncommunicative 
f. independence and liberty are 
uppermost in mind 
g. because adulthood is within reach, 
l5 is impatient for adult perogatives 
h. there is a desire for self-improvement 
i. thinks realistically of the future 
j. never at home much now and would 
rather be with friends than family 
k. will avoid family gatherings and if 
forced to go will make unhappiness 
apparent to all 
l. girls still strongly attached to 
groups of friends with talking as 
the main activity 
Examples 
b. gloom and depression at this age 
reflect awareness that childhood 
has gone and that adulthood is 
nearing; separation from parents 
and family are imminent - thus, 
the cycle of loss, mourning, and 
renewal 
c. adults may view the l5 year old 
as lazy and uncooperative 
e. concerned that others will know 
too much about him/her - read 
inner thoughts and thereby judge 
harshly 
f. strongly resentful of anything 
that remotely seems to impinge 
upon freedom; questions as to 
where they are going or where 
they have been are net with "out" 
or "for a ride" 
h. may undertake rigid regimes of 
exercise or diet 
i. marriage, vocation, college, 
military, etc. 
j. would be out everynight if allowed 
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7. 15 year old (cont'd) 
m. boys find groups still important 
but often around organized activities 
like sports or just "hanging around"; 
there's a lot of helping activity 
with one boy helping another with 
chores, etc. 
n. heterosexual relationships tend to 
have a common "take it or leave itn 
attitude; there is concern over 
sexuality 
o. activities may become more 
narrowed and restricted 
p. criticism is strong and is directed 
at home, school, and family 
q. has great concern with definitions 
with being clear and having details 
r. if a student likes a teacher, he/she 
overidentifies with him/her 
n. lots of discussion on "making out" 
and how much kissing and petting 
should be allowed 
o. getting together, dating, and 
meeting for cokes take up a good 
deal of 15's time 
q. wants to known one's own stand on 
social, political, and moral issues 
and where adults stand as well 
r. imitates behavior or speech patterns 
of teacher, e.g. favorite sayings, 
phrases, etc. 
Note: If teachers and parents capitalize upon leadership potential 
and group spirit of 15 year old, the antipathy a young person 
feels toward school can be overcome, thus avoiding the potential 
of dropping out of school. Remember, the 15 year old can collect 
enough hurts and insults (real or imagined) for a year to cash in 
for a school termination at age 16. (Students who have finished 
grade 10 do not seem to drop out of school as much as those who 
have completed only one or two years of high school.) 
8. Age Profile of the l6 year old 
General: For the sixteen year old, childhood is past without.regrets, 
and the future beckons with promise and excitement. 
Characteristic 
a. there is a certain parallel with age 
l6 in that these are both periods that 
young people gain an equilibrium among 
the physical, emotional and social 
growth forces with which they have 
been contending 
b. with close friends will share true 
feelings. In this way, person has 
become quite adult-like in handling 
emotions 
c. balance and moderation is the theme 
d. earlier concerns with independence 
have given way to a sense of having 
"made it" and of autonomy with 
respect to parents and other adults 
(i.e. if something is no longer 
an issue, then an "issue" does 
not have to be made out of it) 
e. l6 likes being l6 and can accept 
good and bad qualities of selfi 
not so concerned about choosing 
a profession and is willing to 
wait to see how things turn out 
f. for girls marriage is of greater 
concern than college (and this may 
be changing with greater opportunities 
for women today), and those who wish 
to attend school often prefer to 
marry upon graduation 
g. shows a greater balance and sense 
of equality in relationships with 
adults than was true at earlier ages 
h. relations with parents improve -
may appreciate that parents' con-
cerns are genuine and not prying 
and harrassing 
Example 
a. remarkable even disposition as 
compared to l5 year old; more 
receptive to constructive cri ti6ism; 
when hurt by others, tends to cover 
it up until feelings resolved 
d. more sociable and outgoing; social 
situations are more fun and less 
stressful 
g. both parents and young people are 
more relaxed about issues that 
were a source of conflict earlier 
(curfews, etc.). This is due to 
new responsibility of age l6 and 
because l6 no longer needs to test 
parents to prove independence 
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8. l6 year old (cont'd) 
i. sibling relations have also 
improved (in general it can be 
said about people of any age that 
if they are secure and at peace with 
themselves, they tend to see and 
treat others with kindness and 
respect 
j. spends more time with friends and 
family 
k. girls tend to be less pre-oe~upied 
with boys and they will drop a boy 
who becomes too amorous 
l. boys interactions with girls have 
either romantic over or undertones 
m. ~.V. watching is infrequent, and 
although most ~oung people express 
great interest in reading, very 
little reading actually gets done 
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i. l6 enjoys the admiration of younger 
siblings and begins to take a 
parental attitude toward them; with 
older siblings l6 feels more com-
fortable and on an even footing 
with them 
j. friendships are less superficial-
sharing of confidences, discussing 
of issues and enjoying shared 
activities with friends 
k. will prefer a boy with whom they 
can talk and who understands them 
L boys tend to want to "play the 
field" than to go steady 
m. exception is magazines like TEEN 
or SEVENTEEN 
n. l6 is a turning point in education - either school 
is liked and seen as useful or it is seen as dull 
and boring 
o. physically, the young person has attained all 
but an inch or two of stature and is comfortable 
with body dimensions 
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9. Discipline AGES THIRTEEN TO FIFTEEN 
a. There is an increasing need for information as a reference point for 
experimentation. This information should be historical, value laden, 
but objective and viewed together by the parent and the child. 
Increasing information about the history of the family, the history of 
institutions, how A is related to B, what makes sense and what doesn't, 
are all important during this age. The parents have to face the fact 
that increasing experimentation is occurring separate and apart from 
them. However, the youngster still requires a reference point at home 
and will use it to a greater or lesser degree. The youngster will be 
more rejecting of this information if it is presented in a critical, 
autocratic way. Objective review and sharing of situations are far 
more effective. 
b. There should be an increasing owrtershi~ of success and failure. 
Parents have particular problems with shifting from the point of offering 
controls and accepting a good bit of the responsibility for a youngster's 
life to divesting themselves of that function. During this age there 
should be a gradual but clear acceptance of the child's performance for 
him or herself. For instance, how a youngster does in school becomes a 
matter of the ownership of the child and less and less one where home 
influences and structure can be utilized to obtain a desired result. 
Doing homework, completing appropriate tasks, and so on will be less 
amenable to parental nagging. 
c. Reward and punishment are agreed upon contin~encies. 
With increasing frequency and the parent moves into the role of setting 
up contingencies which will occur based upon the owned behavior of the 
child. For instance, there will or won't be money for a special event. 
The car will or won't be available to carry someone somewhere. Con-
tingencies regarding loss of time through grounding and so on are set 
up as possibilities depending upon a certain performance or behavior. 
d. There should be increasing support for vacillation and regression. 
Children at this age are much more mercurial as they seek roles of adults 
and as they are in turn terrified by them. What may appear to be a lack 
of responsibility or dramatic immaturity may, in fact, be anxiety and 
concern over what's being asked of them. Many things that they are unable 
to verbalize they will act out in their behavior. 
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9. Discipline (cont'd) AGES SIXTEEN TO EIGHTEEN 
a. The consultant model of the parent increases. 
Because the child is no longer a child but a young adult, the parent 
should move into the role of consultant. Opinions can be voiced if 
asked for or offered as opinions. Any definite, domineering statement 
will be met with resistance to a greater or lesser degree depending 
upon the young person. However, they are very grateful for consultive 
advice especially when they request it. It should be clearly labeled 
by the parent as advice. For instance "Would you like for me to give 
you some thoughts on that?" is a helpful way to proceed. 
b. Ownership of success and failure becomes for real. 
These are the years when separation from home begins to become a 
reality. Getting a job, securing a vocation, deciding upon sexual 
roles, and working out values are, indeed, for real. While the parent 
does not have to agree with the value system, they do have to allow the 
young person to take ownership of what occurs or does not occur. 
c. Contingencies occur that arise from parental autonomy. 
Parents have autonomy and freedom too. During this age it is very 
important that the parents maintain their autonomy, their lives, their 
marriages. The contingencies regarding the young person should be, to 
the greater extent, at the parents' convenience. Money, shelter, trans-
portation, and continued support are real issues that are viable points 
of discussion and action as situations occur. A parent does have the 
right to give or withhold these things depending upon whether the be-
havior of the young person is that which they feel comfortable in 
supporting or not. 
d. There is a greater need for mutually agreed supportiveness. 
At this age the young person is still asking for the parents' support. 
However, they want it emotionally, physically, and otherwise at their 
own behest and within the context of their autonomy. · 
SUMMATION 
Perhaps the best axiom in dealing with one's children 
is to remember the scriptural admonition, "Do unto 
others as you would have them do unto you." 
Or, 
"Do I treat my kid as well as I would treat the neighbors 
kid?" 
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